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HARDING READY TO PUT
FIVE COUNTIES IN MINGO
AREA UNDER PARTIAL LAW
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(Ht The AMocHiiea
Washington, Aug. 31. Tho federal governm,ont stood ready toto act In West Virginia
night
should tomorrow's
reports show
lank of eoinnliance. with President
Harding's proclamation calling on
all persons engaged in "unlawful
and Insurrectionary
proceedings"
to return home.
Two regiments of troops of 1,000
men each, one at Camp Sherman,
Ohio, and the other at Camp Dix,
N. J., were ready to move into the
state on a moment's notice, war de.
partrnent officials said.
A proclamation
declaring martial law In five West Virginia counties has been drawn up and signed
by the president, ready for promul-

1

gation.

'

p
.

Officials, however, remained still
hopeful that neither step would be
necessary, although their spirit of
optimism had been lowered today
by dispatches telling of clashes between bands of armed men and
state authorities and containing no
indications of a disposition to comply with the president's proclama- tion.
Decision as to whether the fed
eral government will order troops
Into the state and declare martial
law a step which has not been
taken In any state since the days
.Immediately following the civil war
will depend on conditions as re- ported by Brigadier General Band
holti at noon tomorrow, the hour
fixed as a limit by President Hard
In it.

General Bandholtz left today for
Charleston.
The declaration of military rule
and use of troops if found neces
sary by General Bandholtz, it was
staled, will be confined to Kanawha, Fayette, Boone. Logan and
Mingo counties, a section in the
southwestern part of the state, embracing Charleston, the state capital.
Reports from tho disturbed area
were forwarded to Secretary Weeks
by Governor Morgan today. They
said that tho armed men resented
orders to disperse, declaring they
would force the government to declare martial law and threatening
to blow up troops trains should
soldiers be sent.
A telegram signed by members
of the West Virginia
delegation
with
which conferred yesterday
Secretary Weeks reached the war
from
lute
today
department
Charleston.
"The committee Just returned
to Charleston," tho message said,
"and find miners from practically
every camp in the
section rushing to the
line. We saw several
Logan-Boon- e
men with high powered rifles in
ette-Boo-

f )

OUTOF SHAFT

His Life,
(By The Auorlnfed Preaa.)

Harco Mine at Harrisburg,
III., to Be Sealed Pending
By State;
Investigation
Dynamite Blast Blamed.
(By The Associated Prem.)
Harrisburg, 11)., Aug. 31. Elev-

en bodies of miners, entombed late
today in the Harco mine following
a dvnamite explosion, Were brought
to the surface tonight. They were
found at 445 to 1,000 feet below
the mouth of the mine.
The men' were entombed when a
new coal bed
dynamite charge in awalled
room,
penetrated an old
lpoaening black damp, which Is believed to have caused their death.
A special train bearing a United
States mine bureau car was dispatched to the mine within an
hour after the accident.
Seven men who escaped the explosion but who are suffering from
the effeots of black damp, were
taken to local hospitals. It is believed they will recover.
The mine will be sealed tomorrow by Btate authorities, who will
Issue a permit after an investigation authorizing continuance of operation.
Volunteer rescue teams were or- -

DAYS

Logan, W. Va., Aug. 31.
Logan authorities tonight announced that a telegram had
been sent to Washington stating that unless troops were
sent at once the county would
be attacked by between 4, MO
and 6,000 men. Sheriff Chafin,
in a statement tt newspaper
men, said that "then has been
more or less continuous firing
today," at Beech Creek, Blair,
Crooked Creek and Mill Creek.
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SENATE

FINANCE GROUP

Cattle Men Ask Committee FINANCE COMMITTEE
OF SENATE TURNS TO
for 20 to 25 Per Cent Duty
Instead of 15 Per Cent
HOUSE REVENUE BILL
Refused

By House.

By The Assorlatrd

Press.)

Washington,
Aug. 31. Tariff
questions had their last inning for
several weeks before the senate
committee today, and the
committee proposed to take up the
house revenue bill tomorrow.
The tax measure will hold the
center of the stage until final committee action has been taken and
It is ready for the senate. Leaders
said It would be possible to complete a committee action in two
weeks, although the plan contemplates only having the bill ready
for submission when the senate
reconvenes September 21.
'
No open hearings on taxed "Tiave
been announced, the committee intending to work behind closed
doors, discussing the subjects with
treasury officials and tax experts.
Secretary Mellon has boon asked
to be present September 7.
The committee will have for Its
consideration a new tax program
announced yesterday by Senator
Smoot, republican, Utah.

Washington. Aug. 31. The fight
for a tariff on hides, a provision
of the Fordney bill, killed by the
house, was opened today before
the senate finance committee.
Cattle men, through Frank B.
McClain, Lancaster, Pa., vice president of the National Livestock
Exchange, asked the committee for
a tariff of 20 to 25 per cent
of the 15 per cent duty voted down
by tho house. Asked whether a 25
per cent duty would increase the
cost of thoes to the consumer, the
witness thought it ought not to
raise the prico 5 cents a pair.
He followed this with a charge
that shoe manufacturers were
making exorbitant profits, declaring that "dhocs to fit a
child cost the farmer more than he
gets for the hide from his 1,300
pound steer."
"Talk about normalcy," Mr. McClain asserted, "there can he no
normalcy, no dawn of a new day
until the dollar of the farmer buys RAILROAD HEADS SAY
for him the samo as the dollar
FARMERS ARE NOT HIT
which he takes for what h? sells."
inst-i-a-

31. The
Aug.
Albany, N. Y
New York state soldier bonus law
Is unconstitutional!
according to a
decision of tho cdurt of appeals
handed down hero today..
The 'opinion, written by Judge
Andrews, hell that the bonus '.aw
involved the gift of the state's
credit, which Is prohibited
by
article VII, section of the state
constitution. Judges Cardozo and
Pound dissented.

(By The Aionclnttd Pren.)
Washington, Aug. 31. Agriculture is In no more serious plight
than other industries as a result of
the present depression, four vice
presidents of western railroads declared today before the Interstate
Commerce commission at Its hearings on reducing freight rates on
grain and hay. The officials were
C. E. Spens, of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy; S. H. Johnson,
of the Rock Island; J. E.
of the Northern Pacific, and
Edward Chambers of the Santa Fe.
Freight rates, they declared,
have but little effect on business
In rates
generally and advances
have never resulted In a reduction
of traffic. Grain producers have
made no appeals to the roads for
reduced freight rates, they added,
all such appeals having come from
governmental officials or agencies.
Wood-wort-

Jl'STICK BAKER DIES.
Phoenix. Ariz., Aug. 31. Judge
Albert C. Baker, Justice of the Arizona supreme court, died this
morning at Los Angeles, according
Twenty-fou- r
hours after the to advices received here.
head of the marching column had
been turned back from Madison it
became known that the miners In
tho unionized section of Logan
county had not abandoned their intention to move on Mingo. Many
Independent-republican- s
If the
ore In good faith,
of the miners who had abandoned
they ought to bo able to see that their course tends to discourage,
the march are said to have reInstead
to
of
In
decent
encourage-New
Mexico.
government
traced their steps and started for
If tho old
combine were still functioning In
Jeffery, where the union miners of New Mexico and were lending Ihelr
aid to Senator Rursum In this
Logan were gathered. Tonight it
was estimated that fully 6,000, if campaign, there would be a reasonable excuse for a protest
movement
Insldo
nn
to break that oombfne- by
effort
the
and
party
not more, men were In that re
F.von
helping the democrats, through dividing the republicans.
gion.
then, the more sensible course would bo the
support of
the
democratic
candidate.
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
crowd has lost Its grip. They tried to
But the
defeat Rursum for the appointment; then for the nomination nnd
LETS CONTRACTS ON
now, are watching to see if a place may develop where there Is
EIGHT MORE ROADS hope of defeating him for election. These men know full well that
with two democrats In the senate. Fall and Hawkins could control
the appointments nnd rebuild their machine in this state.
(MCIAI. DISPATCH TO MORNIN9 JOUftNAL)
The political Ideals nnd methods of these men have been
Santa Fe. Aug. 81. The highway
creut retarding Influence In New Mexico. Their restoration
department let contracts for eight the
be the greatest political curse which could como to our
would
projects covering 107.60 miles,
people.
Highway
Engineer Glllctt an
Bnrsum lias broken with them and Is fighting this
Senator
nounced today.
The bids total
buttle without their help and In the faco of their quiet, but earnest
$503,869.54 and include bridges.
opposition. Ho lias taken his chances by running upon n progrcs-sh- e
The bids fell nearly $120,000 be
platform and relying upon progressive help to elect
low the estimates, which, however.
In the face of this fact. It Is unfortunate that any hlny
were based on the lowered prices
man who
loves progress and decency will fall to come to Uursum's help
or the. last letting largely because
'and aid In proving that It pays to take the right position. It Is
of decreased construction costs, inIn effect
certainly disheartening to sec
progressives,
cluding labor and keen competition
crowd to prove that any one
joining hands with tlte
among the contractors. Twenty-eigwho breaks away from them Is doomed.
submitted bids on the eight
The figures follow:
..If there ever was a time In New Mexico when
projects.
men and women of all parties should stand together progressive
64 O. C. McElrath, $92,205.83.
to "put a
candidate
&
across," It is now. If Bursuin wins by a big majority
Har
Navajo Canyon Grench
In the fuco of his program of service and his platform of progress,
vey, $26,638.24.
it will prove tho political wisdom of serving the people and wlil
IO Atlas Construction com give
to servile political loyalty to the special
forever a black-ey- e
pany and A. P. Atchison,
Interests.
B5
On the other hand, If Bursunr should fall now, It may be a
J, V. Striker Construction
.long time before any other candidate can be Induced to stand on
company, $30,713.48.
a platform of service to tho people.
60 B Peterson. Shirley & Gun- A democrat In the senate can be of no aid to New Mexico
ther. $133,168.24.
67 Morrison, Sheets & Morri
right now. There is no reason for feeling: party-boun- d
in this
election. But there Is plenty of reason for feeling bound to support
son. $63,436.30.
48 Duvall, Johnson & Sapplng- the man who dares to defy his old associates and step out. unton. $67,453.26.
afraid, for the people.
The Journal did not announce itself for Bursum nntll It was
The prices Include 10 per cent '
and
convinced beyond doubt of his sincerity of purpose in his deterfor engineering,
Inspection
tc
mination
to serve the people.
which,
contingencies,
according
If your mind pictures Bursum for you as the servant and
Gillett, Is largely saved.
tool of tho siiecial interests, wo feel sure that it is not picturing
FEUDIST IS GUILTY.
for you the Mnrsnni of today. Whatever Bursum may have
Mt. Vernon, Ky.. Aug. 31. John
or may not have been In the past, his ideals today are ideulsbeen,
of
Bailey, mountain feudist, who has service.
been on trial here for more than
Bursuin will be elected. We have no doubt of that, but It Is
a week, today was guilty of mur-rd- e Importunt that he bo elected by such a sweeping majority that
nnd sentenced to Imprisonment
there Ira no doubt in
body's mind about the people being for
for life. Ballev shot an ' killed Uie man with courage anyenough
to bo for them,
,
Beverly D. White last April.
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Falls-Hawki-

Set Block Signal and Stop Train; Climb Aboard
and Frisk Male Passengersr Pull Cord and
Leisurely Leave as Train Near Salt Lake
City; Posse Arrives Too Late.
(BT THIS ASSOOATKD PRESS.)
Salt Lake City, Aug, 31. The jbprs .boarded the train and com- -iiianaea every one in me oueervaLos Angeles limited, No. 7, of the tion
to hold up their handsv
Union Pacific system, was held up While car,
one gathered the loot In the
robbers
and
two
masked
armed
observation car. the other proceedby
other cars. The exact
shortly before 2 o'clock this after- ed to the
taken is not known.
amount
noon near Clearfield, nine miles
The train is not scheduled to stop
south of Ogden, while on the way between
Ogden and Salt Lake City.
All the

from Ogden to Salt Lake.
Afer a few minutes delay the :ob-bemale passengers were robbed.
signalled to Robert Hayes, the
to have the train started.
ino train was stopped Dy nn rob- - conductor,
on toward Salt Lake City.
came
It
block signal. The two
the
outskirts of the city
Nearing
the robbers pulled the cord and
again brought the train to a stand-in
still. They alighted and escaped
t.'e northern part of the city.
One passenger in the observation car u uier than hold up his
FORECAST.
hand.
Jumped from the train. As
Denver, Aug, 31. New Mexico: he was seeing cne of the bAnitts
Frland
shot at him
Tartly cloudy Thursday
day with showers north portion!
I A. Torrens and wife of New
not much change in temperature.
York, occupying a drawing room,
extreme
Arizona:
Fair
west, were among the victims. They reshowers central and east portions ported a loss of f 13. II. M. Frund- Thursday; Friday fair except un- er, a commercial traveler of Halt
settled northeast portion; not much Lake .City, reported a loss of $75.
,.
The women and children on the
change in temperature.
train wera not molested, with the
LOCAL
exception of Mrs. Torrens.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
While the train was speeding
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, here one passenger scribbled a note
recorded by the university:
and threw it out the window. It
85 was a notification
.
Highest temperature
that the train
69 had been held up. A railroad emLowest'
2
Range
ploye picked it ud and telephoned
72 to headquarters here.
Mean . ,
A posse was
. 85 Immediately organized, but by the
Humidity at 6 a, m.
S4
8
It
at
time
reached
m...
p.
the
Humidity
incoming train
wone me rooners naa disappeared.
.
precipitation
Direction of wind
Northwest
The robbers were described as
aracter(of day ..Partly Cloudy being between 25'and 36 years old.
rs

1
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DAUGHERTY HITS

UPSET

Says Commercial and Social
Leaders Who Scoff at Federal Prohibition Law Are
Aiding Anarchy,
..

taftasks"measures
to cut court delay
Elihu Root Urges American

II

UN

Association to Seek
Higher Qualifications for;
Admission.
Bar,

EH

PUTS BULLET IN

(Ity The Afwirlatpd Prwu.)

Cincinnati, O., Aug. 31 Theories
nf political philosophy now "advanced by thoso who either violat
law or sympathize with law
In Industrial conflicts,
gl
tatlon to upset American form ot
enforcennd
government,
against
ment of prohibition statntes are
Hie'1 greatest forces at work in tb
United Stales to undermine re
spect for the law. Attorney General Dauglierty
today told th
American and Ohio Bar associations.
Arguing equally against sentiment that regards a convicted I.
W. W. as a "hero of conscience"
and a "political prisoner," and that
holds a bootlegger an exponent of
liberty" and sets th
"personal
slogan of "human rights against
rights" in employment
properly
asserted
disputes, Mr. Dauglierty
fallacy and danger lay in all.
The attorney general suggested
a method of informing public opinmeans
ion by
to obviate industrial conflicts, but
advocated complete disregard for
the theories advanced in the- two
other fields. He declared that the
demand for "personal liberty" in
prohibition enforcement had been
"advanced in the past by every
champion of lawlessness who has
sought excuse for unlawful conduct.
"Supremacy of the law Is not
undermined by the ordinary criminal who commits murder, robbery,
larceny," he said. "To the contrary, (every occurrence of crime
of this sort tends to Impress on
society the profound importance
enforceof law and Its vigorous
ment. The supremacy of the law
is and has been challenged mainly in that class of legislation whera
there exists a difference of opinion
as to governmental policy in enacting the legislation In question.
At present among the forces under,
mining respect for law . , . are.
tho doctrine of
political
offenses, erroneous conceptions of
docand
false
personal liBerty,
trines as to the rights of individuals nnd minorities."
Resentment of large corpora
tions, of "persons and capital
against "interference of laws regui
luting them," ho said, involved
"mistaken attitude," for "law and
order is the shield of business and
its only security."
Commercial and social leaders
who scoff at tho federal prohibition law aro aiding anarchy and
promoting mob violence, robbery
and homicide, it was declared today In a warning Issued to the people by the Judicial section of th
Amei icnn Par association.
"The people have undertaken to
g
evil of the
suppress the
liquor traffic," tho statement said.
"When for tho gratification Of
their appetites, lawyers, bankers,
merchants and manufacturers and
social leaders, both men and women, scoff at this law, or any other
law, they are aiding the cause ot
anarchy and promoting mob violence, robbery and homicide.
"They are sowing dragon's teeth
and they need not be surprised
when they find that no Judicial or
police authority can save our
country or humanity from reaping
the harvest."
The statement was Issued after a
large audience had heard Chief
Justice W. H. Taft urge measures
to reduce delay In tho courts. He
(Continued on Page Two.)

CoL W. N. OaskelL
F
Colonel liar.kell has been appointed tn supervise American relief administration work in Kussia
under the new agreement
with
(By Th
rrrm.)
Foviet aiithori'.les. He directed
Thermopolis.1 Wyo., Aug. 31.
in Armenia and has recently
been on special duty in the war de- Tho fact that his rifle jammed
partment at Washington.
probably saved the lives of a sher"-iand (j deputy, according to nn
alleged statement by E. L. Mellon-durwhisky runner who shot and
killed Deputy Sheriff Ted Price and
was himseif
mortally
probably
wounded in a gun battle with three
mornnear
officers
here
this
early
BOUND OVER FOR

DEPUTY SHERIF
Attsni-liilr-

ff

e,

PENNINGTON IS

ing.

Sheriff Fred Holdredge nnd Jack
Palmer, a deputy with Price, were
pursuing the supposed whisky car.
When the pursuit became too hot,
Mellendure stopped nnd lie and his
companion, C. F. Powers, hid in
bushes besido the road. Mellenfire as soon as the
dure
Preliminary Hearing Held at officorsopened
came in sight, his first shot
Las Vegas; Valmora Man striking Price in the arm and enthe body, ranging downward
Held to Grand Jury Under tering
to the heart.
Then, he said, his
rifle
when he had covered
Jammed
Bond of $8,000.
Palmer, whose first shot wounded
him.
rtPlCIAl DISPATCH TO MORNINd JOUKNAL
"I Intended to kill the sheriff and
Las Vegas, N. M., Aug. 31.
both deputies," Mellendure is alThomas I'. Pennington, who Is ac- leged to have declared In a statecused of the killing of Joe Bledsoe ment to the officers after his
here Saturday, was bound over to
the grand Jury today by Justice
C. II. Stewart.
Bond was fixed at SHAW DECLINES TO
$8,000, which Pennington expects
ADDRESS
PICNIC OF
to furnish.
CHICAGO LABORERS
It is understood that Armour and
company, Pennington's former employers, will assist In his defense
(Ity Thr) Anrlntit Prrnt.)
and possibly furnish bond.
Chicago, Aug. 31. George BerTho charge against Pennington nard Shaw, British author and
will be manslaughter,
or second playwright, has declined an Invidegree murder. No actwal witness- tation to address the Chicago
es of the shooting testified at the
nf Labor picnic on Labor
hearing. Miss Josephine Johnson
of Shoemaker, who was with Pen- day."I do not think your ' federation
nington at the time of the killing, can gather a complete notion of
was not called to testify.
European conditions from any one
person," he wrote. "If you could
CUNNINGHAM NAMED
obtain a series of three addresses
from
Kerensky, Lenine and from
TO FILL VACANCY IN
a capable czarist you would learn
METHODIST BUREAU something about Bussla.
"If you could get a similar series
from England from Ramsay,
n The Amoclntrd rie.)
and a representative of the
Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 31. Dr.
J. L. Cunningham, formerly con- second Internationale and from
some
equally able advocate of the
nected with the Vanderbilt university and at present professor of re- third Internationale, asfollowed by
the repreligious education in Southern Meth- Winston Churchill
odist university at Dallas, Tex., has sentative of the British imperialMaeLean
Donald
been elected to the presidency of ism, and by Sir
(or
Pcariitt Bible and Trninlng school, as a liberal
Kansas City, Mo., to fill the vacan Oeorge Waslilugtonlan), and so on
cy caused by the appointment of through all the countries of EuDr. W. F. Cook to an office in th rope, hearing all sides and especChristian education movement of ially the side of the existing govthe Southern Methodist church. It erning classes, which labor misunwas announced today,
derstands and leaves contemptuously out of count until It Is sudHOTEL MAX IS DEAD.
denly carried away by it Into a
Chicago, Aug. 31. Daniel W. war. then labor would begin to
Kauffman, 55, vice president of know its way about questions of
the Congress Hotel company and foreign and military policy."
well known to republican politicians who made the hotel their BODY OF COMMANDER
headquarters during the last four
RECOVERED
national conventions, died today at
OF ZR-- 2
his mother's summer home at MarAMMwIiited
quette, Mich.
PrtsK.)
(tly The
London, Aug. 81. The body of
Commander
Louis H. Maxfield,
the Amercommanding officer-owas
ican naval contingent, who
WORKMAN FALLS
ZR-2
in
killed
the
disaster, has
been recovered, according to a dispatch to the Daily Mail from Hull.

BLEDSOEMURDEH

Fed-erall-

Mac-Dona- ld

HARDER THAN OTHERS

NEW YORK SOLDIER
BONUS LAW IS HELD
UNCONSTITUTIONAL

by

OF GOVERNMENT

West'-wood-

Amnrlnlrd Trent.)

Belfast, Aug. 31 (by the Associated Press.) Although the truce
between the discordant factions is
being observed, throughout the
remainder 0f Ireland, Belfast again
today experienced another period
Mrs. Hernando de Soto.
of terror from gunmen and snipers.
a result the death list was augAs
Mrs. Hernando de oto, a prommented by six, while thirty persons
inent member of Washington's were
Injured, many seriously.
diplomatic sat will accompany her
Today's casualties bring the tohusband to Berlin, where he will
tal
death
roll for the three days'
embe attached to the American
There probably
rioting to fifteen.
bassy.
have been 100 persons more or less1
seriously injured, of whom num-- 1
gers were
With quiet intervals,
resulting
from the police putting snipers to
various
at
flight, shooting persisted
sections of the city from early
morning until late this evening.
OF
Sometimes it became so dangerous
as to necessitate suspension of the
tramway service. Many workers
could not reach their places of employment and returned home. In
some disturbed districts manufactories were compellod to close.

IftulMlES

Logan, W. Va., Aug. 31. Hostil
between
ities continued
today
forces of armed men who had
eastern
on
the
collecting
slope of
Spruce Fork Ridge and the thou
sand or more deputy sheriffs and
volunteers who had been called to
aid officers of Logan county. Despite President Harding's proclama
tion asking the armed men to dis
perse, one deputy sheriff was
killed, another is missing and one
armed man lost his life when out
posts clashed.
Additional reports received by
Sheriff Don Chafin of Logan county and Sheriff Bill Hatfield of McDowell county were that three other men had been killed at Mills
creek
rilner. hut their efforts
Other developments included the
damp drovannoum,em(3nt that tne invaders
them back,
had advanced their lines two miles
A check of the miners tonight today, and on the Logan sector
showed that 436 had entered the were only four miles from the
shaft this morning, and that all but county forces.
those dead had been returned to
of
At Peck's Mill,
the surface. Warnings after the ex the McDowell men,headquarters
six miles of
shafts
in
miners
nearby
plosion by
rough mountain country were said
to separate the outposts. Through
probably saved tneir lives.
this wild section scouting parties
from both sides passed during the
CHICAGO BOND RING
day, and it is assumed that here
MAY POSSESS ADDED
today's casualties occurred. Sur
and nurses were sent to
STOLEN SECURITIES geons
Peck's Mills, where a field hospi
tal was established.
B The Associated Press.)
Volunteers continued to come to
Chicago, Aug. 31. Belief that Logan from all over the southern
dollars'
of
thousands
of
hundreds
part of the state, en routo to the
worth of stolen bonds are still In- front.
possession of the WorthingtonThe situation confronting the
French organization, was expressed People of Logan county
is the di
by Atfting United States District rect outgrowth of the long contro
Attorney John V. Clinhln tonight,
organized and unoron the eve of his departure for Mi- versy between
miners. All of Logan coun
lwaukee to question several bankers ganized
of Spruce Fork ridge is unIn connection with deals said to ty east
but the little section behave been handled by Charles W. organized,
tween the eastern slope of the
French, alleged head of a nation mountains
and the Boone county
wide "swindling trust."
is filled with union miners.
"I have notified all banks that lineThese
men last week prepared to
some of the bonds are still out, Join
march of other union men
Colonel Clinnin said. "I have also fromthe
to Mingo, to protest
Marmet
sent pictures of Worthington and
the enforcement of martial
French to many banks In the hope against
that some one will recognize him law In the Mingo county strike
stopped at
as one who had been doing busi zone. The march was
ness with their institution under Madison, county scat of Boone
of United
instance
at
the
county,
another name."
Mine Workers officials, who acted
on the advice of Brigadier General
Bandholz. U. S. A.

WEATHER

three miles from Farmlngton,
Winn and
Plnkerton Agent F. M. Ellis.
The murder! charge was preferred shortly after the body
of the doctor's
wife was
found, mutilated and 'packed
Into a box In the Chlckahom-- i
ny
river, near Richmond,
Va., Ellis said.
Hadley was
,
living under the name of
according to the officers, but Is declared to have
readily admitted his identity.
He said he would waive

THREE
FIGHTING ARE 15

EDITION

o

AMERICAN FORM

N. M., bv Sheriff

Tramway Service Had to Be
Suspended at Times;
Many Workers Failed to
Reach Employment Places

Despite Order of President
Harding, Insurrectionists
Do Not Disband and Re
turn to Homes,

One Deputy Sheriff Has Been
Killed, Another Is Missing
and Armed Man Has Lost

PACIFIC PASSENGER, AND ROB
MEN III AL JENNINGS' STYLE

I

Pittsburgh, Va.,
physician, sought for nearly
three years on a charge of
having brutally murdered his
wife, in the Virginia city, was
arrested today on a ranch

FIGHTS

CITY

IV E TO

(Bj Tlie Amorlntrd Prm.t
Durango, Colo., Aug. 31.

Death List Augmented By
Six; Thirty Persons Were
Injured During Day, Many
of Them Seriously,

MEN

AND NURSES

SOUGHT THREE YEARS
FOR MURDER; FOUND
AT FARMINGTON, N. M.

OF

TERROR DUE TO

llMv

SENT INTO DISTRICT

TWO BANDITS HOLD UP UNION

t

Dnlly

WILL DIRECT U. S.
RELIEF IN RUSSIA

HIM

BEAR

W. A. Hadley,

ARMED IN FIELD

SURGEONS

OF MINERS AR E

cided Upon Will Be
tn Southwestern Part

T ON I GUT

1921.

CASUALTIESF0R

ELEVEN BODIES
bandholtFreturns
to troubled region
f

REIGN

trou-

BYGOVEHHMEHT

Declaration of Military Rule
and Use of Troops If De-

5,000

1,

BELFAST AGAIN

STREET

LOU CONTINUE

filling stations
H cents a gal- -

bled zone.
"Miners openly state, according
to reports to the governor, they
will not obey President Harding.'s
proclamation. Necessary that federal troops be sent at once if loss
Two Regiments of Troops of of
life Is to be avoided. More than
S.000 men under arms close to the
One Thousand Men Each Boone-Logan
line and more on
Ready to Move Into State their way."

On Moment's

GOES TO BERLIN
WITH HUSBAND,
WHO'S DIPLOMAT

HOSTILITIES AT

I

automobiles rushing to the

THE "ARMORY

JERQUE MOBNING JOUBN A!

ALBTJ

CITY

FORTY-SECON-

OPENS THE SENATORIAL VAMP AIGNAT

age-lon-

90 FEET FROM

DECISION BY SUPREME COURT
ROOF OF SHOP S

OF MEXICO BELIEVED TO END

-

out-rig-

.

ht

.

.

U. S. FIGHT OF ARTICLE

Carpenter Receives Serious
Injuries in Fall From Top
of New Santa Fe Shop
Building

Yesterday.

Dropping ninety feet from the
top of the new Santa Fe shops
building upon which he was working, Ray Pringle, a carpenter in
the Nelson Construction company,
was seriously injured
yesterday
He is suffering from
afternoon.
concussion of the brain and internal injuries, the extent of whlt'h
is not yet determined.
The accident
happened at 3
o'clock yesterday afternoon. Pringle was working in a perilous position on the edge of the roof ninety
feet above the ground, it is believed that he lost his footing while
shifting hia position and slipped
from the roof. He landed on telefeet above
graph wires twenty-fiv- e
the ground, thus breaking the
force of his fall. His body dangled
on the wires for an Instant and
then dropped to the ground.
Strong's ambulance was called to
take him to the St. Joseph hospital
where medical attention was given
The man
by Dr. E. T. Lasseter.
has a concussion of the brain and
Internal injuries. He is seriously
hurt from the fall but will recover,
No
according to his physician.
bones are broken.
is
of
a
about 30
map
Pringle
years of age and married. His
wife, who Is in Arizona at present,
has been Informed of the accident.
will be taken today to determine the nature and extent of
the Internal injuries of the man.
It Is believed that striking the net
of telephone wires lessened the
force of tlrt fall to the extent of
saving the man from instant death.

27

President Obregon Supports Belief By Reiterating That Article in Question Was Never
Intended to Be Retroactive; May Change
American Attitude cn Recognition.
(BV THK ASSOl I ATKI) PKKSS.l
1
Aug.
(by the that the I'nlted States' state depart
Associated Press). Local repre- ment probably would maintain Its
President Obregon
sentatives of American oil compa- insistence that
in as mt:ch as th
nies declined today to express opin- ,sign.a treaty
court's action, or even a
ions concerning the action of the congressional enactment, might tie
supreme court Tuesday night in subject to revision ot- modification
unanimously granting an injunc- !by any succeeding administration.
tion to the Texas oompany enjoin- One newspaper, tne umega. points?
ing the Mexican department of out that the supreme court two
commerce and Industry from de years ago declared Article 27 was
It Is a matter of recnouncing rights to oil lands held ny retroactive.
the Texas company prior to May I, ord that the Mexican foreign office
1917.
They said they preferred six months ago officially Informed
not to give their opinions until the the American embassy that the artext of the decision of the court Is ticle was retroactive.
The next step taken by the Mexpublished.
It was the general sentiment ican government doubtless will be
introduced In the chamber of depuhere, however, that the
of Article 27 of the Mexi- ties of a new petroleum bill, shortcan constitution has been definitely ly after the chamber convenes todecided by the decision, and that morrow. supporting the supreme court's
is President Obregon's reitMav Settle ir0 Coses.
eration that the famous Article 27
Mexico City, Aug. 31. Officials
never was construed by his govern- of the Mexican department of comment as being retroactive.
merce and Industry have been enThe question most frequently joined by the supreme court from
asked today was what would be the denouncing rights to oil lands held
attitude of the United States to by the Texas company prior to May
ward recognition of Mexico If the 1. 1917.
This decision, handed
supreme court's action Is construed down Inst night by an unanimous
as the final word on the retroactiv vote of the court, probably sets a
ity of Article 27.
precedent for tho court's action in
Persons who are not considered dealing with nearly ISO cases callseveral
and
newspapers ing Into question the effect of Artioptimists
opposed to the government asserted cle 27 of the Mexican constitution-Mexico

City,

-

:

.

.
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SAYMQViEFIRM

IS

TREATED

SUGAR PROPS AGAIN.
Ban Francisco. Calif., Aug.
81. A cut of 10 cents
a
hundred pounds for refined
granulated cane sugar was an- nounced today by refiners.
The new price is J 6.30 to
wholesales.

September 1, 1921,
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ANOTHER HUGE
DIRIGIBLE LOST

i

'

IN UNFAIR WAY
Complaint Against Famous
Players - Lasky Company
Is Made Public; Competitors Were 3arred.

BT EXPLOSION

vn

PLUMBERS EXAM

Largest American Nava! Aircraft cf Type Destroyed;
Was to Be Moved to Hangar Built for ZR--

;

(By The Ajuoclnlrrt Prr
Washington, Aug. 31. Tlio

APPROVED

GOBI

B

(By The Associated Preno.)
New York, Aug. 31. Dirigible
.

balloon

the largest American
aircraft of Its type, the blimp H- -l
and the kite balloon A. P. were
destroyed by a trte which also
razed the hangar today at the
Rockaway Point nfeval air station.
An explosion of gasoline from an
unknown cause, started the blaze.
Although a number of men were in
the hangar, only one man was
slightly burned.
Great tanks containing
ot cubic feet of hydrogen
were located near the hangar and
the firemen played tons ot water
upon them to prevent possible explosions.
The D- - was 198 feet long, carried a crew of four and had a
speed of sixty miles an hour. She
was used to patrol the coast.
Secretary Denby recently ordered all activities at the air station
to cease tomorrow.
It was understood the
6
was being prepared
for transportation to the new
hangar at Lakehurst, N. J., built
to receive the
ZR-recently destroyed in England.

Players Lasky corporation
nnd affiliated concerns, which the
federal trado commission has formally charged with unfair commo- New Board Will Pass on
tion and
monopolistic policies,
Capability of Journeymen:
"combined and conspired to suppress competition in interstate
. Resolution of Sympathy
commerce in motion picture films,"
ofthii
Sent to McMillin Family.
of
to
summaries
according
ficial complaint given out today.
The complaint declares that in
1920 the corporation In addition to
owning 400 theaters, supplied exclusively 6,000 ot the total of
picture houses in the United
States, which theaters obtained 67
cents of eaVh $1 upejit for admis- sions to picturo shows in thecoim-try- .
18,-00- 0,

...

that
t is further charged
through 140 subsidiary .corporations, the corporation played a part
in the International field.
the
Besides the corporation,

complaint personally cites Adolph
Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, Jules Maht-bauAlfred S. Black, Stephen A.
Lynch and Ernest V. Ktchards, Jr.,
all corporation officers.
The Realart rictures corporation, "in accordance with the conspiracy," the complaint says, was
set up by the Famous I'lajfcrs,
group in 1919 and though owned
by them, "held out to the trade to
be wholly independent.
The comp'. .int also changes that
the group cited proceeded to
of motion pictures theaters through coercion and intimidation under threats of erecting
competing houses and interfering
with film service."
Such methods are charged specifically against the corporation
and Alfred S. Black, as president
of the Black New England theaters, Inc., the Stanley company
"owning or controlling
theaters in Pennsylvania, wesrn
and
New Jersey and Delaware"
the Lynch Enterprises
fifty-seve-

n

corpora-tlon,"ownl-

and operating theaters in the Atlantlo and gulf states,
to Texas, and
North
Carolina
from
in TenncRsee, Arkansas and Okla-

homa." The Saenger AmussnTent
company, operating inn southern
states and controlling
theaters, was also included In the
citation as a subsidiary of the Famous Players.
The general program was carried
out from New York to Los Angeles by the parent corporation,
the complaint says, and "all theaters owned, controlled or operated
corby the Famous Players-Lask- y
poration aro permanently closed to
competitors."
Rlxty-eig-

section of
The
the new city building code, which
provides for an examining board
was
for Journeymen
plumbers,
passed by the city commission at
its meeting last night.
The section provides for a board
of five persons, who shall have
power to examine all Journeymen
plumbers, and to Issue licenses to
them to work at their trade in this
city. The board will be composed
of the city manager, the superintendent of the water works, the city
one master
Inspector,
building
and one journeyman
plumber,
plumber.
The examining" hoard as provided
for In the new code will be similar
to the examining board which has
been in operation for some time,
but on the new board the majority
will be held by the city officials,
while in the former hoard the ma
jority was held by the plumbers.
At the special meeting or tne
commission last Thursday evening
members of the plumbers' union
and the Business Men's
association took opposing sides
in an argument before the commission over the merits of the proA letter from the
posed board.
plumbers' local was read before the
commission last night, strongly
urging the approval of the examination system.
Members of the commission expressed some surprise last night
tfhen a letter was read from Earl
Bowdlch, former building inspect
or, presenting a bill for $300 for
drawing up the building code now
Some of the
under consideration.
commissioners pointed out that the
code was only a compilation of
sections from the building codes ol
other cities, and expressed surprise
at the size of the bill. A letter was
dictated to Mr. Bowdlch asking him
to be present at some future meeting when the city manager end the
city building inspector could discuss the matter with him.
A resolution of sympathy with
the family of Thomas McMUlln in
the death of Ir. McMillin was
passed by the commission, and it
was voted to keep the city hall
for five days.
flag at
half-ma-

st

BRITISH MINISTER DIES.

CARLOAD OF NEW NASH
Wales, Aug. 31.
' FOURS JUST RECEIVED SirLlandovery,
Arthur J. Herbert, former minister from Great Britain to Mexico,
diod hero today. He was at one
The Hoover Motor company, dis- time secretary
of the British emof
have
Nash
Just
tributors
cars,
at Washington. His wife was
received a shipment of the new bassy
Miss Helen Gammell of
model Nash Fours. The Fours are formerly
Providence, R. I.
very much like the Sixes in
and finish.
These new
models have oversize tires. 33x4
cords, and are put out at new lower
prices.

BREWER HEAD DIES.
Cincinnati, Aug. 31. JohnMoer-lein- ,
head of the Mnerleln Brewery
company of this city, whose product was widely known, died todny
after a long illness. Ho was 76
years old.

VETERAN

t'XCIJ3 JOE IP AGAIN.
Washington, Aug. 31. "Un
cle Joe Cannon today repudiated a statement attributed to
him that he would not seek
to congress next
year from Illinois.

WAR

OF .CIVIL

STILL HALE AND HEARTY
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Arrival or Legionnairea at Cherbourg" and (below) Commander
Jobn G. Emery lowering the
American flag In salute over the
tomb" of the "unknown soldier"
beneath the Arch of Triumph,

a

.

m"

O--

Paris.

Headed by National Commander
John G. Emery, a group of officials of the American Legion Is
now in France for the purpose of
visiting old battlefields and unveiling several monuments in
memory of American boys who
died on foreign soil. Everywhere
the Americans have been received
with enthusiasm.
In Paris they
visited the grave of the "unknown soldier," whose remains
were last year buried with much
ceremony beneath the Arch of
Triumph.

OOWM ON OTHER

ALBUOUEROUEA
Many Local Thrill Searchers
Take Trip in Powerful Red
Airplane Piloted By "Clever" Clevenger.
A

number

of Albuquerqueans
had their first thrills in the air
yesterday
rWlng with "Clever"
Clevenger, who arrived here Tuesday afternoon and started in to
exploit the. theory that 5,000 feet
la too high an altitude to take off
easily with one or two passengers.
Clevenger has not trouble taking
Clevenger has no trouble taking
foreign built engine.
He Is making a coast to coast
exhibition trip and left San Francisco last May. Since that timo he
has taken hundreds of persons for
short trip in the air and returned
all of them to dear old mother
earth in as good general condition
as they were in when they started,
save for an occasional "funny feel
ing" and palpitation of the heart.
to
loiter
Clevenger
expects
around New Mexico for a few days
rewill
and it is possible that he
turn here during the rodeo. If he
can not make arrangements for
passenger flights during the big
round-uwhich will be decided
tomorrow, he will possibly take in
the Santa Fe fiesta and then spend
the early fall in the southeastern
states.
One of the remarkable features
which has developed
dyring his
trip is that with almost continuous
flying, hU motor has stood up in
perfect condition and the only reduring, the four
pairs necessary
months has been
reseating the
valves once. He claims that with
careful usage and good care an
airplane will give the same length
of life as a motor car of equally
p,

manufacture.

Three years ago Albuquerque
was chosen as the site for a com
mercial flying school. Hangera
were built on the mesa ana one
plane, a Curtiss training ship, was
used for several days. Tne scnooi
The
experienced two disasters.
hangar blew down during a storm
one night and slightly damaged
the plane, and a few days later it
was dlecoverM that tne plane in
use and the' ones in transit were
not powerful enough to take off
except at night or early ln tne
morning when the air was not so
thin as during the day time. This
made it impossible for the school
to operate and It was moved to
Hutchinson, Kans., where it is reNow that
ported to be prospering.
planee are powerful enough and
have the ability to take off from
this altitude, it Is possible that another training school may be established hcte and a commercial
field developed.
The New South Wales Labor
government has opened " Its first
butcher shop.
state-owne-

PLEISCHMAN YEAST
CO. FILES ARTICLES
OF INCORPORATION

d

If you are careful to follow
the advice of your older friends or

relatives. For over 50 years ago. Dr.
Pierce, then a young practicing physician
discovered that a prescription made up of
root, Viburnum, black and
blue Cohosh, Unicorn rnt, Oregon Grape
root, and made into a liquid extract, or
tablets, without alcohol, was wonderfully
efficient as a tonic for those nains and ilia
SO Common amnnc tha
fnlka TViia
w tMvii ava
v wnmon
Aa
'"O
woman's tonic has sold as Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription for over fifty years and is just as popular and effi
cient now as ai any time, uver a million bottles were
sold last year and many of your friends and neighbors
can testify as to how good ft is.
Hartford. Ark "I am hannv tn sav trinf T)r Piorno'a
favorite Prescription has done me more good than anything I have ever taken so far. I was. down and out, but
now I feel like a new woman. I was in such shape I
hated evervbodv and mvsAlf
the Prescription I only jreighed 110 pounds but now I
weigh 145 and can truthfully say that I believe Dr.
Pierce's Prescription will help any
n
woman if
she will cive
it a trial, for it snrolv Hii 1IV1U
v.ain lin.
tvttc
'
II,..
juavJ
STELLAR EALY, Box 243.
Lady-shpp-

er

v

run-dow-

w

I

1)1

(Sprclnl Cnrreopondrnro to The .loll mot)
Santa Fe. Aug. 81. The Fleisch-ma- n

company, incorporated under
the Ohio law. entered New Mexico
today by filing a foreign corpora-lion- 's
statement at the corporation

DRAINAGE ADVOCATES
DEVELOPED
ON TRIP
DOWN LOWER VALLEY

FANS LOOK

good

'

'

D-- 6,

Comes

t:

2.

commission's offices, giving Its authorized capital stock at $6,000,000
and the amount Issued as $6,000,-00- 0
and naming Jonathan Sharp,
1001 East Central, Alhuquerquo, as
New Mexico agent. The company
manufactures and sells yeast.

HEALTH OFFICER
GIVES SANITARY

SCORES

01

FOOR

The other day the

Oidsmoblle
here by the
White
as distributors,
garage
!climhed the steep La Ralada hill
on high gear without n shift. When
the news got circulated In the city
It proved such a big surprise that
It created
a lot of "doubting
Thomases" here: but the "trln un
the hill," in order to prove the first
news correct, will be repeated today. A party, in an Oldsmohile
"Tfour." (the same car will leave
the White garage this afternoon at
3 o'clock for
tho hill, and the
climb, on high gear, will again be
made. They will return to the city
in tho evening and make their

ARTjST REALIZES
LIFE'S AMBITION

(By Tho Anorliitrd Treat.)
Chicago, Aug. 81. The Ameri-

can farm bureau federation has
asked President Harding to provide

Steel Co. Inc.

Biillnrmakrra and WHitera
1100 8. Second St..
Tsl. 1905--

SEEK REPRESENTATION
AT ARMS CONFERENCE

Tho sanitary report Issued for
the month of August by Dr. J. F.
Docherty, city and county health
officer, indicate that the Y. W. C.
A. cafeteria leads the other cafes
of tho city in respect ' to sanitation. The Y. W. C. A. 'a score
was 95, which was one point ahead
of the score for Dracey's cafeteria
and the Harvey cafe.
The Waltlle Ice cream factory
was high in the list ot Ico cream
DAUGHERTY HITS MOVE
factories with a score of 90.
Tho report, of the health departTO CHANGE AMERICAN
ment follows:
Cafes.
FORM OF GOVERNMENT
'
92
Llbnrty No. 2
Lutieh
8fi
Quick
.(Continued from Page One.)
82
People's Cafe
94
Pracey's Cafeteria
recommended
appointment of Carl's
4
Cafo
olgnteen new judges, two for each Charlia's
81
Cafo
federal district, to aid in clearing
t
79
City Cafe
tne dockets.
,.8R
Introduction of a report by EHhu Do Luxe Cafo
Cafo
94
Uoot, chairman of the legal edu- Harvey
. . .7S
cation section, in the section's af- Iceland Cafo
Sfi
Liberty Cafo
ternoon sosHlon aroused considera83
,
ble controversy over the require- Mecca Cafe
Nick's
Cafo
60
ments for admission to tho bar.
85
Cafe
Pullman
After a turbulent session, the re83
Service Lunch . .1
port was adopted and will bo pre- Quick
49
sented to tho association tomorrow. UIco Cafe
Cafo
83
It recommends two years' college Rnvoy
Hotel
.89
and three years' law schooling, to Sturges
82
admit to tho bar, In srhools main- S and 10c Lunch (A)
S and 10c Lunch (B)
8.1
taining certain standards.
Y. W. C. K. Cafeteria
95
lco t'rcuni l actones.

"Four," represented

New Mexico

FARM BUREAU GROUP

Four enthusiastic drainage advocates wero developed during the
Inspection trip made through the
lower valley drainage territory by
County Agent l.eo Reynolds, Junies
Hubbell, ll:hio Rubl, Manuel
and O. Metsigar,
The party-Ithe second taken through the
lower valley by the county agent.
The inspection was made as far as
Isieta, several miles below Kl Paso.
The corn crop in the lower valley will be one of the largest ex
perienced. Stocks are of fair size
and the ears appear well developed.
A imriy large crop or pears has
been harvested, through the lower
valley. Although the cron was not
as large as last year, the fruit was
almost perfect and has been bring
ing line prices on the market.

ANOTHER TEST OF
CLIMBING LA PAJADA
HILL FOR TODAY

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST IN M.X'I.AR
KKFUAOTION.
107 S. Fourth.
Phone 1057--

proper representation for

J

V,

I

I

L&rxeat stuck or new and aecond-ban- a
Blcjrolm In tb
Itjp.
Bloyola tlrea and
aupplloa. luxpart repairing. Ixiwaat prlcra.
BHO.aU BICYCLE A TRADING
CO,

f

ZZO

J

Advertise in the Morning Journal.

South Scond.

Wind Shield

Glass-Lumb-

Fbona Tit,

er

l. C. IIALDKIDI.B I.UMHKH CO.
421 South Flral Street,
Fbona 0t

ag-

riculture in the disarmament conference. Farm bureau officials de.
clare it is essential that the farmers' viewpoint receive due

LUMBER

.GLASS, PAINT.
CEMENT. PLASTER
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER COMPANY
428 NOHTII KIUS1

STKEKT

NERVOUS
FAINTING SPELLS

ti

Mrs. Werner tells how they
Yield to Lydia E. Pinkham'
Vegetable Compound

nr

KM

ii

Sjsy

mr

1

.w.

j'

wonderful tone with
twist of the
hand. You may play al
makes of record. J.
has the right weight fov
each make of record. Hear the Brunswick. Hea;
it's records, they will convince you. At the
.

simple

Albuquerque Music Store
311

West Central

Phone 778

Big Cut

4

ON ALI STANDARD MAKE

TIRES

con-liti-

Albright
&

3

A

j Hum

riti,

"Rnr.

Camden. N.
was born I was run down and weak,
had pains in my
back and stomach,
was verv nervouf
and would nava
faintinjr spells. 1
CPrtainlv sufferer
awfullywith those
uervuus iainung
spells. I did not
know anvnna at
times and used tc
scream. A doctor
treated me but did
nnt. iium
n Ar
much good. I took Lydia E. Pink- 86 ham's Vegetable Compound end soon
Thomas
felt a chanco and rniild tin mir
Velvet
..72 without
Waldie
90
pain and was cured of those
nervous spells. Now I have a nice
'
Soda Fountains.
Albuquerque Cafu
,.78 b?.by girl and had an V.easy time at
81 hirtn. thfinlrn tn T.vHia
White House Cafe
Pirlh.m'.
89 Vegetable
Chadwlck's Cafo
Compound." Mrs. Wil9
Fee's Snda Fountain
C.
liam
Werner, 1216 Van Hook St,
Alvarado Grocery Co
85
Camden, N. J.
Albuquerque Soft Drinks ....... 78
When
a wife finds her energies ore
86
Alamo Bar
iceintr. she is weak, nervr.ua
8
Bellevue Bar
the "blues" she
92 from backache,
Briggs Pharmacy
90 should build her svstem tin at
Btitt'a Drug Store
94 taking that standard woman's mcdi- Harvey Soda Fountain
93 :me, jLyoia
nnkham's vegetable
Highland Pharmacy
Lommor! Brothers
Compound, as did Mrs. Werner.
,.9t
79
Metropolitan Grocery Co
If there is anything about your
Now Mexico Soda Fountain ....92
you do not understand write
90 Lydia B. Pinkhara
Palace Drug Co
Medicine Co.,
82
Pershing Cafo
about your health.
Peek Inn
...90 Lynn, Mass.,
90
Royal Pharmacy
49
White Klephant
8f.
White Jlouse Cafo
78
I'ool
Room
SAVoy
MIMEOGKAI'B
Cafo
80
Savoy
rVI'EWKlTKK
Bakeries.
CAIUION PAPERS
Krwood Bakery
...88
....(SO
Fanttnry Bakery
Perfect Bnkery
89
T'nion Bakery
.98
Pioneer Bakery
...,'..,75
Krench Bnkery
.,..81
84
Pappe'a Bnkery
Con feet lonerlcs.
84
Fee's Candy Kitchen
PRINTERS
New Mexleo.rnnly Kitchen ....93
BIN DICKS
Works.
Bottling
STATIONERS
Coyote Springs
,,.88
Gh olson's
82
SOS Went Gold Ave.
83
Coca Cola
.T

5H.

One of the newest and
highest achievement of
the Brunswick art in
i.iiiif. rpiirnn inL! nn 10 ira
new aouDie mica Alton- it m, tne ovai snape, mi
nuyu mujjiLiid Ail bilO
form of human throat
with its twin four motor,
are responsible for its'

Sold

at Our

"Store

You are missing some thing if you don't stop in
and get our prices.

Anderson

Corner Third and Copper

g
Is orto of the great
rational Industries in Belgium.
is
There
scarcely o civilization m
the world that Is not more or less
dependent upon Belgium for window glass, mirrors, and table glass.
Glass-makin-

Hew Arrivals

GEOnGE D SHAW, Springfield, Mass.
"To say that I feel twenty-fiv- e
been so wonderfully

yeara

younger,

years
healthier and twenty-fiv- e
years
stronger expresses what Tanlac has
done for me better than any other
way I can put it." said George D.
Shaw, veteran of the Civil War,
who now lives at 821 Walnut
street, Springfield, Mass.
"I am now seventy-etgsears
old and I don't hesitate to say I
have never known a medicine to
equal Tanlac. For fifteen years I
was aubject to attacks of Indigestion that were so bad at times I
would have to lay up for a Week or
two. For a long time I lived on
crackers and milk alone as nothing
else agreed With me.
"When I started on Tanlac I
weighed only one hundred and
seventeen
pounds anl my days
were thought to be numbered. I've
twenty-fiv- e

ht

built up, I
now weigh one hundred and forty-thre- e
pounds and my stomach is as
sound as a dollar. In fact, I beI
could eat the old army ralieve
tions again without it hurting me
in the least.
"I never miss a chance of saying
a good word for Tanlac and I would
like to urge the boys of the
"Sixties" who are not feeling right
to give it a trial, for I am sure it
would put them in line again just
as it has me. For a man of my
age to have no physical ailment, to
be well and strong and enjoy life
as he did twenty-fiv- e
Is
yeara
certainly something to be thank,
ful for and there la nothing too
good I can eay for Teniae."
Tanlac is sold In Albuquerque by
the Alvarado Pharmacy and all
leading druggists everywhere.
Adv,

Just received big variety
of the latest New York
styles in. Ladies' Millinery.
Shipments are reaching
us daily.
Come in to examine

Overwork, worry7eoxiety or sorrow
undermine! strength and health. Tbeit
causes contribute to kidney trouble, ani
weak or diieied kidneys make ont
feel old is middle aje.
-

hat that will please you.

KAMI'S ST0IIE

JitoW4aifc4iAlsJfeii'a!fS:

RUGS,

COMPARE
help weak, overworked or diieaied kid
neys and bladder so that the lyitem ii
free from waite and poiionou mattei
sharles R. Mobtrly.
that cauiei one to ieel old, tired, lanbsniih backache, rheuCharles R. Moberly Is at last ful. guid. ' They
matic paint, tore muiclei, stiff Joints.
filling- a boyhood ambition formed
Mrs. J. D, Milln, Syncut. N. Y., writia
over half a century ago. He has
auny jttrt I aufferta with kidnty trouble
been commissioned by congress ty "For
I bid am bxktchs ni
nd rheumttlsm.
complete the paintings of the fa- (It Dtsmblt and ill
out, I lot to 1
mous artist Brumidi in the house pU whan I hod to do oomothini. Aftor
Folov Kidnor Pills I con hi
end of the capitoL Moberly Is
backocho It tono, and whtro 1 ulid to Us
shown here at work. He is using my
ot night with rheumatic paino eon nor
the same brushes that the old Ital- awoko
oioop in comlort ond onjoy a food nigbi'a roaU"
ian master used.
Sold everywhere.
1

'

3c

FURNITURE,

this

The large
millinery.
it poswill
make
variety
sible for you to find a

109 North First

Strong Brothers

Feel Old';

"

LINOLEUM

PRICES

OUR PRICES ARE NOW LOWER THAN ANY WE
HAVE EVER HAD. FOR REAL BARGAINS
IN FURNITURE CALL AND SEE OURS.
"

STRONG

BROS.

s
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Colfax and Harding Counties
Are In Excellent Shape,
According to Reports to
State Bursum Club.

viJ

Reports received yesterday by
Dr. David B. Boyd, president of
the Bursum club of the state, indicate that the Bursum strength in
the northern part of the state is
even better than had been expected.
Colfax counHarding, Union and
ties are expected to present a solid
front for the senator in the election

'

on September 20.
From Springer comes the report
that the Bursum sentiment is
strong. The Springer Bursum club
has 70 members and a total membership of 100 is expected by today. The Miami club is organizing and French and Maxwell will
be formed probably today.
The following letter was received
from A. C. Miera, the secretary of
the Bursum club of Union county.
"We have at this time about 700
members in this county and about
800 in Harding county, and I am
obtaining members every day. I
wish that you would send us five
or six hundred ot the Bursum club
cards in the English language, and
three or four hundred In the Spanish language, as I am now Just
all those who
making a list ofmembers.
I can
want to become
tell you that very nearly every
to
asked
have
whom
I
democrat
sign his name end to become a
member of the Bursum club does it
with pleasure and you can be sure
that union county will go strong
for Mr. Bursum in the election of
September 20, next, and also Hardbe the same
ing county. If it will of
the state,
In the other counties
Mr. Bursum will be elected by not
less than 10,000 votes majority in
the state.
"Hoping that we will have the
pleasure of seeing Mr. 20Bursuma
elected after September
by
large majority, I beg to remain,
"Very truly yours.
"A. C. MIERA,
"Secretary Bursum Club
of Union County."

the Gurule murder
case, now being heard in the district court at Bernalillo, will probexably be brought in tonight, It is
pected by court officials.
Hearings in the case, which
opened Monday, have been going
on every day, and the prosecution
Is expected to rest Its case about
the middle of the forenoon today.
It was stated last night at the district attorney's office that the
prosecution would ask for a verdict
of murder In the first degree.
The theory ot the defense has.
not been brought out definitely as
yet, but It la expected that the
be used
theory of an accident will defense.
by the attorneys for the
to
go to
The defense Is expected
the Jury late this afternoon.

f

COTTON PRICE DROPS.
New Tork, Aug. 31. A heavy
selling movement In cotton today
by commission houses ana otners
broke prices $S a bale to the
basis of $16.90 for January. Re
ports of showers In Texas helped
the decline.
California

the United
States In the number and variety
of its mineral products.
leads

GIRLS! LEMON
BLEACHES

JUICE
FRECKLES

Squeexe the Juice ot two lemons
Into a bottle containing three
ounces ot Orchard White, which
any drug store will supply tor a few
cenis, anaxe wen. ana you have a
quarter pint of the best freckle
and tan lotion, and complexion
wbirener.
Massage this sweetly fragrant
lemon lotion into the race, neck,
arms and hands each day and see
how freckles and blemishes bleach
out and how clear, soft andthe skin becomes.
rosy-whi-

te

PLfl

ENTERTAIiEN T

VERDICT IN GURULE
MURDER CASE MAY BE
BROUGHT IN TONIGHT

aaBaaaaasaa
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become members of the National
Guard troop, and will be paid for
their services. While the band Is
to be a National Guard band, It is
buy the
planned that the Elks shall
uniforms and will be entitled oc-to
the use of the band on special
casions. Many of the member of
the banJ will be Elks, although !t
Is not necessary that the musicians
be members at present, either ot
th Kilts or of the National Guards.
Adjutant General - Brown has tel
egraphed the KIRS- bana committee that he will be here tbnlght and
win attend the meeting. The Elks'
tinnd committee Is composed o
Felix Glanottl, E. F. Landolfi, B.
F. Copp and John Morelli.

Charles 8. Caldwell, a senior at
the state university, has been
named by Col. D. K. B. Sellers as
the recipient of the senatorial
scholarship for this county, under
the stipulations of the recently
enacted bill creating such scholar- shins.
Mr. Caldwell was a lieutenant In
the late war. and formerly taught
school for several years. He Is a
member of the Sigma Chi fratern
lty and has been working for a
life Insurance company during the
summer,

yt'n&K Pi

Miss Agnes Doheny of San Francisco, credited with being California's most beautiful blonde, was
ono of the many beauties who welcomed the Knights of Columbus recently when they visited the Golden
Gato city at their national convention.
She was presented with a
thousand dollar necklace by Supreme Director Edward Houlihan
of Chicago, in the name of the
Illinois knights.

Albuquerque Elks and the National Guards will meet at the
Elks' club at 7:30 o'clock tonight
for the purpose of organizing a
band, to be composed ot members
of both organizations.
The members of the band will

CALDWELL NAMED FOR
LOCAL SCHOLARSHIP

mm

Miss Agues Doheny shown wearing
her thousand dollar necklace.

ELKS AND NATIONAL
GUARDS TO JOIN IN
ORGANIZING A BAND

A verdict In

OFFICERS MOUNT 'LAST BIG RALLY
TO 'HEAVEN' ON
GOLDEN STAIRS OF WAR' STARTS

THOUSAND DOLLAR
NECKLACE IS HER TROOP A TO BE
GIFT FROM K. OF C.
IN GOVERNOR'S

WIRES INDICATE

The appointment of committees
to arrange for the district convention of Kiwanls clubs, which will
be held here on October 5, 6 and 7,
was made at the regular luncheon
The Albuquerque club
yesterday.
will act as host to delegations from
ten clubs in the district of Arizona,
New Mexico and West Texas.
The president appointed committees as follows:
E. N. Boule, C. E.
Reception
Oden and Guy Lnuderbaugh.
Program A. I Martin, E. J.
Strong, Frank Stortz, Dr. M. K.
Wylder and Frank Strong.
Tickets C. T. French, E. Van
Cleave, C. E. Twogood, A. R.
and D. K. B. Sellers.
Publicity W. P. McDowell and
Thomas Hughes.
Dr. H. M. Bowers, district governor of Kiwanls, announced the
convention plans. He stated that
the Phoenix Kiwanls baseball team
would not be able to come to Albuquerque for the convention, but
that a game would be staged between the local team and a Joint
team of Roawell and Clovis Kiwanls club members.
The local Rotarv
and Kiwanls clubs will also play
a game here during the convention.
WMtlock ana baby Gladys Fox.
was
The luncheon
yesterday
turned over to the local Elks who
filled the program with stories of
the Elks' convention and the reclub
of the beautiful
building
house. Frank A. Stortz, secretary
of the Elks' club, spoke about the
building and Kenneth Baldridge,
past exalted ruler of the - lodge, who
recently returned from- the Elks'
convention on the Pacific coast,
Miss
told about the convention.
Grace Stortz, daughter of the Elks'
secretary, sang before the club.
Cigars were passed by Mr. Stortz
of the Elks' club to everybody present The silent boost was a bottle
of White Rock given by E. N.
Boule. The attendance prize of a
box of cigars given by Mr. Stortz
was won by C. L. Eubank. A second prize was won by Miss Grace
Stortz.

FIRS T POLO
PLAYED

GUARD OF RONPR
Boys Will Make Trip to Santa
Fe Fiesta on Troop Horses,
Camping at Bernalillo and
La Bajada Hill.
Troop A has been invited to participate in the Santa Fe Fiesta next
week end will act as the governor's
guard in connection with a number
of members of the Santa Fe troop.
About 20 local boys will ride to
the Capital City, leaving hero
Thursday noon. All of the horses
belonging to the troop will be taken
along In order that the entire guard
of honor may be mounted on black
horses. The horses of the local
troop are black, while those of the
Santa Fe troop are of various
colors.
The boys will camp the first
night at Bernalillo and the second
night at the foot of La Bajada hill.
Rations on the trip will be provided
by Major Toulouse.
Troop A has been particularly
fortunate this season in the number of invitations it has received
to attend entertainments in other
New Mexico cities and the boys
have enjoyed the trips, which have
not cost them any money as all
expenses have been paid. Among
the larger events which they have
attended this year are the Estancla
celebration
and ball game: the
o
Santa Fe shoot, and the Legion
at Alameda.
pic-nl-

NEW PHONE RATE
FOR RESIDENCES

1

IN EFFECT

Increased rates on all residential
phones throughout the state become effective today. In accordance with the schedule filed by the
Mountain States Telephone and
Telegraph company with the state
corporation commission's office on
July 29.
A hearing on the matter of the
raise in phone rates ias been tentatively set for September 20, at
which time the Albuquerquo
city
commission will present Its side of
telethe rate controversy.
The
phone company will refund the Increase paid for the current month
In case the raise is denied by the
commission.
According to the schedule filed
by the telephone company, the Albuquerque residence rate for one,
y
service
two, three and
Is raised 25 cents per month and
In Santa Fe and Roswell the
residence rate Is raised 25
cents.
four-part-

one-par- ty

NEWS OF STRENBERG
CAPTURE CONFIRMED
(By The Anociated
-

I'mi.)

Riga, Aug 31- (by tha Associated Press.)
Official confirmation
of the reported capture of Gen.
Sternberg,
leader, who has been operating
against the far eastern republic of
Siberia, was contained in a dispatch from Moscow today by the
Kosta News Agency, the official
soviet news disseminator. The dispatch said he had been captured
In the Mongolian Steppes and that
he was being brought to Russia for
trial.

Un-ge- rn

Hidden vaults, secret passages
and similar architectural peculiarities are nothing new to prohibition
THIS AFTERNOON
agents, but John Beaven of the
state office here ran up against a
new wrinkle this week when he
discovered a stairway located in
This afternoon, at 2 o'clock, the
the celling and rigged on a system Veteran's Welfare association will
of chains and pulleys .jvhlch per- commence Its
final drive to locate
mitted it to be lowered 'or prosmen. The
all disabled
pective purchasers of whiskey.
The stairway was located In a drive will start from the headhouse in Carlsbrook, eight miles quarters of the vocational training
east of Raton. The room to which bureau on North Second street. All
the agents were admitted was as c rs which have been volunteeered
innocent in appearance as the in- for use In the drive will be there at
side of a Sunday school, celling that time, and all will leave the
and walls looking perfectly circum- headquarters at the same hour.
Of the 100 cars which the assospect. Whqri Mr, Beaven took to
running his hand around the walls, ciation has asked, only thirty-tw- o
however, he "accidentally" touch- havo been volunteered so far, aced a small button, and immediately cording to a statement given out by
about half of the ceiling dropped the. committee in charge last night.
to the floor, bringing with it a These cars, It is explained, are abstairway on which the officers solutely necessary to the drive and
marched to an artificial heaven of more are needed.
some 150 bottles of home-breThe committee has had printed
The false celling and the stair- 4,000 hand kills, giving informaway were supported by a chain and tion regarding the activities of the
squad. The Boy Scouts
pulley system which drew the af- "clean-up- "
fair into the ceiling again when aro going to distribute some ot
them
about
was
the cltv this morning
another button
touched.
As no whiskey was found on the and the remainder will be mailed
postoffices throughout the state.
premise, the officers made no ar- to
rests. The family now owning the wllh a request that the postmasters
see
Is
that they get into the hands
not
house
thought to be selling
liquor, and so were not molested. of the veterans.
Already more than sixty disabled
The officers were told that the
house was formerly used by bootleggers.
has been In the
Mr. Beaven
northern part of the state for about
ten days, during which time he
conducted a series of raids, netting
eight prisoners, several stills and
a quantity of whiskey.
Mr. Beaven was assisted In the
raids by Sheriff Abe Hixenbaugh
and Undershiff Charles B. Thnck-e- r
of Raton. Both officers, he says,
have proved themselves extremely
efficient In the prohibition enforcement work, and have evinced exwillingne,ss to aid the
ceptional
prohibition officers in their work.

EVEN CHILDREN WILL
GET NO FOOD IN ONE
OF RUSSIAN REGIONS
(Bj The Assorlntrd Titos.)
Riga, Aug. SI (by the Associated
Press). In ono of Russia's starving regions, the Tartar republic,
even children will receive no food
after tomorrow, according to an
announcement published by the
Izvestia today.
Twenty-fiv- e
thousand children
maintained by the state institu
tions will be dismissed, while 200
000 fed under the card rationing
system, also have received their
last supplies, the announcement
said. The monthly reserve of the
Tartar government has been ex
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ALLEGED 'FENCE' IS
HELD FOR POSSESSING
TWO STOLEN WHEELS
Charged with bolng a "fence"
for the purchase of stolen bicycles,
II. L. Broad, proprietor of a bicycle repair shop at 220 South Second street, was bound over to the
grand Jury on a bond of $5fo yesterday by Judge W. W. McClellnn.
Broad's arrest came as the re

CARLSBAD FIELD
(Special Correapondence to The Journal.)
N. M., Aug. 81.
Carlsbad,

About fifty cars were lined along
the side of the new polo field, Just
west ot Green heights in Carlsbad,
on Sunday afternoon, where the
first match game of polo was
played In Carlsbad.
This game was between the nolo
club of the New Mexico Military
institute or Kosweu, and Troop B,
New Mexico cavalry, Carlsbad, with
players as follows: From Roswell,
col. w. J. Wfiison, Major Frank
lln, Captain Flannery, Woodland
Saunders and Rufus McConnell;
for Carlsbad were Lieut. "Babe"
Campbell, Bill Campbell, Bryan
Runyan, Ed Wright and Blythe
McCollum, the last named sustaining a cut on the head in the fourth
period and was relieved by Lieut
win Miller.
Only one goal was made and
that was by Carlsbad in the third
period,
though Roswell barely
missed making goal in the second
period, and Carlsbad came within
six Inches of It In the last period.
The failure In both rases to make
goal shows good work In
"ulng
on both aides. Though a
slow game, due partly to the du:'t
on the field, It was considered by
many to be a very good one indeed
for amateur players.
The Carlsbad team will go to
Roswell for a eamn on next Sun
day.

Pictorial
Review

It was Lnrold Moon, not Harold,
who was defeated in the Troop A
wrestling bout at the armory Tuesday night.

ru items

GOLDEN R ULE STOR

r 1:30
own iiuurei
m. to
a.
5:3U p. m.
Snturdaya to
8 p.

Third and Central

Albuquerque, N. M.

n.

Phone

541

Final
Clearance
Sale

veterans have received compensa
tlon checks through the, activity of
the clean-u- p
committee, which
began work only a week ago, Tho
big feature of the drive, In so far
as tho committee is able, is quick
action.
Maine Toulouse, national organ
izer of the Disabled Veteran's
league, said yesterday: "If people
would only got over the Idea that
tho drive Is another offensive
ot the
against the pocket-book- s
populace and realize that getting
these disabled men their just com
pensation is equal to getting hun
dreds of men on a payroll, there Is
no doubt that everyone would get
.back of It and boost.
Persons having cars which they
will place at the committee s dis
pnsn tor two hours aro asked to
call No. 2000.

OFFERING THE GREATEST
BARGAINS WE HAVE EVER
ANNOUNCED IN WOMEN.
AND CHILDREN'S

IWW'EAR

VOCATION TRAINING

WEDS

MAN

IN

TEXAS

In
J. L. Langhlln,
the federal vocational training ser
vice, was married Monday in Tern
pic, Tex., according to Information
received here yesterday. The name
of tho brile Is not known.
According to reports received by
friends here, Mr. Laughlln and his
bride first became acquainted dur
ing tho war when both were serving as biologists In the government
service. After tho war the two sepa correarated, but maintained
spondence, and the romance culhausted.
minated Monday in the wedding in
Texas.
COUNTY TEACHERS TO
Mr. and Mrs. Laughlln will spend
MEET FRIDAY MORNING their honeymoon in Estes Park,
Colo., and will probably stop here
for a sho;t time on their way to
County school teachers will meet Las Oruces, to which post Mr.
at the Old Town school house Fri. Laughlln was recently appointed.
day morning at 9:30 o'clock. The
meeting has been called by Coun- CROMWELL SLUGGFRS
ty Superintendent Irene Burke and
It Is expected that every teacher
WHIP YOUNG TIGERS
will attend. Plans for the coming
and
outlined
work
be
will
year's
The Cromwell Sluggers, a base
special Instructions will be given ball team
organized only a week
for certain types of work.
ago, lived up to Its name yester
day afternoon when it defeated the
REDS NOT FOR SALE.
Young Tigers by a score of 15 to
Ohio, Aug. 31.
Cincinnati,
at the Barelas park grounds.
August Herrmann, president of 10 Batteries
for the game were:
the Cincinnati National league
club said today the Cincinnati Cromwell Sluggers, Sanchez and
Reds, "are not for sale to George Garcia; Young Tigers, Chavez and
Sanchez of the
Ricardo
M, Cohan or any ono else," when Louie.
he received a telegram today from Sluggers got the only home run of
the theatrical manager and actor the game, bringing In three men.
Ignaclo Baca Is captain of the
asking him to put a price on the
new team.
controlling interest of the club.

Thousands of pairs of women's and children's low and high' shoes
must go and will go at once; a glance at the discounts over the low
prices maintained by the Golden Rule Store tell the whole story.
Never before in our retail merchandising experience do we recall
such sensational mark-dow- n
style and quality considered, this
sale offers the greatest values ever offered in Albuquerque or anywhere in women's and children's footwear.
Here are the most extraordinary values, in footwear,
we have ever been able to offer:
Ladies' black kid lace Shoe, French heel
Ladies' black kid lace Shoe, Cuban heel
Ladies' brown calf lace Shoe, Cuban heel
Ladies' dark brown kid lace Shoe,

French heel

Ladies'
Ladies'
Ladies'
Ladies'

$8.95

$5.95

These include all of our high grade
E. P. Reed Shoes.
Ladies' black kid Oxford, French heel
Ladies' brown kid Oxford, French heel
p
Ladies' black kid
Pump
Ladies' tan calf Cuban heel Pump

This lot includes all of our high grade'
E. P. Reed Pumps.
One lot of Women's White Canvas
Shoes and Oxfords, also black kid.

$1.98

$5.00 to $9.50 value.

Values to $9.00.

7;

"Mr. Jaekh ones,
f h cook lady tayt tell
thm matter to order
mora Kellogg'm Corn
Flakoa right oway, because they ain't no
mora In tha whola
houeo sine every'
body'e eating Kellogg'g

they'rt to awful

coodl"
I

CORN 31AICBS

black kid strap Pump

$9.50 to $12.50 value

$3.95

Don't wait another day to
know the ddiciousness of

black kid Pump, French heel
brown kid Pump, French heel
brown beaded strap Pump

$12.50 to $16.50 values

one-stra-

School

Naturally you want the children to be all dressed up for the first 'day
of school and they can't be all dressed up without new shoes. In this
sale you can choose school shoes at a remarkable low price.
These are some of the Reductions:

.How Kellogg's Corn Flakes appeal to the most
fastidious appetites! What a wonder-pictur- e
they
make all joyously tumbled and jumbled in a big bowl;
oven-fres- h
sunny-browthe gladdest good-to-ecereal you've ever tasted or looked upon!
Kellogg's Corn Flakes are a revelation palate-ticklethat bring the sunshine right into the breakfast
room and get the day going all right! Never was such
flavor as you'll find in Kellogg's; never was there such
crispness!
You miss a great eat-treevery day you deny yourself the enjoyment that Kellogg's Corn Flakes
spread
so generously!
Your happiness will know no bounds
when you see the little folks come back for "more
Kellogg's, Mother, please!"
And, my how Kellogg's delight the mothers, too
and the daddies and brothers and sisters!
Kellogg's
win everybody they're so delicious!
n,

at

Childr en s onoes and
Strap Pumps

Misses' Shoes and

Strap Pumps

rs

TOASTED

CORN
FLAKES
mTTe

rat-vs-

The Ideal Purgative.
As a purgative. Chamberlain's
Tablets) are the exact thing required.
enough for the
Strong
most robust, mild enough for children. :" They cause an agreeable
movement of the bowels without
any ot that terrible griping. They
MAY INCREASE CONGRESS.
are easy and pleasant to take and v
wasnmgton, Aug. 81. Con- agreeable In effect
gress probably will pass a re- apportionment bill at the pres- A cross, sickly baby suffering
ent
session.
Representative
from digestive troubles and looseMondell of Wyoming, republl- ness of the bowels needs McGee's
can leader of the house, an- nounced today after a confer- Baby Elixir. It checks the bowels,
eases the stomach and restores
ence with the president.
conditions.
85c
and
Price.
healthy
iBOc,
sold by aU druggists.

in u lew noma alter he had purchased them, presumably In order
to make Identification difficult.
Judge McClelland stated yesterday that In the future all persons
found to have been Implicated In
tho theft of bicycles would be dealt
with severely, as there seems to be
a wave of bicycle stealing In the
city.

5

GAM E

NEW

sult of the disouveii m U'u wtieula,
alleged to have been stolen and
bought by Broad with this knowledge. Ono of the bicycles was said
to belong to F. M. Garcia, who
says that he discovered it In
Broad's shop a few days after he
had reported It as stolen to the
police. A second bicycle, also said
to have been stolen, was Identified
by George Gallegos as his property.
Both bicycles, the police say,
were disassembled byBroad with

gajMBW"

a'

Alto malms of

KELLOGG'S
KRUMBLES
and
KELLOGG'S

all-the-ti-

at

BRAN, cooked
and krumblod

$1.98

Children's
Children's
Children's
Children's

patent lace, neat top
black kid, button
brown kid, button
dull calf, lace

1

Boys' School Shoes

$2.98

Values up to $6.00
Boys' black calf, lace Shoes
Boys' brown calf lace Shoes

CORNFLAKES

v

J

$2.98

$3.00 to $4.50 values.
Misses
Misses'
Misses'
Misses'

$4.00 to $6.00 values
patent, black kid top, button
black calf, button
tan calf, lace Shoe
black and tan, strap Pump

Children's Barefoot Sandals

98c
Children's Tennis Oxfords

98c

No Approvals, C. O. D., Refunds or Exchanges.
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WINS GMIE FOR

POINTS

NATIONAL GOLF MEET TO BE HELD ON PICTURESQUE LINKS

OF
i

ST. LOUIS

1

'

'
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LEAGUE LEADERS

CARDS

eight round bout here tonight resulted In the mach being called off.
CANCELLED; CHECK OF The promoter offered Jackson's
PROMOTER DECLINED rranager $2,500 In cash and a
When
oheck for the remainder.
(By The Associated Press.)
the offer was deollned the spectaPhiladelphia, Aug. 81. Refusal tors, who had witnessed three preof Willie Jackson' manager to ac- liminary bouts, were Informed that
cept a check as part payment for money paid for tickets would be
his $5,000 ' guarantee to meet refunded.
Johnny Dundee of New York In an
Billy De Foe, Bt. Paul light
DUN

YANKEES WITHIN

HITTING

HEAVY

September 1, 1921.
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weight,' defeated Gene Belmont of
Memphis.
The bout between Jimmy Sullivan New York, and Joe Jackson,
Philadelphia, was stopped in the
fifth round, the referee declaring
the New Yorker was not trying to

fight

Benny Valgar of New York had
of his bout with Charley
White, Chicago. Valgar weighed
131
and White 135
pounds.

the better

200th Hit of Heavy Hitting Features VicSeason and zoth Home
tory Over Washington;

.Hornsby Gets
v

Cleveland and Detroit
vide Double Header.

Run; Philadelphia Loses
Final Game of Series.

Di-

(By The Assorlnted Press. )

(By The Associated PreM.)

31. New
Aug.
Washington,
York climbed to within two points
of the league leadership by defeating Washington. The visitors hammered a trio of local pitchers for
twenty-on- e
hits, including a home
run by Meusel, Score:
New York.
AB. R. IT. PO. A. F..
0 0
3
6
3
2
cf
Miller,
ss 6 3 3 0 2 0
sventh made his twentieth. Score: Peckinpaugh,
0
1
1
1
2
5
Ruth. If
St. Louis.
0
3
0
0
6
2
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. Meusel, rf
0
0
7
1
0
5
Jack Smith, rf. 6 3 5 6 0 0 Pipp, lb2b
0
3
6
3
2
4
0 Ward,
0
9
0
3
Fournier,
4
1
4
I 1 S 0 McNally, 3b ... 4 30 32100 1 01
Stock, 3b
4
4
8 1
8
0 Hoffmann,
Hornstfy, 2b
2
0
2
0
2
4
Mueller, cf . . . . 5 1 2 2 0 0 Collins, p
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
0 Quinn. p
0
4
McHenry, If
0
0
0
0
0
1
ss i . . . . 5 0 3 1 4 0 Hoyt. p
0
1
0
2
1
3
Clemonfl, c
1
44 17 21 27 13
Totals
2
0
0
4
0 0
Alnsmith, c
Washington,
0
0
0
1
1
2
Haines, d
E.
A.
AB. R. II. PO.
0
0
1 1
2
North, p
0
4
4
1
2
4
Bush, ss
0
0
3
2
5
2
rf
0 Mllnn,
9
41 12 23 27
Totals
0
1
9
2
1
3
Judge, lb
Philadelphia.
0
2
2
4
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. Rice, cf
0 2
4
2
1
Jim Smith. 2b. 5 2 3 2 4 0 B. Miller.2b If.... 33 1 1 2
0
0
0 Harris,
2
0
0
4
0
Rapp, 3b
1
2
2
6
0
Shanks, 3b
Lebourveau, irf. 2
0
2
1
2
5
0
c
0
4
1
1
1
3
Gharrlty,
.
.
.
cf
Williams,
2 0
0
0
0
1
0 Zaohary, p
0
S
9
0
0
lb...
Konetchy.
1 0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0 1 Schacht, p
1
King, If
0
0
0
0
0
1
Wrightstone, If. 8 0 1 0 0 0 zBrower
0
0
0
0
0
1
...
p
0
5
2
0
0
4
Courtney,
ss...
Parkinson,
4
2
2
1
0
4
Henline. C
2
9 14 27 16
36
Totals
1
0
0
0
0
1
Winters, p
z
0
Batted for Schacht in sixth.
0
1
2
1
2
Betts, p
Score by Innings:
0
0
0
0
1
xzMonroe
020 036 231 17
New York
HI 001 600 9
3
5
10z25 15
Washington
33
Totals
e
hits Ruth.
Summary:
z Mueller and McHenry out hit
Three-bas- e
hits Collins, Milan, E.
balls.
ty zbatted
Home
Miller, Rice, Peckinpaugh.
Batted for Betts In ninth.
base
runsJudEe Meusel. Stolen
Score by Innings:
Sacrifices B. Miller,
015 211 11012 .. . Harris.
St. Louis
PeckinTilnva
n..
n.,Mn
Philadelphia . ...100e 040 hits
to Ward to Pipp 2, Bush to
paugh
Summary:
mu
to Judge; MciNany iu
Hornsby 2, Mueller, Stock. Three-bas- e .Harris
tinr Wnso on balls Off Zach-2,hits Lebourveau. Home runs
Stolen base ary 1. Collins 4. Courtney
Williams, Hornsby.
Schacht 1, Hoyt 1. inningn V"""-e- d
Jack Smith. Sacrifices
- 4
Schacht
veau, Williams, McHenry. Double 12-- By ZacharyCourtney 8. Collins 6, Quinn
Konetchy;
plays Jim Smith to Lavan
to 0 Hoyt 3. Hit by pitcher By Col- Lavan to Fournlerj
Struck OutT.icro
rwi-balls
on
1II1V ml..
Base
to
Fournier.
Hornsby
1.
Off Waters 2. Haines 2, North 1. By Collins 6, Hoyt 4. Schacht
3
Wild pitches Courtney 2. Passed
Innings6 pitched By Winters
North
Halnea 4
Betts
4
Struck out By Winters 1,
Double Bill at Detroit.
Haines 1, North 2. Passed ball
TN.i.it Anf al Cleveland ana
Henline.
i. .qi.riHa.? a dnnhlA bill, the1.
visitors
taking the first and drop- Cincinnati,
Boston, 3;
Boston took n ne 'he secona. in mo
Boston, Aug. 31. Cinctnnatfse-ries'
, DaUSS anil nuiinip." "
tVu."
the last game of the
while in the second Mails and UMe
Oeschger holding the visitors were
w Id. lorcing in iuui ui
to six hits and getting sensational
rolt'i runs.
support.
Score First game:
Cincinnati.
013 10110 15 1
Cleveland.. 400
1
n
ft
AB. R. H. FU. A.
AAA AAA
i
iu
Detroit
1
4
cf
Ncale,
3
4
Bonne, 2b
Daus, Holllngs and Bassler, Wood0
3
3b
.
all.
1
4
Bresslcr, rf
Second game:
11
4
Fonseca, lb
Cleveland.
2
4
Duncan, If
ah If W. PO. A.0 E.0
2
4
Winero. o . .
i
,
- - u
damn-sun8
0
ss
Kopf,
2b 3 0 1 1 2 0
Wambsganss,
1
3
p
Markle,
" J
"
Speaker, cf. ... J

Philadelphia, Aug. 81. St. Louis
hammered Winters and Betts Jor
twemy-thre- e
hits and won its final
game here.
Philadelphia had a
Trief rally In the fifth Inning when
the locals drove Haines from the
mound, but North prevented fur-thscoring. Hornsby's double In
the fifth was his 200th hit of the
season and his home run In the

1

1

er

lb. ,5

C...4

...
...
....

f!
Not to ride in the Packard
is to overlook
Single-Si- x
the market's largest value
and the car that combines
genuine Packard quality
and power with economy

,..

mi

10

....
....
....
....
....
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Aerial view of the St. Louis Country club course.
The national amateur golf
championship is to be held next
month over the St Louis Country

club links. The club is located at
Clayton, Missouri. The course
itself and surroundings are con- -

I

sidered the mot beautiful in the
middle west if not in the entirt
country.

Two-bas-

Two-bas-

3,

w"w

---

3,

1

A
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Wvtf

the dope

0006
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National League.
W.

Pittsburgh
New York
Boston . . .
St. Louis .
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
Chicago
Philadelphia

...

...

u

Two-bas-

Two-bas-

2.

1;

3.

1;

ftK NERVES

ID THIN ITER!
0

White Box and Browns Split
Chicago, Aug. 31. St. Louis and
Chicago divided a double-heade- r,
the locals taking the first game,
which waa a batting bee, giving
Faber his twenty-fourt- h
win of the
season, while the visitors won the
second game, a pitchers' duel.
Faber wrenched his knee In field
ing a ball and retired in the seventh
inning of the first game.
Score First game:
Tl. H. E.
St.

Louis,...

Chicago
CAtTSE

....

000 000 050
040 021 00

Batteries: Davis.

PHTSICAI. well and Severeid,
srcH GREAT
AVn MAKK ONE AS
McWeeney, Wilkinson
ritET TO A MUI.TTrrDE OF ber,
Schalk.

WCIBKIIM
MASX

1IA.NCEBOCS

,

1
5 14
7 17
0
BurPalmero.
P. Collins; Fa-

DISEASES.

Bvery human being la born with a etr
quantity of "nervn fnrc" soms
tln
with mors than otners.
Tour body normally makes or gener
ates nerve fore only about so fast, and
If through overwork, worry, constant
narvous strain or other excesses, you use
up your nerve force faster than your
body makes new nerve force, then y ur
ratva power becomes weakened, and as
a consequence your blood may become
tkln, pale, and watery, and you beoome
In such a
feeble, cross, and irritable.
state you may not only suffer terrible
tortures from a multitude of alarming
symptoms, but In your greatly weakened
condition you are an easy prey for tbe
multitude of dangerous germs with which
you must come In almost dally oonta.t,
and you may therefore easily contract
sums dangerous or even fatal disease.
In such cases you should Immediately
take something to revitalise your worn-ou- t,
exhausted nerves and creat new
rerve force. This is most effectively accomplished by the free use of Nuxated
Iron. This valuable product quickly aids
in enriching tire blood and thereby helps
It to furnish an additional supply of new
rerve force with which to revitalise and
regenerate the brain and nerve cells, it
also contains a product which reprtsents
the principal chemical constituent of active living nerva force in a form most
nearly allied to that In the nerve and
brain cells of man. Nuxated Iron may
rteiefore be said to be both a blood and
a nerve food as It furnishes strengtlr-glvln- g
organlo iron t tbe blood and the
most Important clement of the nerro-vltfluid to tht nerves. The effect of
Nuxated Iron In cases of exhausted narvn
force and Impoverished blood la so remarkable and surprising that It often
Increases the strength and endurance of
weak, nervous, "rundown" men and women In two weeks' time. In fact, tbe
manufacturers guarantee satisfactory results to every purchaser or they will rotund your money. Nuxated Iron Is for
sale by all druggists.

and

Score Second game:
H. H. E.
3
2
010 200 000
4
8t. Louis
010 100 0002 2 1
Chicago
Batteries: Bayne and McManus:
Kerr and Lees.

....

MAJOR LEAGUE TEAMS
TRIMMED BY BUSHERS
Chicago Nationals went down to
Sefeat at the hands of the Rochester Internationals to the tune of 7
to 8 yesterday at Rochester. The
batteries were Alexander, York,
Jones and Daly; Knight and Mat-toWirst.
Boston Americans lost a game at
Plttsfield, Mass., yesterday to the
Plttsfield team of the Eastern
league. The score was 4 to 1. Batteries were: Hummer and
Pennock and Ruel.
e;

BOUTHEnN ASSOCIATION.
3.
0; Chattanooga,
3; Little Rock. 2 (12

Atlanta,

Nashville,
Innings).

Orleans; rain.
Memphis, 3; Birmingham, 4 (five
innings; rain).
Mobile-Ne- w

WESTERN LEAGUE.
At Des Moines, 3; Wichita, B.
At St. Joseph, 6; Oklahoma

City, 9.

At Omaha, 12; Tulsa, 8.
At Sioux City,
Joplln,
(second game seven Innings
agreement.)
7;

-

by

Stock and poultry raisers can se
cure the best of remedies and preparations as a complete line of the
well known International Stock,
Veterinary and Poultry Preparations la .sold bv Vaio Bros.. 807

North Flrst street

i

.

.65

57
49
42

.624
.600
.540
.530
.516
.44:)
.395
.336

5S

L.
47
46
61
62
62

60

US

43

72
78

W.
77
75
65

Cleveland
New York
St. Louis
Washington

65

HoKton

Detroit
Chicago
Philadelphia

;...fi3

Yesterdey's Results.
New York, 17; Washington,
St. Louis,
Chicago,
Detroit,
Cleveland, 10--

Where They Tlay.

(B.r Tbe Ansfictuteil

Pet.
.622
.620
.516
.512
.4S3
.469
.424
.356
i

Wlicro They piny.
Washington at New York.
Philadelphia at Boston.

at Pittsburgh.
Boston at Philadelphia.
St. Louis

DBSCURE ROUTES

CHANGED PLANS

Tress.)

Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 31.
Miss Elizabeth Parkinson,
former grand opera singer who sang
with the late Kntico Caruso for
six seasons at Covent Garden
In
London, Is near death at Cragmore
sanatorium
here. Her brother,
Philip 1. Parkinson, superintendent of the Western Pawor company of Durango, Colo., and her
sister, Mrs. Henry K, Rowland,
wife of the writer, arrived here
yesterday to bo with her.
While on the stage Miss Parkin-sio- n
was known as "Parkifia." Her
premiere was in Paris, where he
was introduced by Mile. Meiba.
Miss Parkinson came here some
time ago, her health broken by
overwork. For a time she showed
Improvement, but three days ago
she grew worse.
There is no
change in her condition tonight.

--

ing is now $2975, fco.b. Detroit
T

PACKARD MOTOR CAR COMPANY . DETROIT

ROLAND SAUER & COMPANY
Phone

TOURISTS

LEAVE REGATTA

1ST

Uninformed Bureaus in East
Often Hand Out Routes
Through Southwest That
"Old Timers" Passed Up.
Some uninformed organizations
the east putting out "Auto
Routes West" are causing many
tourists through the southwest a
great amount of inconvenience and
and In some cases actual trouble.
Tourists have applied for Information at the Chamber of Commerce,
who had been equipped in the east
with auto maps showing routes
and roads through New Mexico,
which in some Instances have been
abandoned years ago.
.Numerous tourists arrive in tne
city after starting through the state
by some obscure set of roads which
they have finally abandoned and
made their way here for a fresh
start.
Professor Robert A. Cummlngs
of Naeadoges, La., arrived here
yesterday afternoon after traveling
all of the devious trails in the
southeastern section of the state
in an effort to go west through Abo
canyon, which he was finally told
was almost impassable.
Arriving
at Albuquerque the professor expressed great pleasure at having
made the detour to reach here and
surprised to find such a city after
his long drive through the primitive sections of the state. He Is on
his way to take up a professorship
at the University of Southern Cal
ifornia, and Is a close friend of JJr.
B. F. Haught of Peabody college,
Nashville, Tenn., who will arrive
here September 10 to take up his
new position on the staff at the
local university.
In

H

TENNESSEE COLT

CUP TITLE OPEN
(By The Amoclnti--

Qsk the man who owns one I

feeling with
In the day
a
is
caused
lime
by torpid liver and
disordered
bowels. Herbine Is n.
splendid remedy for such ailments.
It cleanses the system and restores
vim and activity. Price, 60c. Sold
by all druggists.
More than half of America's oys
Is gathered from planted

ter crop
beds.

Tress.)

Detroit, Mich., Aug. 31. A last
minute change in plans by officials
in charge of the gold cup Harms- worth trophy regatta left the one
mile speed boat champion of North
America undecided today. Three
hydroplanes, Miss America I of Do-- ,'
troit, holder of the title; Miss Chicago, of Chicago, and the Sea
Sled Orlo HI, owned by Geow
Leary, o New York, competed
against time today, hut It wns Haul
additional trials will bo held immediately after tho British International
(Ilarmsworth) trophy
race, to be completed Monday or
Tuesday.
Tho change waa made to permit
Garfield A. Wood, of Detroit, to
enter his new Miss America II in
the mile tests. It was announced
also Orlo III might make now
trials.
Miss America I, which last year
set a world's record of 76.655 miles
an hour In one mile trials, averaged 74. 87 miles an hour In six
dashes today.
Tho world's record for singled
engines hydroplanes was raised to
70.951 miles an hour by Miss Chicago in hi..- six one mile dashes today. The old mark, 63.49S miles
an hour, was made here In 191 S
by Whip O'Will, Jr., owned by A.
L. Judson of New York.
Orlo III, the only other boat to
enter the mile travels today mart"!
an average of 55.436 miles an linur,
tonlcht were that
Indications
the elimination trial.s tomorrow
and Friday to select a team eC
threo American craft to represent
the United States In tho Harms-wort- h
trophy race would be re- Lato to- called as unnecessary.
night onlv three boats, Miss Amor- lea I. Miss America II and Miss
Chicago, were ready for the elimination trials.

r

ional Life Insurance Company

of the Southwest
v

Founded to Endure and Futures
Make Secure

-

WOODWARD TWIRLS A
NO RUN GAME

SHOW S CLASS AT

NO-HI-

T,

(Br The Assnrlatrd Trans.)

New Haven, Conn., Aug. tl.
Frank Woodward, former National
READVILLE
league pitcher, twirled a
game for New Haven of the
Eastern loague, defeating Water- 10 to 0 today.
Readville, Mass., Aug. 81. Rose bury
Only 31 batsmen faced him, five
fuScott, champion
reaching first base and none get-l- n
turity winner of last year, was desecond. He struck out six
feated in the Grand Circuit races and to
walked four.
today when the Tennessee colt,
owned and driven by Fied
Lyman, took the measure of Tom
Murphy's filly In the American
Horse Breeder Futurity for

MEET

506--

420 West Central Avenue

'awning and sleepiness

OFTEN GIVEN TO

4

The Packard Single Six Tour-

A lazy

4

30 1 6 24 18
- . . .
.
uarunei, ss
3 o
2
Boston.
1
2
1
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. Sewell,
u
"
?
0 Burns, lb
2
0
1
0
4
0
0 3 1 o
4
Powell, cf
O'Neill, c
0 1
0
0
0
0
Barbare, ss .... 4 0 10 41 06 00 Mails, P
2
0
0
rf 4 0
0
0
8
Southworth,
Uhle,
p.
3
0
1
S
0
2
Cruise, If
0
4
2
0
1
3
31 8 7 24 10 8
Boeckel, 3b
Totals
1
0
9
1 0
4
Detroit.
Holke, lb
4
0
5
0
AB. It. H. PO. A. E.
Ford, Sb .
o
i 01 12 ?0 11 00 Young, 2b
Gowdy, o
J 1 1 3 s 0
0
Oeschger, p ;. t
Sargent, 2b. ... 15 01 11 00 2 0
3b
0
0
30 3 7 27 17 0 Jones, cf
2
2
2
Totals
0 0
100 000 000 1 Cobb, If
4
1
0
4
Cincinnati...
3 Veach,
00T
0
000
0
030
4
Boston
rf. . . 4 2 2
e
hits Mar- Hellmann,
z
" "
Summary:
lb
Blue,
kle, Brcsslcr. Stolen bases Groh. Fiagstead, ss. . . 8 1 0 0 1 00
1
3
2
0
0
Southworth. Double plays Kopf Bassler, c
to Bohne to Fonsecaj Boeckel to Leonard, p, ... 3 0 0 0 2 0
to
to
Ford
Barbare
Ford to Holke;
33 7 10 27 9 0
Holke. Base on ball Off Markle,
Totals
out By
Score by innings;
8; Oeschger, 4, Struck
1.
011 000 0018
Cleveland
Markle, 2; Oeschger,
510 000 Olx 7
Detroit
e
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
hits Blue,
Summary:
Three-bas- o
Toledo,
hits
Milwaukee,
2; Hellmann.
2.
Sewell. Homo run Wood. SacriSt. Paul, 6; Indianapolis,
fices Wambsganss, Veach. Double
Louisville, 15; Minneapolis, 1.
Kansas City, 7; Columbus, 6.
plays Wambsganss to Sewell to
Burns; Fiagstead to Young to Blue.
COAST LEAGUE.
Base on balls Off Mails, 2; Uhle,
!
4; Leonard, 3. Innings pitched
Oakland, 3; Sacramento, 1.
Hit by
San Francisco, 7; Seattle, 1.
By Mails,
Uhle, 6
6.
Vernon, 9; Salt Lake,
pitcher By Mails (Fiagstead);
Los
out
Uhle
Angeles,
Struck
By
(Young).
Portland,
Malls, 1; Uhle, 2; Leonard, 3.

,..78
,..78
. .87
...67

American Lengue.

--

YOU CAN SAFELY EXPECT FROM THE PACKARD
SINGLE-SIA YEARLY AVERAGE OF 17 MILES
OR BETTER TO THE GALLON OP GASOLINE,
2,000 MILES OR BETTER TO THE GALLON OF
OIL, AND 15,000 MILES OR BETTER FROM TIRES

OPERA SINGER
WHO ONCE SANG WITH
CARUSO NEAR DEATH

GRAND

mxm

Pet.

L.
47
50
57
58
62
70
75
83

Yesterday's Results.
Boston, 3; Cincinnati, 1.
St. Louis, 12; Philadelphia,

1112

Totals

i

P A. C KA.R. D

no-hi- t,

no-ru- n

We Have just closed one of the best months in the history of the National Life in
the matter of production of new business.
We have more life insurance in force in New Mexico after writing business in
this state for four years than has our little competitor, the other home company,

after fourteen years effort.

'

''

The National Life enjoys the confidence of the citizens of this tiate because of
the fact that their business has always been done on the square. The men who
are conducting the destiny of the National Life have been your neighbors for over
forty years and naturally you have confidence in an institution in which they are
directors.

'

n,

three-year-o-

trotters.

ld

Rose Scott won the first heat
easily, but thereafter Favonlan was
master of the situation.
Periscope, winner of the 116,000
stake at Cleveland three weeks ago,
repeated In the Blue Hill, a $2,000
event for 2:05 trotters, but not until Sister Bertha had won the first
heat.
Tom Murphy had no trouble taking first place in the 2:04 pace with
Roy Grattan, winning in straight
heats, while Mary O'Connor, driven
by Fred Hyde, was easily the oest
of the field In the 2:07 pace.
Making her first appearanoe on
the Grand Circuit, the Now Hampshire mare, Grace Dawn, wore
down her opponents In the 2:12
trot, after Marlon Toddlngton and
Dudette each had won a heat. W.
J. McDonald, the Boston amateur,
was thrown from his sulky while
driving Opera Express In this event
and was' carried off the track.
However, he escaped with onlv a
few bruises.

DON'Tl
DESPAIR

OFFICERS

AND

DIRECTORS

JOHN BECKER, PRESIDENT.

If you are troubled with pains or
aches; feel tired; have headache,
indigestion, insomnia; rn in fnl
pessag of urine, you will find
renei Dy regularly taking

COLD MEDAL

..tll!Ul'l

The world's standard ramaitv Inr trMn
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles snd

R. H. HANNA, Active Vice Pres.

IV. C. REID, Vice

&

Gen. Counsel

President and Asst. Counsel
NATHAN JAFFA, Vice President
B. C. HERNANDEZ, Vice President

DR. J. F. PEARCE, Medical Director
E. T CHASE, Secretary and Gen. Mgr.
DR. (DAVID R. BOYD, Director
SENATOR H. O.' BURSUM, Director

Southwestern Money Southwestern Made Should Stay at Home
For Southwestern Trade

national Remedy of Holland lince 1695.
Three tizeslall druegiats. Guaranteed.

Look lor

theame

wh

Cold Medal on every

eaaept aa Uaitatiea

v
'

August 81, 1921V

as May McAvoy, Kathlyn Williams,
Bruce Gordon, Ralph Lewis, Lloyd
Whltlock and boby Gladys Fox.
"A Private Scandal" was directed
by Chester Franklin with Fred J.
Robinson assisting, and was photographed by J. O. Taylor. Eve Un- sell, well known for her many original stories and adaptations, pre
pared the story for the screen.

MY ONLY PRIVATION WAS LACK
OF CIGARETS," SAYS MRS. HARRISON

SPEAKERS AT BIG
RALLYTO ARRIVE
TODAY

I

FR1 EAST

Congressman Patrick Kelly

Patrick Kelly of
Congressman
Michigan, who will speak at the
Bursum
rally tonight at the
big
armory, is expected to arrive on
train No. 1 at 7:30 o'clock this
evening, and after eating dinner
will go at once to the armory for
the meeting which begins at 8
o'clock.
Congressman Kelly, who has become a close friend of Senator
Bursum during the latter's stay in
Washington, will open his speaking
tour of the state in Senator Bursum, support with the meeting at
the armory tonight. He will probably leave within a day or so for
other parts of the state.
Mrs. Dodson, chairman of the
of
state republican committee
Iowa, who will address the women
exvoters at the armory tonight, is
pected to arrive on the California
Limited this morning. She will be
met at the train by a number of
representative republican women
of Albuquerque, who will provide
for her entertainment during the
Both Mrs. Dodson and
afternoon.
Mr. Kelly are coming to Albuquerque direct from Washington,
Dr. David Ross Boyd, president
of the statewide Bursum club, will
preside at tho meeting tonight, and
Mrs. A B. Stroup will be present
to introduce Mrs. Dodson to the
meeting. It is expected that Mr.
Kelly's address will be the first on
the program.
(

BACA The funeral of Mrs. Car
O. de Baca, who died Tues
day morning at her residence, 1222

melita

South William street, will be held

this morning at 8 o'clock from the
Burial will be
family residence.
at San Jose cemetery. Crollott is
ini charge.

died
William
Ostio
Tuesday evening at his apartments
on South Kecpnd ..street
Funeral
services will "be held this afterniori
at Crollott's funeral chapel. The
body, will be taken to Alamogordo
OSTIC

Duriai.

Mrs.
GRAVETT
Effle E
Gravett died last nlgnt at tier home
on East Central avenue.
She is
survived by her husband, D H.
one
and
both
of
whom
son,
Gravett,
were with her at the time of death.
The body will be taken to Wacb,
Tex., for burial tomorrow evening.
Blakemore & Son are in charge.

PACKERT Funeral services for
Herman N. Packert were held from
French's chapel yesterday after
noon at 2:30 o'clock. Rev. Cooper
officiated. Burial was in Fairview
cemetery.
LEDGER Funeral services for
were held . from
J. Ledger
French's chapel yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock.
Rev. Cooper
officiated. Burial was in Fairview
The American Legion
cemetery.
had charge of the services at the
grave,
IT.

JONES Funeral service for D.
B, Jones will be held from French's
chapel this morning at 10 o'clock,
Rev, H. A. Bassett
officiating.
Burial will be In Fairview
t

Senator Joseph I. France and Mrs. Marguerite Harrison, photographed
since returning to U. S.
Senator Joseph I. France of Maryland, who spent a month investigating conditions in soviet Russia, and Mrs. Marguerite E. Harrison,
whose release from a soviet prison, where she spent ten months, was
obtained by the senator, have returned to the U. S. When questioned
concerning her imprisonment, Mrs. Harrison replied: "My only privation was my inability to procure good cigarets."

s
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Wnirt won
BRAtntUD

For Three Generittona'
Hav Made Child-BirtEasier By Using

Don't endure
those ugly skin

all-st- ar

LOCAL PLUMB

RESItlOL
5oolhinq and He&linq

.

Gears away blotches
easily and at littlecost
Havea healthy skin
that everyone

admires

tpajarontiana
A
'"renounced Success.
Th. u'.'form success that hat

j

The Central Labor union and the
Building Trades council endorsed
the proposed city examining board
for plumbers, which was authorized by an ordinance passed by the
commission last night.
The following letter was received
by the city commission from the
two organizations:
"Albuquerque, N. M.,
"To the Honorable City Commissioners City of Albuquerque,
City.
"Gentlemen:' Our attention has
been directed to the fact that there
has ben severe criticism with regard to maintaining our examining
board for plumbers.
"We are Informed that action
will be taken at this meeting on
the proposed new building code,
which Includes the ordinance "Proof
viding for the examination
plumbers," and as this ordinance
was enacted in 1911 to creato a
higher standard of sanitary plumbing. We feel that as our city is
growing and is a great health resort, this ordinance in our opinion
ib mum e.Hseuuai at mis ume man
ever before. Almost every city in
the United States of five thousand
population' hns a city or state ex- amining board for plumbers similar to the one under discussion, and
we feel that our city should
be
progressive and always take a step
forward in the matter of sanita- tion.
"This
ordinance
never
has
worked a hardship on anyone during Its ten years in force, and we
feel thrt it will not in the future,
and as the city is represented
the majority of the board, we know
there can be no favors shown.
"The state and city has levied a
special assessment on our taxes for
health purposcsi and as our plumbing ordinance Is one of the moM
essential health measures that we
have, we request that it be maintained and In view of tho fact under present arrangements, there is
no longer maintained in the employment of the oity's practical
I 'umbers an inspector
and as the
public Is compelled to pay high
inspection fees, we feel that tho
general public should have some
protection against inferior plumbing.
"Therefore, we earnestly request
your Berlous consideration of this

Diarrhoea Remedy in the
cure of bowel com- and
plfiniH, 3th for - chillren
K.
aii'ihs,
brought it into almost
ui'Svitkbi use, so that it is practice !y whii jut a rival and as every- "h ., das used it knows, it is
ST"

'

v i' I Oiit

equal.

Eululie Jensen is
Raimunda, and Harrison Ford ie
Norbert, the poet, In love with
Acacia. Natalie Talmadge also has

fjJeauty UmurpasfcdS
The wondartoly Rflaetf.
purly white complete
rendered, brings iwcitthe
appearance el youth'. R&
suit are Instant Highly
antUepdc Exerts a soft and
soothing action. Ovcs 75
years la use
Send 15 c for Trial Sbt
FERD. T- - HOPKINS A SON

a part.

The production, which la released
by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., is like a breath from
old Spain. It is one of the mnst
artistic and dramatio screen works
of a decade.
BIJRCH IS DIVORCED.
Lawrence, Kans.. Aug. 81. Mrs.
Allto Gale Burch today was granted a divorce in district court here
from Arthur C. Burch,
Jointly
Mrs. Madalynne
with
charged
Obenchaln of the murder of J.
Belton Kennedy at Los Angeles.

Electrical installations in the
United States have doubled every
five years during the last

Journal Want

Ads.

bring result,

chil-

almond-eye- d

Owner:

a,

Powder and Perfume

Effective Today, September 1st, Our.
Charge for Mechanic's Time Will Be
Reduced from $1.50 to

Ses-su-

With Cuticura Talcum
An exquisitely scented, antiseptic
powder. Gives quick relief to sunburned or irritated skins, overcomes
heavy perspiration, and imparts a
delicate, lasting fragrance, leaving

s

the skin tweet and wholesome.

,

uBnltlMfcrrMtyBUD. AMrf:"CttMatiA-t.lortMSold
Daft. lr,MHdi4J,SUil."
Sotptt. Omtmani Stand 60e. Ttlcum 2te.

DBJPCutlcur

SPEED

EVENING

Sqp

hmrm

$1.25 Per Hour

without mug.

CLUB

Our night sessions offer a superior opportunity to prepare for
the higher paying positions. A place where ambitious stenographers (any system) are coached for rapid, difficult work. A
progressive schedule is followed which insures certain advancement. A large varietyof matter is dictated, including business
letters, law dictation ai.d editorial matter. Special dictations of
technical matter are given to accommodate students preparaing
for technical work. Our advanced secretarial work is also offered
for stenographers who wish to prepare for superior positions.

PRIVATE SCANDAL,"
GllfcAT It EALART PKTl'RE,
CLOSES TONIGHT AT "IV

orrow Auto Co.

y,

Private Scandal," the current
offering at the "B" theater for the
past three days, closes tonight. It
is a Kealart picture and tells a
grippingly dramatic story which is
more than well done by a splendid

WESTERN

such players

PRIVATE

SCHOOL

FOR

SECRETAIERS

Eighth Street and Tijeras Avenue

313

Phone 901

--

West Silver Ave.

ceo a
Greater than ever are tlie values at this store. Not a few selecte'd articles; but on the entire stock1;
Prices are lower than ever. New goods arriving daily, all are priced at the low cost for quick disposal;
'
'
Get the habit, trade at Kahn's and remember, you always do better at

Katun

REPAIR WORK IN

SPECIAL

Men's Work Shirts

All Sizes

Good

Special 69c

QUANTITY
Lindquist Soda Crackers
Regular
8c Sellers While They Last.
t

Per Box. 4c
'

.

We handle a full line of

THAT ARE RIGHT;

SPECIAL

Murdock's Solace Brand Coffee Steel
Cut Per Mb. Can

Only

BIG

LIVINGSTON'S BIG
SALE STARTS TODAY

Pay-Da- y

ARRIVALS
In all Sizes-Goo- d
Boys School Suits
Quality, Assorted Colors.
NEW

Up

Special $2.98

These are every day prices. J3ring us your
Ve redeem them.
Sodate cupons.
16 Bars P. & G. Soaps, for.-..--.
..$1.00
16 Bars Sodate Soaps, for.
.. .$1.00
20 Bars Bob White Soaps, for. ..
$1.00
24 Bars Swift Pride (yellow soap)
$1.00

....

......

MONTE FRUITS, BERRIES, PRESERVES and PICKLES at PRICES

109 North First Street
ii

THIS

Remember Our Prices On Soap's

O

te

AT

Black Blucher Men's Shces Heavy
Sole All Sizes Values up to $450

28c

From $4.98
DEL1

LOOK

fin

one-four- th

-

EXTRA

Quality

Work on the Tijeras canyon road
has again been renewed by a road
crew of the state highway commission, after a delay of more than a
month duo to washouts on roads
south of here.
It was announced yesterday that
the commission would repair work
miles of
on about twenty-eigand
road, both on the mesa
within the canyon. It had previously ben decided to do the repair work only to the mouth of
the canyon. Tho proposed work
will extend to Sedillo hill.
The road crew will make a
thorough repair of the road, performing the necessary scarifying
and recrownlng the,
operations
road. Drainage ditches will also
be constructed along the side of
the road to carry off tlie water,
which has caused frequent washouts In the past.
The work is expected to occupy
about a month.

Groceteria

s Sa

PAY-DA- Y

SRUBD

'

Phone 893.

J

5

"Respectively submitted,
"CENTRAL LABOR UNION,
"and
"BUILDING TRADES COUNCIL.
"01 the City of Albuquerque."

'
The biggest nalA In th tiUtnrv
of the H r.vlntn,
xn..n.it..
company starts today, when
worth nf VifvVi
n ,.nif..a
and rugs will commence to dwindle
in quantity at the extremely Jnw
prices put upon the stock.
The
reductions range all the way from
to one-ha- lf
off, and the
goods are genuine and
In all particulars. Don't miss this
.
onnortunitv tn
vnui
mat wm suit your pocket'
book,

.

The same high' quality work', with whicli our patrons are familiar,
will be continued. Bring your car in and let us furnisfyyou with
an estimate for overhauling. You'll be surprised to know the great
difference this reduction will make in the cost of overhauling
vour car.

Fall Term September 6.
Superior Courses
All commercial subjects taught in day,
half-daand evening sessions.

"A

cast which contains

We're Directing This Ad to Yon

i

$50,-00-

at-

ie use of Chamberlain's

i

Co'io an
Tto'ilot

OS

ht

blemishes when

tended

"IS" ThcntOT For the last time
today, the management is repeating "A Private Scandal," with May
cast; also
McAvoy and an
repeating for the last time the
"Travelogue"
pictures and the
"Current Kvents" pictures.
"The Passion
Lyric Theater
Flower," with Norma Talmadge in
the title role, is at tho Lyrio today
for the last time: the management
in also repeating tho "Sand Witches." comedy.
Pastime Theater Sessun Haya-kawthe great Japanese film star,
is at the Pastime today as the leading character in "Tho First Born,"
the greatest Chinese drama ever
produced on the screen; also presenting Larry Semon as the star in
"The Bakery."

T IJERA5 CANYON

ooklit on motherhood and THt Bast, mi
rmuuatorC').. Dept. &D. Atlanta. Ga

cias stepfather;

Mr. Automobile

dren of the Orient, garbed In quaint
native costumes of the brightest
tunics, cleverly conceived little caps
s,
with tinkling golden
and elaborate
This Chinatown was a tenderloin
for the whole Chinese population
of the Pacific coast, the pleasure
from trie
palace where
northern salmon canneries, farmers
(rem the Sacramento deltas, fruit
pickers from the hot San Josquln
va'ley, gold washers from the Sier-n- n
placers, came to enjoy themselves and squander their earnings
In between season.
In "The First Born," a Robert
e
production, starring
Hayakawa, the famous Japa
nese actor, which opens at the Pastime theater today for a run of several days, this Chinatown which
was flunk Into oblivion under the
pray ashen of the San Francisco
disaster, Is reproduced with in accuracy se.dsm equalled in the hisIt is a
tory of motion pictures.
background tor the unfolding of
one of the most beautiful storie of
lovo
and tragedy ever written
around the life of the Chinese.
Adapted from the stage play of
son-Co- le

Theaters Today

PLAN TO LICENSE

i

PMOTKER5T'

Page Five

fish-cutte-

important matter.

1

Passion Flower" that marks her as
one of the few really great actresses of the silent drama.
And her
screen version of Jacinto, Borate's play, In which Nance O'Neil
starred on Broadway, compares
most favorably with the stags
drama. In it Norma Talmadge is
seen as "Acacia," the daughter,
whereas on the stage Nance O'Nefi
enacted the part of "Ualmunda,"
the mother.
"The Passion FIowit" is undoubtedly ona of the finest works
of Ilenavente, greatest living dramatist of Spain, and the interpretation whl.;h has been given to It
by Miss Talmadge should be
a
source of Joy to him. It is an absorbing tale of Spanish peasant
life, a story of love, tragedy, jealousy and hatred, that turns into
love again. Courtomiy Foote is
seen in the role of Esteban, Aca

devil-chaser-

Aug. 81, 1921.

DEATHS ANDJUNERALS
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THE "PASSION FLOWER"
PROVIDES RIG DRAMATIC
SHOW AT THE LYRIC
Norma Talmadge
deserves
to be classed as onejustly
of America's
greatest actresses of either stage or
screen. This is the conclusion of
tho writer after viewing "The Passion Flower," which was the main
attraction at the Lyrio yesterday
and which is being repeated today
for the last time. This charming
little artiste, who long ago won
popularity by her extraordinary
emotional powers, exhibits a depth
of feeling and a versatility in "The

In the days before the tremend
ous earthquake shook San
to its very foundation, there
flourished in one-oits corners a
quaint, picturesque little colony,
suggestive of the cast, modified by
the west, so that It was neither
Oriental nor Occidental but ju3t
Chinatown.
It was the Mecca of all tourists,
tho cltv of a thousand adventures.
Extending over an area of only
eight city blocks It harbored a population which varied between ten
and thirty thousand, according to
the season of the year. The narrow, winding alleys overflowed
with little stores and factories, fan
tastic balconies painted in hues to
rival the most gorgeous of rainbows. On Its streets played little

r

the same name by Francis Powers,
"The First Born" is immortalized
on the screen by an artist worthy
in every respect to make of it a
picture ranking high in the annals
of screen production.
Mr. Hayakawa Is supported by a group of
the finest players obtainable on
the Pacifio coast.

s.

BUILDING PERMITS
' FOR AUGUST EXCEED
AMOUNT LAST MONTH

lor

FRISCO'S CHTNATOWV
LIVES IN PICTURES:
NOW AT THE PASTIME

yellow-skinne-

.

Buildincr la on the increase In
to the
according
Albuquerque,
books of the city engineer, whlcn
in
show an increase of $3,000
building
permits granted this
month over the number for July.
Tho building
permits for the
month of August total $65,158
wnile the amount for July was only
slightly in excess of $62,000.
Most of the permits taken out
during August were for residences,
the largest single permit issued be
ing for a double house owned by
Madeline Lix, for which the est!
mated cost is $6,000.

H.,

Wr

and Mrs. Dodson, Who
Address Meeting Tonight,
to Be Met by Republicans.

.

'
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MAHOMETAN PRINCE GETS AN EASY
DIVORCE FROM HIS AMEKk;ain

HIGH SCHOOL

OPEHIHG
of

First Day's Registration
Seniors Indicates a Larger
Class Than
Graduating
Last Yeaiv

J. L; PHILLIPS ENTERS
REAL. ESTATE BUSINESS
J. t. riillllps, a prominent farmer and dairyman of the Mountain
View district, has opened a real
estate office In the city at 110
South Third street. lie will continue his interest In his farm and the

dairy of which ho is
his
an officer, but will developestate
real
spare time in the city to
continue
also
transactions. He will
his residenco south of town.

AL8UQU(M(a

(By The AMorlntrd PreM.)

Hampton, Va., Aug. 31. Adolph
Feranchak of Brooklyn, N. T. and
Amue C. Chapkewltz of Paterson,
N. J., cadet aviators, were killed
late today when their airplane was
wrecked near Indian Head, Md.,
on the Potomac river, according to
advices to Langley field. The airplane struck a tree when attempting to take off after a forced landing, it was said.

v.

FALL TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER FIRST TO SIXTH
Visit the school and
Classes now starting.
L. A. MAY, Manager.

Superior Courses, Superior Instruction, Superior Service.
be convinced. Call at the college office for information.

THE JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

lmumsm

i

The Prince and Princess Zcrdecheno.

HEMY AW EDSELL RUR! FARMING;
TRACWR TAKES OUT ALLT HE SP0RT
CUTS WORKDAY TO FOURTEEN HOURS
(IiV. CAKL C. MA GEE.)
Henry and Eflsell Told, Quickel
and myself went over to Ferguson's
farm yesterday to run thee placo for
farmhim. Wo found seventy-fivers and ".116 boys there to help
us. It was the chance to work
without pay and not the free dinner which brought the boys. The
ludfl learned something about work
by watching some one else do it.
I saw 6ome beautiful Jersey cows
...I H

l

...,mll

M

(5

1.

p

,

S

i

over in the lot. My mind harked
back to the time when I used to
milk sixteen of them night and
morning. I looked all over the lot
trying to find some frost on the
ground but I couldn't, with the
in the
!)0
weather registering
shade. Just for old times sake
wanted to take off my shoes ani
stockings and make a cow get up
so I could warm my feet when
she had been lying, as I used to d
every morning about the last o'
September, back in good old Iowa
forty years, or less, ago.
My back ached out at the pumt
at the thought of those sixteei
pairs of appealing eyes which use
to look at me across the waterlm
trough, in those good old day
when we had windmills but tht
wind never blew. Hut yesterda:
Henry and Kdsell "fell to" am
pumped all the water in a fev
minutes. Kxcept for a little puff
ing and sputtering, I Baw no ba
results.
This thing of hitching an tractoi
on an ensilage cutter and blowing
chopped sorghum stocks over thtc
top into a silo made no appeal
me. 1 don't see what has become
of the imaginations of Henry and
Kdsell. Now that I don't have it
to do any more, I am for the good
old way of cutting corn and shockfining it in the field. Ferguson's cob1
gers never had a chance to get
as
mini
a single time yesterday,
used to do when I tore down tin
shocks In November to husk th(
"golden" ears. He never had a
chance yesterday to get any snow
up his sleeves either.
It's no good. Next winter he'll
merely pitch some ensilage
into the mangers of
pampered cows. The right way is
to haul corn stalks over frozen
in
a
fields
"northwester" and dump them oft
cows huddled on
for humped-uthe south side of the barn.
There wasn't a horse in sigh'
yesterday. That la a "heck" of e
way to farm. Pulling loads arounT
with a Fordson isn't farming it':
Just playing that you farm.
Then the plowing! A man Jus
sits up thero and rides all day. I
Ni
must be dreadfully tiresome.
chance to walk twenty miles in tei
hours with the cool, moist eart'
squeezing up between' the toe?
These fellows just sit there and hob
on to a wheel while the "shebang
pulls a couple of plows. Why, th'
first thing anyone knows a ma:
won't have to wear a hickory shir
and blue overalls to be a farmer
The Fords are trying to ruin th
business.
One of these days these tractor
fellows will have all the farmer
in the country Idling around tw
or three of their waking hours
reading newspapers and magazine:
and butting into the business ol
the politicians. It's scandalous!
Ford seems bound to deprive the
women on the farm of the privilege of running the churn and the
washing machine and of other
forms of farm diversions
end
amusements.
If the romance of my bovhood
days on the farm disappears
around Albuquenui, it's Quickel's
fault. He's the fellow who la trying to make the farmers lazy bv
cutting their hours down to ten or
twelve a day.
y
When
there Is no
alarm clock; no horses to feed and
curry and hitch up and love; no
wagons stuck In a rut no roots In
the furrow upon which to stub a
bare toe; no water to pump for the
stock on a still, hot night when
these things are gone, what Will
the farmers do to kill time?
Ford is bound to spoil
y

p

Always Fresh
and Sweet!
Always ready for use, Lytona
Baking Powder constantly retains its superior rising qualities and purity.
Exceptionally economical, Lytona is a baking powder that
you should not fail to try be-

it

will never fail you.
cook owes her reputation for good baking to Lytona.

cause

Many a

,i

TWO CADET FLIERS
KILLED IN WRECK

The greatest enemy of child life
store in Albuquerque.
is the tape worm. It destroys
health and vitality.- The greatest
Probably the greatest poultry enemy of the tape worm is White's
mart In the world is Petaluna, Cream Vermifuge. One or two
Calif., with an annual business of doses does the work. Prlce, 35c.
Sold by all druggists.
25,000,000.

awn
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M. A. Barton, who formerly lived
here and moved to Coffeyvllle,
Kans., two years ago, has moved
back to Albuquerque 'and purchased an interest in Daily's Kash
and Karry grocery store. Mr. Barton has already taven his plwee In
the store and will be actively connected with the store. Mr. Bar
ton s entrance into the firm vlll
mean a larger store, according to
an announcement made by C. W.
Daily, who founded the store
which Is the oldest cash and carry

i

..."

enrollment of
The first clay's
county
seniors in the Bernalillo
that the 1922
high school indicates will
cln.ss
probably
.rrorl, inline
r.iimhr about twenty Anmembers
initial
class.
over last year's
seniors
enrollment of seventy-thre- e
was made yesterday and several
more who are absent on vacations
Bre expected before school opens
e
on September 6. There were sixty-cnlast
spring.
graduates
The junior class members will
lv,'h school todayo
register at the
morn-beginning at 9 o'clockof this
about 100
a registration
la anticipated. In the sophomore
win enroll on lTi'iay,
.v.. ..in h n nnsslblo 200. The
..... enroll on Saturday.
J!..'.hm.ni
COIIIIH.IH will
is ditn-cu- lt
The freshman enrollment
to estimate, but it will probthan
ably be considerably larger
of pupils
last year. A number
have
already
from the country
come In.
,
prtnctpn
the
La
Tar,
Ella
Mrs.
of the high school, has returned
unifrom her summer at Columbia
city and has
versity in New York
heads
already started work. of The
the high
departments
nn hand this week
assist the students In arranging
The stutheir class schedules. classes
dents 'are signing up for names as
well as registering their
A number of new classes which
time
are being offered for the first
were found to be popular with the
Fourth year
seniors
yesterday.
Spanish is a new class never isbefore
also
French
offered.
Beginning
class
an innovation. A physiology
Is
being
in the biology department
offered for the first semester.

.

mr,

INTEREST

A Mahometan divorce is easy, ac-erdecheno, or
cording to Prince
Kurdestan. who has just parted
company with his beautiful American wife, the former Miss Kitty
Stigli, of Lexington, Ky. "l'ou are
no longer my wife. You are no
longer my wife. You are no longer
my wife.'' These words, scrawled
on a scrap of paper, constitute the
divorce which the prince granted to
himself a few davs ago.

SE!

EN

DAILY DISPOSES OF

LAYTON PURE FOOD Co
EAST ST. LOUIS, ILL.

;i, .,miii !,

four-thirt-

the arrival of a carload of

i

Mary Roberts Rinehart, writing in THE
Ladies' Home Journal, says: "With
the motor car went the chaperon. With
the motor car came the road house, the
jazz band; restaurant dancing, unrestricted association of sexes, the new
fashions."

Our boys and girls are being exploited
by the profiteers in sin!
Every Mother and Father should read
'Freedom and Our Changing Standards."
,

There are more than 40 stories, articles1
and helpful features in the big September issue of

THE
HOME JOURNAL
....
L

A

D
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rfflirs
Keiv Models

Lower Prices

The Biggest Value Little
Car on the Market

INVESTIGATE THIS CAR
BEFORE YOU DECIDE
HOOVER MOTOR COMPANY
416-41- 8

West Copper

L

CATHOLIC SCHOOL TO
OFFER HIGHER GRADE
WORK IN CURRICULUM
The Inauguration of the first
year high school work In the Immaculate Conception school has
been announced by the school authorities. The desire of the
In regard to expanding
the curriculum of the school has
now been realized.
The ninth grade for boys and
girls will be opened on next Tuesday morning. Pupils who graduated from the grammar school last
spring will be expected to register
at 9 o'clock. A large registration
is assured ,it Is said Sister Francis
Regis will teach the grade.

For skin eruptions, raeh, chafed
skin, prickly heat, chlgger bites
and stings of poisonotis insects,
Mallard's 8now Liniment Is an effective application. It heals quickly. Three sizes, 30c, 60e and $1.20
per bottle. Bold by all druggists.

I

On Sale Today
dealer or Boy Agent

15c. the Copy

v

at

Pre-W- ar

Subscription

Prices

-

$1.50 the Year

You can subscribe through any newsdealer or authorized agent or send your
'order direct to Thb Ladies' Homb Journal, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.!

j

THE LADIES' HOME JOURNAL IS NOW ON SALE AT ALL LOCAL BOOK STORES AND NEWS STANDS.
LAWRENCE MILNE IS THE DI STRIBUTOR FOR THIS CITY,

September 1, 1921.
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By Edna Kent Forbes.
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EHION

of the excellent
Appreciation
progress mads by the Woman's
Christian Temperance Union In educational ana membership activities during the past year in New
Mexico was expressed at the annual convention in San Francisco,
according to Mrs. N. J. Strumqulst,
state president, who has just returned from the big meeting on the
Paciflo coast.
the
The work of organising
Frances E. Wlllard at school at
deand
Bolen, the organization
velopment of new departments in
the state work, and the doubling of
the state membership in the past
comeight months were highly
mended. A number of prominent
Who
officials of the organization
have visited New Mexico spoke ensaid
state,
about
the
thusiastically
Mrs. Strumqulst.
Although the national organization did not accept the Invitation
of Albuquerque to entertain the
next convention, the invitation Is
still standing and will likely be
accepted another year. Atlantlo
City was chosen for 1922 as convenient to the world convention
which will be held at Philadelphia
during the same summer.
Miss Anna Gordon, who is the
new head of the world organization
to take the vacancy caused by the
death of the British countess, 1s
considered one of the ablest parliamentarians in America, according
to Mrs. Strumqulst. A big program
of constructive work for education,
child welfare and legislation was
outlined at the San Francisco convention.
A number of the big leaders of
the organization have promised
visits to New Mexico. Mrs. Frances
a member of the
Beauchamp,
board of control of the Frances E.
here
"Wlllard school, is expected
late in the fall for the dedication
of the new building to which she
has been a substantial contribu-

tor.

Mrs. Btrumquist and her daughter. Miss Beatrice Hill, were representatives from Albuquerque at the
convention and Mrs. Emma
of Belen was another delegate from New Mexico. With a
larger delegation at the Atlantlo
City convention Is Is thought to be
Very likely that the next convenRad-cllf-

fe

tion can be brought to New

ROSWELL DEMOCRATS
ORGANIZE FOR HANNA
Roswell, N. M., Aug. 31. Chaves
county democrats have organized
a Hanna club at a mass meeting
which was largely attended. It is
Ihe intention to extend the organisation to everv Drecinct In the
iounty to work for the election of
ft. H. Hanna for the United States
Senate. J. D. Atwood was elected
president; Mrs. John W. Rhea, ice
tresldent. and Ertsrar Puryear. sec
retary. A. H. Hudspeth, United
Bteies rnarsnai, uiuue an oiiLuusiaa'
tic address to the meeting,
A Bursum club was organized
three weeks ago, before the nomination of H. O. Bursum, and Is actively engaged In the Interests of
Mr. Bursum.

Th
fjinrv n&ckti of henna
shampoo powder which are for
sale in most shops can oe maaa i
home at much less expense and
with no trouble at all. Of course,
the little packets are not very costly, but again it Is a. question us-of
knowing exactly what you are
shampoo
ing. A splendid henna
as follows:
powder Is madeounce
1
of
powdered
Purchase
Egyptian henna and i ounces of
powdered castile soap and mix
them together. If you like a perfume a little sachet powder can be
added, or a few drops of perfumed
oil.
However, I always feel that
the most delicate perfume for the
hair is that of perfect nygiemo
cleanliness.
This mixture Is enough lor any
number of shampoos. You use as
much for each shampoo as a. large
tablespoon will hold. This amount
Is added to a pint of not water ana
whlBked about a little until It la
dissolved. Then wet the hair and
the head with the hot water and
rub the scalp thoroughly until you
have worked up a big lather. Continue to work this lather over the
scaln and throueh the hair for
thor
about ten minutes, then rlnoughly with hot water.
then
hot
with
water,
Rinse again
cooler, then still cooler and end by
pouring cold water througn tne
hair. The most necessary thing to
remember In shampooing Is to
Few
rinse the hair sufficiently.
Is
people do this, and the result oil
old
and
flirt
some
of
the
that
sticks to the hair and It comes out
dull and without any life or lustre.
This type of shampoo will not
change the color of the hair In any
way. Henna usea line mis merei
gives an added gtosa ana ncnnesi
of color.
Hasel Eyes: Children of 1J years
vary so In their tendencies, there
is no standard by which to Judge
their ultimate size, by their present
height and weight.
A. B.l The Best way to overcome
sagging facial muscles Is to build
up the tissues. Tne operation you
mention is still In the experimental
stage. The Immediate results .ire
gratifying, but time ana wear win
have to be the test of Its real
merit.
Brown Eves: Tou can oleacn
your skin by using buttermilk on It
several times each week,
Ruth: E. H.; C. E. R.; b. a. w.:
H. J. P.; Goose: Mathilda; Billy
Boy: Sara B.: Pimples, blackheads
and even coarse pores may oe
traced to Internal disorders. Keep
in
ing the skin clean 'ill assist to
the treatment, but the ohlv way
to
la
blemishes
get rid of these
have a clean digestive tract. Many
people eat food that contains
large amount of starch, which
wonld not hurt them If they ate
enough of other kinds of food to
balance the diet. This excessive
amount of starch causes fermon-tatlo- n
nnd nature relieves the condition throuEh the skin. If It were
not so. the body would be poisoned
from It.
Yeast is a great help In such
cases as It provides vltamines and
Bran
also relieves fermentation.
nread or loose bran sprinkled Into
the food, taken In moderation, will
help to keep the colon clean. Too
much bran Is Irritating to the lining of the intestines, in which case
suggestion
egar Is preferable. My Is
to clear
to all of these Inquiries

By JAXE PHELPS.

LETTER.
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go and prove her faith in us Is nst
misplaced."
"Run out end send the telegram," I urged. Diok was so depressed, so uncertain these dark
days, he might Changs his mind.
Ths telegram had gone. There
now remained to get away as quickly and as quietly as possible. When
I start all over again Just as we
did thought of leaving without telling Mrs. Gray where ws wers going,
I felt very badly. I spoke of it to
Dick, and he said:
"Tell her if you wish Nan. She's
true blue. She'll never speak of it
to anyone."
So I told her, showing her Moth
but saying nothing
er's letter,
about the loss of Dick's position.
That wasn't necessary.
"I shall keep your secret, dear,"
she said, " and I believe your
mother la right. It you had been
older, the lure of the city would not
have caught you as It did. Fill your
mind with other things, Kan. Read,

Mrs. Justine Ward.
''Any child of six can be taught
not only to love music but to use
muslo as easily and spontaneously
as a new vocabulary through which
to express what It personally sees,
feels or hears,"
Mothers who have had to watchdog their children at the piano will
be startled at these words of Mrs.
Justine Ward, the originator of the
method which makes it possible.
Mrs. Ward recently endowed the
method which beam here name and
is revolutionizing the methods of
teaching muslo to children.
It has attracted such widespread
attention in musical and educational circles that forty cities in the
United States and Canada are already adopting it in their school
systems.
"One of the reaeons why the old
method of teaching music to the
"htld is far less productive of results," explains Mrs. Ward, "Is that
It is not only dry and uninteresting, but difficult for a child to
grasp. Modern notation Is merely
an arbitrary way of putting down
other people's musical ideas. I
think that it is much more Important to develop a child's own musical Instinct with the result that
the child can think independently
In muslo and put down its own
thoughts. Thus our aim is to present music to a child not as something mysterious and difficult, or
merely songs to learn by heart, but
as a beautiful new speech in which
they can often express what they
feel better than In words. With
the flrRt two notes, "do, re," our
musical conventions start."

Thursday,
Meeting of Woman's Missionary
society of the Broadway Christian
church at home of Mrs. Roll Gin-te- r,
1023 Forrester, at 2:30 p. m.
El Club Otra Vez will meet at
LEVY.
ton, Tex. She will be gone about home of J. C. Esplnosa at Ml East
Coal avenue.
Thomas Kyler returned Sunday three woeks.
Card party under auspices of NaThe Christian Endeavor society tional
from Kansas City and points In InCatholic council of men nnd
cf the Mesilla Park Presbyterian women at the St.
Mary hall at 8
diana, where he has been visiting church
will hold a social for the p. m.
relatives.
students
on
college
Friday night,
Wilfred Wallace left Sunday for
18. after the college
Swedish railroads are using peat
his home in El Paso, after a two September
on Monday.
opens
as fuel.
weeks' visit here in the horns of
Mr. and Mrs. O. D. Koonce.
F. E. Jencks of Jefferson, O., arrived Sunday for a visit In the
home of Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Bolt.
He is on his way to Los Angeles.
Miss Ruth Irwin is home from
Springer, where she made a week's
J
,i
""Tj5MBi
visit In the home of her aunt, Mrs.
C. D. Van Meter, and family.
Alfred Schlpman, Mrs. C. H.
Hanks and Mra Frederic) Glorgh
and Miss Hattie Iser of Chicago,
who are visiting in the Schlpman
and Hanke homes, attended the
dancs in Wagon Mound Wednesday evening given by the Old Harry club.
Mrs. Edith Smith and daughter.
Maxine, returned this week to their
horns in Topeka, Kans., after a
two months' visit here in the home
of Mrs. Smith's mother, Mrs. Lou-vl- a
a
Scott.
Miss Anna Gibson has been engaged to teach the Springer school;
'
Miss Jessie White of Springer, at
Nolan, and the teacher for Levy
is not yet engaged.
Mrs. Marvin Miller of Clyde,
Tex., who Is visiting relatives here,
went to Albuquerque Saturday to
spend a week In the home of her
mother, Mrs. Nancy Gibson, and
other relatives.
John Simmons made a trip overland this week to Ooate on business, also visiting Mrs. John

'

ty, city and county health officer,
and by Miss Gladys Harris, Red
Cross publio health nurse. The city
clinio is held at the federal building every Wednesday afternoon.

home demonstrator, will explain
the building of a paper dress form
on a living model at the regular
meeting of the mother's class In
the Albright addition this afternoon.
The meeting will begin
promptly at 2 o'clock at 609 West
McKinley avenue. The dress forms
mado of gummed paper tape to fit
the figure exactly are in great demand. Mrs. Doty has given the
demonstrations dozens of times in
the city and in the country communities. At 3 o'clock the
y
clinio will begin. The clinics
aro conducted by Dr. J. F. Docher- -

Tho Key That fnlnoks the Door to
Long Living.
The men of elghty-flv- s
and
ninety years of age are not tha
well-febut thin, spare
rotund,
men, who live on a slender diet. B
as careful as he will, however, a
man past middle age will occasionally eat too much or of somai
article of food not suited to his
constitution, canning indigestion or
constipation and will need a dose,
of Chamberlain's Tablets to move
his bowels and Invigorate his stomach. When this 1s done, there IS
no reason why the average man
should not live to a rire old age.

well-bah-

skin through this
Three yeast rakes are
none too much to be taken each

the

treatment.
day.

study, help your husband, and forget style. Not that you should Vt
look as well as you can, as well as
you can afford but when you try
to do more. It Invariably spells
trouble. I shall miss you all, Dear-Ju-nior
especially, he has been such
a comfort to me many times when
I have been sad. Will you write me,
and sometime when you get his
picture taken, send me one? I don't
know that I ever told you, but we
lost our boy."
I thought much of what Mrs.
Gray had said abou: helping Dick
Yes. that was what I would try to
do the rest of my life help Dick
and not be a hlnderancel I knew
many women did big things now
adays. If I could only do some
small thing to show my gratitude to
him, prove to him that I w j not
I had
the shallow clothes-hors- e
tried to be! That was what I called
on
which
myself simply something
I had wanted to drape clothes, not
a real woman, with a woman's
mind and heart. My talk with Mrs.
Gray had accentuated this feeling.
If there were more Mrs. Grays in
ths world, there would be fewer
unhappy households. Even when I
first knew her I realized that and
felt her influence for good, but
would not let myself be Influenced,
In fact, I fought not to be.

ji,ulit,W1,,ii(..,,r.JM,.J

w-ir- ro

Mr. and Mrs. George Warren
and daughter, lately cf Arkansas,
have returned and are visiting at
present in the Lamb home.

STATE COLLEGE.
Mrs. M. L. Hobllt has left for
Santa Fe, N. M., where she will I
visit with Mr. and Mrs, John O.
Miller and family until September I
B, from which she will go to Fort
Worth, Tex., to Join Mr. Hobllt.
Prof. M. L. Hoblltt, professor of
modern languages at the New Mex-- 1
loo College of Agriculture and Me- chanlo Arts for the past year, re-- 1
celved his M. A. degree at the Uni-- 1
lversity of Chicago this summer. I
Professor Noblit will leave Chicago
soon and go to iort Worth, Tex.,
where he will be professor of Spanish at the Texas Christian
I

William Bennett Foster, a last
year's graduate of this Institution, I
left Saturday for Raton, N. M.,
where he will teach agriculture in
the Raton high school for the com
ing year.
Noel Edson Blazer, a last year's
graduate of the New Mexico Col I
lege of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts, returned to his home in Mes- calero, N. M., Saturday, after a I
week's visit at the home of Dr. and
Mrs. G. W. R. Smith and family.
Prof, and Mrs. Foster and Miss
Beth Foster left Saturday on an!
overland trip to Silver City.
Miss E. Aileen Smith left Friday
Tex.,
evening for San Antonio,
where she will viHlt her aunt, Mrs.
Vera L. Brush and family and her
grandmother, Mrs. t lora Layton.j
From there she will make an over
internal land trip to Houston, and Galves- -

CHAPTER 78.
"Dear Nan and Dick:" Mother
commenced her letter, "I have been
thinking very much of you in the
last few days, Nan, ever since I received your letter, in which you so
nobly told me all your mistakes. I
believe you, a small-tow- n
product,
could not withstand the lure of a
big city. I also think Dick has been
too what shall I say? too easygoing perhaps to be impervious to
its temptations. Don't be hurt or
angry at an old woman, Dick, I
don't know how else to express
what I feel.
"I have known the banker In the
next town. Nan knows Lansing, the
place, and she must also remember
Mr. Peabody. the banker: I have
had a long talk with him, telling
him nothing save that I want you
near me, and that Dick has been
with one house since he left college.
He needs a young man In the bank.
He will give Dick the position. But
he must know at once as there is
another applicant, also the son of
an old friend. Tou may hate to give
up your position, Dick, and your
By LAURA A. KffiKMAir,
big salary. But talk it over, you and
Nan. If you decide to accept it, tele
Mr.
once."
Peabody at
graph
I stopped reading to look at
TRY THESE PRJESERVIXG
and for each pound take a pound
Dlok.
RECIPES.
of sugar, 1 lemons and 3 ounces of
"Give un my position if she
n
Preserves: Pars 1 green ginger root Now cut ths
only knew!" he groaned. Then, "If
that man knew I had beer dis musk melon and cut it into small lemon, through flesh and rind, Into
charged he would withdraw his pieces, discarding seeds. Weigh it very thin
discarding seeds,
offer mighty quick. Banks are leary and put it into the preserving ket ana crusn slices,
me ginger root; let tne
of men who gamble."
tle barely covered with oold water: lemon and ginger
stand in a little
,"Oh, Dick, try to forget Just for stew it till tender with 2 lemon cold water 13
then cook
a moment." Then It flashed over also cut small, with seeds removed. mem logetner hours,
until tne lemon
me that Mr. Burns Might also Inter Then add 2 sour apples (pared and rind is very tender.
Add the sugar
fere with this opening if he heard cut small, seeds discarded), two- - (which was set aside
to
of It, might seek further to revenge thirds the weight of ths melon in this cooked lemon andpreviously)
ginger mixhimself on me. I tell you, Dear, sugar (that is, the previous weight), ture and let 6 minutes, then
the
no one need know anything about and 1 tablespoon of chopped pre- cooked pumpkin chfbs to it add
and let
it. We will leave n& address. We served ginger, 8 teaspoon ground simmer until ths pumpkin-piece- s
will do as when we werb firs, mar- cloves, and
teaspoon ground iook
ana until I drops
ried only this time we will start cassia buds (this latter may be oi tnetransparent
sirup win lorm at once on
omitted If desired.) Boll rapidly un- a spoon (as in ths case of Jelly).
right, and stay right."
"But Nan, you would not like to til the melon-piecare transpar- xurn into not, sterilized glasses
give tip all your acquaintances In ent, then turn the mixture into hot, wnne very not, ana seal at ones.
New York all your friends," then sterilized glass Jars and seal while
Melon or
preserved Citron
before I could answer, "go on, read hot.
watermelon Kind: (Preserved in
the rest of the letter."
Peach Preserve: Blanoh peaches same way except that in watermel"If you accept this offer I would to remove skins. Stone ths fruit, on preserve only ths skinned
advise you to sell all your bouse then weigh, and to 3 pounds of it rind is used ths pink and seedgreen
porhold effects. Moving them would use its equivalent
in granulated tion being discarded; while in citbe very expensive. Nan and Junior sugar, and 1 pint of cold water. ron melon preserves use ths whols
can remain with me for a couple of Make a sirup of ths sugar and melon except the thin, green outer
mn-- h
until you get a place to water and when it Is hot drop in a rind and ths seeds.) Cut melons in
I'..'-for few of the halved
( can nave something
and a quarters and ths quartsr in small
.' if i
that few halved pits (forpeaches
":;". What you get for hers.
flavor), when pieces, then remove thin green
: i you;- - home will
the fruit is cooked through, skim outer rlnd( as Just described) and
bring you
Iiielt ! is so near you can spend them out of the sirup
and put cut ths quarters into very small
with us, Dick, and so you them in hot sterilized Jars, then
pieces. Cover these pieces with cold
win J
bs quite so lonely.
cook a few more of the peach-halv- water to which a little table salt
"I f ' hoping, yes, praying, hiy
In the sirup. Proceed in this has been added (1 tablespoon Bait
dear
Idren, that you will accept way until ail of the peach-halvto quart of water); let stand over
my t
that you will wire Mr. are cooked and placed in Jars, then night,
drain, rinse, and cook till
Lantlt that you will come. But add one tablespoon
of vinegar to tender and transparent, yet whole,
white-- t you do, remember I lovs
:n jar ana seal at onoe.
water. Now weigh these
in
boiling
you ar ! have faith that In the rnd
Pumpkin Chio Preserve! Cut a
and allow for each pound of
2 on w
corns out all right To go small swset pumpkin in halves and pieces
4
them,
pound of sugar, 1 lemon
on dol;.; wrong when you realize It out ths halves Into narrow
and 3 ounce of ginger root or
strips.
is wron," is foreign to you both.
Rsmovs
and seeds, then cut stems. Slice the whole lemons, dis
"With love, and prayers for you ths stripspssl
Into thin siloes one-ha- lf
carding seeds: crush ginger root
H
Mother."
inon thick. Cook this creoarad and
set thess two over firs to boll
"WVJ, g0" Dick exclaimed,
pumpkin m water until tender but till Iflmnn rlnrt Is tenilni in urptor
wiping his eyes, "We'll not broken, then drain and weigh it to cover well, .Then drain the

'
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Electric Irons Just Arrived

Musk-Melo-

The Ho'tpoint Electric Iron is famed for its hot point, cool Handle and
tached stand.
-
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EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
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BY ELOISE.
The ooat dress Is the season's
new mode and there are many va
riations of it to be had in tricotlne
and Foiret twill. It is a style which
is becoming to many figures and
it is a style which may be made distinctive by the mere change of lino
here, or a sleeve there or the original use of trimming features. This
smart frock was designed for the
slight figure and is charming for
an afternoon costume.
Blue Polret twill fashions the
frock. It is made
the long, loose sleeve; !)d Ihe i
.
collar effect Collar, ieeve, fipanel on the skirt a d the
Vt
S
hem are all embrolc ref' in
red and axav wool ui.fi Jn an n ..
n.
broidery Btttch on t;io on mill
white vettee may be w
days or under a coat ..nd the tlatH
vestee Is worn on biis'c days vftn
no outside wrap, bu' usrfcann Jiit
.
ons of the season's n jv usckp'-x- .

It Has

a THumbl Res?, whicH malces ironing so very mucH easier. i
"
"'
"
guide the iron .without fatigue to your wrist.
"

It

a't

v

you cart

'

Plug orclinary corcl connections prove'd troublesome
constant bending caused breakage, hence this improvement.

Has a Hinge'd

He-cau-

se

Remember the Hotpoint Electric Iron Has been re'duceel lately from $8.00
v
to $6.95, so don't fail to take advantage of this reduction.

S

liquid from the Ieml-- i ftnd i'ti' r.
add the sugar to it, nnd co 1' is
; i In tiitp
ill
prepared melon-Dithick. Seal in Jars a usual.
i

et
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along with satisfactory interest is assured. There is
no objection to the Interest North Dakota would pay
but safety Is another proposition. An Individual Is
to negotiate loans on the resources he has
back of him or the collateral he offers. His character also enters into it but it is not the only character.
A state has to borrow solely on its character. If the
people are prone to be evasive of obligations their
credit will be not good. Since the state is made up of
an aggregation of individuals the state is the sum ot
the character ot the people. North Dakota has been
doing some odd things. Because of that investors are
wary. States may repudiate their debts and there is
no recourse for the creditors. It has been done. North
Dakota might "do the same. Therefore the disinclina
tion of investors to help the commonwealth out of its
present troubles by handing over money in exchange
for promises to pay.
The instance Is an illustration of the value of a
good character and a reputation for honesty. Perhaps
North Dakota would pay, but because of the peculiar
experiments attempted there, a doubt has been
aroused. It is the task of North Dakota to
lish good credit by becoming sane again and dem
onstrating it. That is what an individual with wrecked credit would needs do and a state not less,
WATCH THEM.

Special privilege knows no party. It works where
it can get results. Jt fastens itself most strongly on
the dominant party because there lies its hope
of greatest reward. But it always keeps an anchor to
windward. There might be a political storm. It is best
to play safe. The nomination of Billy Walton as democratic candidate for senator against A. B. Fall three
years ago, is a case in point. The interests preferred
Fall and spent much money to elect him. But they
showed their "prudence" by nominating a pliable
democrat. Something might happm.
While the democratic party is progressive at the
roots It has some branches which are reactionary.
All thoughtful democrats recognize this fact.
Last year at Las Vegas all talk of a change In the
organization was stilled by the argument not to
"swap horses in the middle of the stream." It was
pronounced "too close to election to disrupt the organization." So an unsatisfactory, special-interedomination was continued. Next year at convention
time a similar argument will be used If the matter is
left in the statu quo.
This is not a democratic year in New Mexico. The
high cards are In the hands of the republicans. The
senate majority Is republican and a republican senin the interator is needed to get their
ests of New Mexico. Senator Bursum has procured
great results in four months and Is very close to the
securing of other important concessions. The people
see this. They also see that Senator Bursum is holding he door open for a progrejwe movement in the
republican party in this state. The people are too
wise to thwart this movement by a failure to support
it now. If the lesser lights in the party leadership fall
to measure up to Bursum's vision, the reaction next
year will put the democrats In power in this state.
Tht progessive spectre is stalking. Jf the republican
leaders fall to see the signs of the times, the democrats will be the beneficiaries next year if they have
their house cltaned and are
Hanna should regard his candidacy as a perfunctory nomination, forced upon him by the reactionaries in his party in order to kill him off by another defeat. He should refuse to walk into the trap by declining to attempt to make a race. He should remain
at home and render his party the very great service
of insisting upon shaping up the organization so as
to put it beyond criticism for next year. If he does
this, his acceptance of the nomination will be profitable to the party.
The state of mind of the people Is to break up reactionary control In New Mexico. If they fail to get
a response from the majority party, they will make
another party the majority party, if it Is prepared

The contractor on the concrete road running to
Alameda, is reported to be building portions of the
three foot shoulder on the outer edges qf the concrete, out of "blow sand;" that is, out of sand which
moves when the wind blows.
If this is true, there will be no shoulder there
next summer.
It Is also reported that, at other points, the shoulder Is made of adobe. If this is true this "greasy"
ground when moist, will cause dangerous skidding
by cars encroaching upon it.
Our Informant tells us that the contract calls for
gravel. Perhaps it does at least it should. Neither
"blow-sand- "
nor adobe can make a permanent road
bed.
Will the state Inspector please see to it that the
state gets what It pays for and what it needs In order
to have a permanent road?

VERSE OF TODAY,
THE MAGIC TOUCH.
The summer night was soft upon the land;
Dim shadows of the hills outlined the sky;
And from the wood a dove's unanswered cry
Uprose against Orion's shining band.
We walked in silence but each other scanned
With friendly thought and sympathetic eye;
Until, a rougher place to help me by,
I felt upon mine own thy stronger hand.
Was It the magic of the night on me?
The open fields? The quiet stars above?
That strangeness of the solitude with thee?
Or tha far calling of the mating dove?
. .Or was it from the first ordained to be
That friendship at a touch should change to love!
Rhoda Hero Dunn, in Scrlbner's.

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
NEVER HAVE THE CHANCE.
Nobody hits taxes when they are down.
Blade.

Bedtime Stories

For Little Ones
By Howard B. Carta
Copyright, 1921, by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
UNCLE WIGGILY ANT THE
COUNTRY RABBIT.
Once upon a time, as Nurse Jane
Fuzzy Wuzzy waa getting Uncle
Wigglly's breakfast in the hollow
stump bungalow, the muskrat lartv
looked across tne woodland path
and saw something that mado her
call out:
"Oh, my goodness Rakes alive!"
"What's the matter?" asked the
bunny gentleman, who was just
coming down stairs hlppity hop.
"You don't see tho Fuzzy Fox or
the Woozie Wolf so early in the
morning I hope, Nurse Jane?"
"No," answered Miss Fuzzy Wuz- zy, "but I do believe a new rabbit has moved into the old burrow house where we used to live.
See, Mr. Longears, Isn't that a new
Uncle WIgglly looked from the
window and saw a bunny about his
own age, but quite different in
dress. This bunny had on a flappy
straw hat, blue overalls and big
boots.
"He must be a country rabbit,
sand Uncle Wigglly. "I'll speak to
him and ask him to breakfast.
Uncle Wigglly hopped out on the
porch and called:
Hello, there! you re a stranger
around here. Won't you come and
have breakfast with me?"
The other rabbit looked up In

surprise.

"Wa al, that s very kind of you,
neighbor," he said in slow, drawling tones, like a dear old farmer.
But I'm from tho country. I had
my breakfast before the sun was
up. I came in to town to look for
burrow, and this seems to suit
me. I'm going back now and get
my wife. She's from the country.
too."
"I used to live In the country
before I came to this hollow stump
bungalow," spoke Unclu Wigglly,
"and I like country folk. Do come
In and have a cup of carrot coffee
before you go after your wife."
invited Nurse
Yes, do, please,

Jane.

"Wa'al, I don't care if I do," said
So over he
rabbit
hopped in his ig boots, and cleaning off the mud before he went
up the steps, he entered Uncle
Wiggily's home.
Mr. Longears was glad to see
the strange country bunny, and as
the visitor was leaving Nurse Jane
sold:
"When you come back with your
wife, we'll go to the movies this
evening."
movies?" asked
"What's that
the country rabbit. "We call it a
moving when we change our home
from one place to another."
"Oh, no, I mean moving pic
tures!"
laughed Nurja Jane. "Don't
Toledo
you ever have them in the

the country

1

Never heard of em not where
BEAUTY.
I live!" said the country bunny.
Some women are born beautiful and others have "Are they good to eat?"
"Ha! Ha!" laughed Uncle Wig
beauty thrust upon them by the society editor. Canton (Mo.) Press.
glly. "Moving pictures good to eat!
Well have to. show Jiim, Nurse
Jane!"
THROW THEM IN WITH TFIE SniPS.
The United States Is selling wooden ships at
"Yes, Indeed!" said the muskrat
each, and would be willing to dispose of a few lady.
"Wa'al, I reckon I'll go back
wooden heads for even less. Detroit Free Press.
home an' get my wife," said the
NO! WHITE MILE WILL GET IT!
As we understand it, the $60,000 s.vcd by Texas
KxitntttSrtl
on the professors' salaries will be taken out of two
towns by the circus In October. Houston Post.
$2,-1-

eet.

for the task.
Hanna should see the work cut out for him.
MOTTO: A STILL IN EVERY HOME!
Be It ever so humble, there's no place like home
Meantime, the people can show that a progressive policy pays by rewarding Bursum's stand with for making your liquor under the Volstead law.
S. C.
a huge majority. Such a course will put him back News and Courier, Charleston,
4
can
he
which
an
added
with
senate
into the
prestige
GEE! A TAX ON D"INGt
make very useful to New Mexico.
Chicago's latest is a coffin trust, which, considering the political feud death rate, is something that
should be broken up right away.
Indianapolis
PASSING IT OX.

IT',

News.

On August

8,

the Journal published, an editorial

entitled "Real Help," in which it recounted alleged
bad practices of the Pennsylvania railroad and New
York Central railroad in giving locomotive repair
contracts to the Baldwin Locomotive works and other
concerns at huge prices, while its own shops were
shut down. We added:
"If this is true of these railroads, what were
the Santa Fe, and other railroads, doing at the
same time? The public should know."
We are in receipt of information from the Santa
Fe general offices in Chicago in reply to this query.
We are informed that all Santa Fe repair work Is
n
In the shops
done in its own shops. The
has been due to light traffic and not to farming out
of repair work, according to these officials.
The Journal is glad to pass this information on
to the public. It is also glad to add that apparently
reliable information indicates a rapid return to
shut-dow-

work of Idle Santa Fe employes in Albuquerque.
REMEMBER,
The people should remember that there are eleven
amendments to be voted
upon September 20. It there were no senatorial
contest, these eleven amendments would provide
eleven vital reasons why every voter should go to the
polls.
Here are eleven proposals to change the basic law
under which we and our children must live. Constitutional changes often affect the people in vital ways.
They bind the legislature. It cannot correct any mistakes due to negligence. It is "up to" the people to
act.
Every voter should enlighten himself upon the
effect of each of these provisions and should give his
most earnest and sincere thought to their wisdom.
Nowhere is there so severe a test of the capacity
as when it must
of a democracy for
pass upon changes in its fundamental law.
Under no circumstances allow yourself to be absent from the polls on September 20. Investigate and
form your best Judgment upon such constitutional
proposals and then conscientiously vote that Judgment.
Those who would needlessly neglect so Important
a function of citizenship are unworthy ot a vote,

important constitutional

LITTLE

BENNYS
rOTB BOO

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
CHURCH ADVERTISING.
(From the Minneapolis Tribune.)
Church advertising gets a page and more in the
current Literary Digest. It is a subject to which
church leaders are giving attention and about which
thev are apparently coming more generally to the
conclusion that advertising is a perfectly logical and
necessary element in promoting religious progress
and Influence in a community.
What is advertising? It is nothing more nor less
than telling somebody, everybody, something you
want him to know. The manufacturer, the merchant,
anybody who has something to sell or about which
he wants the public to be informed tries to tell every'
body about it. Some employ one method, others em
ploy another, but all for the same purpose. Tne lean.
ers of the church want the public to know about the
church; they want to Invite the public to attend its
services, to become identified with it. How are they
going to bring that about? Is there any way in which
they can stimulate public Interest in the church and
bring the public to the point of attendance and
identification and thus build up the church as an institution for good in the community?
There is Just the same way that interest Is stimulated in clgarets, in breakfast foods, life Insurance
and motor cars. Now it is quite possible that some
will be shocked by this comparison but it is the
very comparison, the actual phrase, used by the
Episcopal church in its announcement of its new
policy for publicity. It does not overlook or depreciate in the slightest degree the fact that the church is
a divine institution and dependent for its existence
and life upon divine power, but it recognizee that
divine power uses human agencies and thereby promotes divine purposes. Pages of publicity will never
take the place of the spirit of true religion, but the
lamp is not to be hidden under a bushel but set upon
a candle stick that it may give light to all that are
in the house. An advertisement ot a church service Is
nothing more and nothing less than lighting a candle
and putting it on a candlestick that all that are
In the community may see it and know that the doors
of the church invite them to enter. It Is another form
of going out Into the highways and compelling them,
by the constraining influence ot reminder and suggestion to come in.

"Here's your umbrella!
country rabbit. But as he was going Uncle Wigglly said:
"It looks like rain. Let me give

and we dldent wunt him to, and
after a wile I winked at Sid and
scd to Bert. Well, you can come If
unt but if you do youll miss
you
so dont say we
the
jr perrade,
did'iit warn you.
Wat perrade? sed Bert, and I sed,
Dident you heer about the big perrade, it will go past eny minnit
now, gosh, Sid,
he dident heer
about the perrade, wats you know
about that.
Some kids never heer about
thats wat they get for
wunting to go places insted of
staying places ware theyre at
sed Sid.
Theres going to be a band and
everything, I sed, and Bert sed,
Ony one band? and I sed, Ony one
nuthlng, theres libel to be 8 or 9
tor all I know.
Well then I gess I think 111 wait,
sed Bert. Wich he did, and me and
Sid went erround to the fire house
:md there wasent eny fire engine or
firemen erround, Sid saying, G,
there must be a fire somewares.
And we sat
down and leencd
agenst the wall to wait without
enything happening to wait for,
and after a wile I sed, Gosh, this
is no good, lets go back. Wich Jest
then 2 fire engines full of firemen
came up, me saying to one, Ware
1

eny-thin- g,

s.

For some month the state of North Dakota has
been attempting to sell what is a moderate issue of
bonds, considering the resources ot the state and its
present indebtedness. Other taxing districts have
been able to sell bonded obligations, but North Dakota finds no buyers, though repeated efforts have
been made.
League partisans probably
would say in explanation that the "money power"
Is leagued against them, that "organized wealth" Is
using this means to cause the state to retreat from
Its socialistic policy. However, this, were It true,
would not prevent the adherents of the
League, and they are numerous, or were in the
Northwest, from buying the bonds themselves as individuals as an object lesson to ths "money power."
Yet the members of the
League won't
buy ths bonds a bit more than others, There is a

86
37
. . 49
34

Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
Ohino Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron.......
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar : .

Erie
Great Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
Kennecott Copper

.

$2.75i83.50; bolognas mostly $3.50
beet
4.00;
bulls, $4.755.76;
light vealers mostly $12.00 12.76.
Market
Hcgs Receipts 16,000.
25o to 60 lower than yesterday's
average, betUr grades off most.
Bulk of sales, $6.75 9.40; top,
$9.65; heavy weight, $7.759.00;
medium weight, $8.759.60: light
weight, $9.009.60; heavy packing
sows, smooth, $6.767.25; packing
sows brought $6.50 6.90; pigs,

114
27
64
26
22
24
55
8

13
73

...

32
42
17

I,oulsvllIe & Nashville...... 108
100
Mexican Petroleum
19
Miami Copper
19
Missouri Pacific
71
New York Central
73
Northern Pacific

I

"fTTHSHK

Thirteenth.

li'OR SALE Or wiU trade lor light
truck, team of horeei and wason.
Stewart Construction Co., 209 Korbes
bulltllngr, phona 499.
LAMBS, ewea and wethera bought an J,
old on commission; list your iheip
with me, and write or wire for prlcea.
Ned Bergman, Magdalena, N. M.
FOK SALE
Thoroughbred Uuroo Jereeyi
bowb, which will pig from September
IS to October 15; can be ehlpped to anr
part of Hate, $20 to $30 per head, or will
trade for milk cows. Postofflca box 47t
phone 2408-RHORSES FOR SALE
Hava Just got a new load of Colorado)
horses and mares In for sale, 810 porta
Broadway. Weigh from ten to twelvw
hundred pounds; aoma good matched
teams; all young.

Pennsylvania

Ray Consolidated Copper....
Reading
Republic Iron & Steel
Sinclair Oil & Refining
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation
Texas Company
Tobacco Products
Union Pacific
United States Steel
Utah Copper

....

CHICAGO

BOARD

fireman.
Heck, wats you know about that?
sod Sid, and 1 sed, G, that was a
derty trick to play on ourselves.
And we went back feeling fearse,
and Iiert was sitting on Sid's frunt
steps, saying, O, you awt to of saw
the perrade, Sid, it was grate,
bands and hooken ladders and
everything.
Aw shut up, sed Sid. Wich Bert
wouldent, so me and Sid went and
sat on my frunt steps.

THE MARKETS

(Ht The AmoalnlFd PlM.)
New York, Aug. 31. The stock
market today forfeited a considerable part of Its recent substantial
This was attributed to
recovery.
the absence of new constructive
which
forces,
provoked a renewal
of bearish aggressions.
Contrary to promises held out
yesterday, the money market developed greater firmness. The official rato for call loahs opened at
5 rer cent and this was increased
to EVi per cent in the final hour.
There was also a distinct contraction of time funds, although those
rates were unaltered.
Additional July statements of
railroad earnings were mainly
transfavorable, but investment
portations were unresponsive, especially the Hill group and leading
coalers.
Other deterrent factors
Included a survey of general business conditions, which indicated

2c lc

to
close in wheat found prices
Corn 2c to
higher
up.
c higher.
c lower to
and oats
There was considerable pressure
readily
early but offerings were advanced
and prices
absorbed
to
above
yesterday's finish
readily
after being off around 1 cent early.
A break of 9 cents in premiums at
Winnipeg and 3 to 5 cents at Minneapolis was responsible for selling that made the Inside figures of
the day. Houses with seaboard
connections were fair buyers on
the break.
Corn also recovered the latter
early
part of the session from
losses. September went to a fracDecember
over
the
tional premium
after being even with that delivdeery early in the day. Exportsales
mand was brisk with liberal
to the east from here.
Oats declined under liquidating
sharply
sales early but rallied
later, cash houses buying SeptemDecember.
ber and selling
were weaker and
Provisions
lower with" liquidation in January
lard a featme. The lower cotton
market had somewhat of a
effect. Support was light
and selling scattered.
Closing prices:
Wheat
Sept., $1.21; Dec,

CornSept.,

53c;
33c;
J17.50.

Dec,
Dec.

53c
37c.

Oats

Sept.,

I.rd
Ribs

Sept., $11.52; Oct., $11.67.
Sept., $8.95; Oct.. $9.02.

Son!..

Tnrlc

Moving Picture Funnies

Cotton fu
Oct., 16.05;
16.25; Marcn,

New York. Aug. 31.

tures closed steady.
16.33; Jan.,
16.45; May, 16.50.

Pec,

NEW YORK MONET.

vrV a ii sr si. Prime mer
6U per cent;
cantile paper.
exchango irregular: sterling

d.

cables, $3.73.
Steady, sixty ana
to 6
90 days and six months, 5
per cent.
Call money Firmer. High and
last loan, 6'i per cent; low and
ruling rate, 6 per cent; closing Dia,
6 to BV per cent.

13.72;
Time loans

LIBERT! BONDS.
New York,' Aug. SI. Liberty
bonds closed: 3Mn, $87.60; first 4s,
$87.80 bid; second 4s, 4 $87.78; first
4 '4 . $87.94;
second
Vis, $87.80;

fourth 4V4s,
$91.90;
$87.90; Victory 8 94s. $98.94; Vic$98.92.
tory

third

4

M.

4s,

NEW YORK SIETAL6.
Cut out the picture on all four
sides. Then carefully fold dotted
dotNew
1
Then
York, Aug. 81. Copper
entire
its
lino
length.
Electrolytic,
spot and
ted line 2, and so on. Fold each Steady.
section
underneath
accurately, nearby, 12c; later, 1212Hc
"and
Tin Steady. Spot
nearby,
When completed turn over and
you'll find a surprising result, $27.00; futures, $27.00.
Iron Steady, unchanged.
Save the pictures.
Trade Mark Registered

Mexico.

IF PERSON who found umbrella us
Barelaa car Wednesday morning. :80,
will leava aama at City Electrlo Office,
no questions asked.

good grassers,

over
represent tha Red Arrow
Kodak finishing service. Address Alba
Querquo or E. Las Vegas plant
WANTED Agent to take orders fori
suits; wo want a man
In every town one who Is able to mak
himself gcod money, Writa us for particulars aud sample case of suitings and)
overcoats. John Bond Tailoring Corn
pany. 608 sixteenth street, Denver, Colo

$4.607.00;
to

stock-er- s

Btrong,
most sales $5.00 5.75; few
other
all
$7.00;
weights,
classes generally steady; bulk cows,
odd sales around
f 3.50 4.50;
best cutters, $3.00 3.25;
$5.50;
bulls mostly $3.254.25; cacners
good and
largely around $2.00;
choice vealers, $9.009.60.
Market
6,000.
Hogs Receipts
unevenly 25c lower. Best .Ightsto
and
t9.z&;
shippers,
packers
weights. $9.00; 235 to 250
pounds $9.009.16; 300 pounds,
50: bulk of safes, iy.buii.zu;
packing sows 25o to 40c lower,
most sales. $6.25 6.75; stock pigs
steady, best kinds $9.00.
au
T.uuu.
Receipts
Sheep
classes 25o to 60c lower. Most fat
native ewes around Ja.uu; top
western lambs, $8 00;. natives. $7.
700-pou-

WANTED Agent
wanted
Responsible people all
tha West to

SEWING MACHINES

140-pou-

oiswinu

MACHINES repaired
cleaned; parts and supplies ' for all
makes; all work guaranteed.
C H.
Morehead, phona 718. 420 West Load.

FOR RENT

J

Office Room
J

FOR RENT or flea rooms; heat and!
water; above Uatson's store. Central
avenue. Inquire J. Korber'a Auto de
partment.

MATTRESS RENOVATING

Denver Livestock.
HESOV1T Nfl. 12 to .nS ,i
Denver. Aug. 31. Cattle Re llATTRESS
Rug cleanlnsr. furnltura renefrins.. fnr
ceipts 400. Market 10c to 15o high nlture packing, stovea repaired. PhoneJ
er. Beef steers, 5.006.5u; cows 471. Ervln Bedding Company.
and heifers, $3.00 5.60; calves,
$5.00
8.60; stockers and feeders,
$3.506.O0.
following
for the
Hogs Receipts 4ou. maraei zoc holding of proclamation
the special election on
lower. Top, $9.00; bulk, $7.25
was
20th.
September
issued
1921,
8.50.
follows,
Market as The
900.
Sheep Receipts
Board of County Commisweak, 25c lower. Lambs. $6.00
of Bernalillo county, state
feeder sioners
7.25:
ewes, $2.502.75;
of New Mexico, in pursuance of
lambs, $4.506.00.
the requirements of rare graph
1977 of the codified laws of the
No Substitute Offered.
state of New Mexico, hereby give
Say what you will about drug- public notice that an election will
gists offering something "Just as be held in said county on Tuesday,
good" because it' pays a better the 20th day of September, 1921.
profit, tho fact still stands that That the object of this election W
ninety-nin- e
out of a hundred drug- for the people of Bernalillo county
Chamberlain's to elect one United States senator;
gists recommend
Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy, when and for voting
upon the eleven
the best medicine for diarrhoea is constitutional
and k
amendments;
asked for, and do so because they it is further proclaimed
that
know from what their customers the names of the candidates and
say of it, that it can be depended their postofficcs are as follows:
H. O. Bursum. Socorro. New
upon.
Mexico, and United States Senate
Owners of horses and blooded Washington, D. C.
stock are large users of Liquid
k. H. Hanna. Albuaueraue. New
Tt hfm1 wounds, fester
RnrmnnA.
Mexico.
ing sores; barbed wire cuts by a
Apolonlo A. Sena. East Las
mild power that leaves no disfigur
Vegas. N, M.
sue
ana
ii.su. Thomas S. Smith, address not
ing scars. Price, soc,
Sold by all druggists.
given.
It is further proclaimed that tha
general election shall be held in
the various precincts ot the county
LEGAL NOTICE
as follows:
EXECUTOR'S NOTICE.
Precinct No. 1 San Jose.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
Precinct No. 2 Del Bio.
Mexico.
New
County.
Precinct No. 8 Alameda.
In the Matter of the Estate of Vir
Precinct No. 4 Ranchos dt Al
ginia E. McLaughlin. Deceased. buquerque.
Notice is hereby given that the
Precinct No. 5 Barelag.
undersigned was, on the 18th day
Precinct No. 6 Las PadHIas.
of August, 1921, duly
appointed
Precinct No. 7 San Antonlto.
Executor of the estate of Virginia
Precinct No. 8 Los Orlegos,
E. McLaughlin, deceased, by the
Precinct No. S R a n c h o s de
counof
Bernalillo
Court
Probate
Atrlsco.
ty, and having Qualified as such
Precinct No. 10 Escabosa.
Executor, all persons having claims
Precinct No. 11 Pajarlto,
against the estate of said decedentto
Precinct No. 12 Albuquerque.
are hereby notified and required
Precinct No. 13 Old Albuquersame
to
under
the
the
present
que.
signed in the manner ana wumn
Precinct No. 14 San Ignaclo.
the time prescribed by law.
Precinct No. 15 Santa Barbara
WILLIAM B. McLAUOHLIN,
Precinct No, 22 Las TUera.
Executor.
Precinct No. 23 San Antonlto.
Dated August 2Srd, 1921.
Precinct No. 26 Albuquerque.
SPECIAL MEETING AUGUST
Precinct No. 28 Atrlsco,
Precinct No. 34 Chlllli.
23rd, 1921.
ot
th
Precinct No. 35 Los Duranes.
At a special meeting
It is further proclaimed that tha
Board of County Commissioners of
Bernalillo
county. New Mexico, holding of the general election of
held at the county courthouse on the said data of September 20th,
Tuesday, the 23rd day ot August, 1921, be held at 9:00 o'clock a. m.
1921, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon to ( o'clock p. m. of said day.
ALBERT SIMMS,
of salj day. There are present
Chairman of Board of County
Chairman Albert Blmms, CommisMax
Commissioners of Bernalillo
sioners Severo Sanchea and
Gutlerrea and Fred Crollott, Clerk.
County, New Mexico,
Attest:
The Election Proclamation.
FRED CROLLOTT. Clerk.
In compliance with tha law the
to-w-

,

5

.

By Gene Byrne

U. S. Patent Office)

5 WW ?

blcy

Kansas City livestock.
Kansas City. Aug. 81. Cattle
steers
Beef
11,500.
Receipts
steady to 25o lower. Early sales
fed steers, $7.60 9.25; common to
and feeders steady

extent of export business at the
seaboard was given out, shorts
started a covering movement which
carried prices sharply Higher, 'ine

$1.22.

New

J.

OF TRADE.

2c

care for useful school girl.
dress B. T. I.., care Journal.
EXPERIENCED driver and mechanic)
wanta to drlva car to CaUfornla; furnish A- -l references. L. H. McFarland,
308 North Twelfth.
SUPERFLUOUS HAIR permanently
Multiple needle. Susan Chit
tenden, electric- needla specialise. Art
Aseptlo Beauty Parlor, 411 East Central.
Phona 73-v
WHAT WORRIES TOUf
LEARN to make things coma your way.
tediin love, health or money; no long,
ous lessons, but Just what you need now.
Just aend your blrthdat and your freewill offering.
Prof. Coffman, Dlv. J..
1224 North Second street, Albuquerque,

Alamo-gord-

38
11
67
46
18
75
19
72
34
61
121
74
45

.

PERSONAL

cle; reward; no questions asked. 1311
butchers, $8.50; culls. $4.506.00; West
TIJeras, phone 1481-top woolod lambs to shippers,
o
18.50: no other sold early; sneep LOST High school credits from
high school, between West Fruit
about steady; best feeder lambs,
School building. Finder please
and
High
early $7,00,
phone 1269--

V

I

Blk.
tit'

$7.768.75.
Sheep Receipts 27,000. Lambs
LOST AND FOUND
opened steady to 26o lower. Pack- . .
er top native early, $7.76 to city STOLEN From front porch, man's

,

A

tot South Third.

'a

higher; stackers and feeders
strong.
steers,
Top
yearling
hulk beet steers, $6.75
$10.75;
9.76; bulk fat cows and heifers,
$4.50(96.60; cannera and cutters,

CREDIT.

MUST

Rabbin,

Two fresh milk cowl 1423
George
South Broadway.
b'UK SALE
Four Belgian does and on
NortH
sood
breeding stock,
buck;

she-stoc-

60c

NEW YORK COTTON.

fifr, Mr. Longears?"
"Oh, to keep dry if it showers."
"Hum," said the other rabbit. "I
don't know much about such
things, but I'll take it, thank you."
So they gave him an umbrella
and away he hopped. Uncle Wiggily and Nurse Jane had to laugh
at the country rabbit, though they
liked him very much. Ho had not
been gone long before It began to
rain very hard. It poured down in
"bucketsftil," as the saying it.
"I'm glad we let that country
rabbit take the umbrella'.'" said
Nurse Jane.
"So am I." agreed Uncle Wigglly. Well, It kept on raining all
day and Mr, Longears didn't go
out. Along In the afternoon, when
it was pouring "cats and dons," as
some folks call it, there came a
knock at the bungalow door. Nurse
Jane opened it and there stood the
country rabbit and his wife.
"Here's your jmbrella," said the
strange rabbit, taking it out from
under his coat, where he had carefully been carrying It. "I hope I
kept It dry for Undo WlKgily."
"What's that?" cried Mr. Long-ear"Didn't you hoist that umbrella over you and jour wife to
keep you dry?"
"Why, no, I didn't," drawled the
country bunny. "I thought you said
you gave It to me to keep dry and

SALELivestock

Chicago Livestock,
Chicago, Aug. 31. Cattle Re- DO YOU WANT TO LEARN SPANISH t
Good and choice SEE J. C ESPINOSA, No. 1, Woolworth,
ceipts 11,000.
building. Phone 456.
beef steers steady: fat
k
and bulls slow to weak; veal calves WANTED Protestant home and moth-erAd-

prices:
28
Can
Smelting & Ref'g.. 33V4
Sumatra Tobacco.. 42
106
Tel. & Tel
7
Zinc
34
Copper

Chicago, Aug. 31. Wheat made
a firm finish on the board of trade
was the fire?
today. Houses with export connec
No fire, we were In the perrade, tions took the surplus on the break
ware have you bin, asleep? sed the and later in the session, when the

you an umbrella."

"What

SALE
FOR SALE
FOR

3031c.

.
Baltimore & Ohio
Me and Sid Hunt wunted to go Bethlehem Steel "B"
errnund to the fire house to see the California Petroleum
engine get washed and Sids little Canadian Pacific
brother Bert wunted to go with us Central Leather

I

FOR

y.

Closing
American
American
American
American
American
Anaconda
Atchison

(Copyright 1921 by George Matthew Adams

"REG'LAR FELLERS"

stabilization of prices waa still in
Lead Steady. Spot, $4.40.
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis deprogress, especially as applying to
the steel industry.
livery spot, $4.16(8)4.20.
stock
were
market
Antimony Spot, $4.60.
Early
prices
Bar silver
Domestic. 99 c;
irregular, the list mid-dabecoming more
Later foreign. 62 c.
reactionary at
were
Mexican
dollars 47Tc.
characterized by the
dealings
erratic fluctuations of Mexican
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
Petroleum, which finally closed at
a slight recession and the strength
of Studebaker.
Chicago, Aug. 31. Butter MarStates Steel and inde- ket lower. Creamery extras, 38c;
United
pendent shores of that class, as standards, 34 c; firsts, 33 37c;
well as equipments, secondary mo- seconds,
Retors, shippings, coppers and many
Eggs Market unchanged.
speculative issues of Indefinite de- ceipts 9,894 cases.
scription registered
Poultry Alive, higher.
irregular net
Fowls,
declines. Sales. 535.000 shares.
15(9 26c; springs, 25c.
Potatoes
Reeelnts 33 rnrsi Mar
Buying of British and French
bills to cover September maturi ket steady. Western wliites, sackties as well as speculative accounts ed, $2.602.85; Kansas and Min- imparted variable strength to for- nesta Early Ohlos, $1.50 (g 2.00;
Demand sterling Nebraskas, $2.25 2.40.
eign exchanges.
was 4 M cents above its recent low
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
and guilders again were conspicuously strong. Liberty bonds were
in
bonds
Kansas
al
firmer and trading
City, Aug. 31. Butter
most as a whole widened with.re' and eggs unchanged.
coveriea In some of the local trac
Poultry Hens lc lower. 16
tions. Various railway convertibles 21c; roosters lc lower, lie.
rose from large fractions to IV,
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
Sales, par. value, $9,700,-00points.
0.

rabbit?"

THE DEMOCRATIC SITUATION.

st

I buttoned it under
my coat when the rain came and
I don't believe a drop of water got
on that umbrella! You see we aren't
used to umbrellas In the country.
When it rains we let it rain and
get wet."
Unc le
iffglly was so surprised
ho didn't know what to say. But
ho invited the country bunny and
his wife In and Nurse Jane gave
them tea. And It was a long while
after that before the strango rab- ijits crew used to carrying an urn.
India as It ought to be carried
over their heads in a shower.
But this teaches u. that we all
have something to learn and If the
chocolate cako doesn't go out in the
rain and get washed so pale that it
looks like a lem.m i.uddlng I'll tell
you next about Uncle Wiggily and
the city rabbit.
I did my best.

'

September 1, 1921'
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reason.
Investors seek to place their money where safety
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BRINGING UP FATHER.
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ments made

built-i-

The best tire fnr tha least
money in the state.
Tire Repairing and
Retreadinp.
HIGHLAND T1HK & RUBBER
WORKS.
Broadway and Gold. Pbone 230

n

VEKY FINE IIOfE.
This house is lo"Ud close In.
in the Fourth ward. Has six
large rooms, servant's loom
laundry room with tubs, steam
reheat, and is modern In jvery
spect; hHrdvvood floors throughout; nowlv ilct m a ted and In perfect condlii m. Kitchen rani'
and lit'
refrigerator, and
i. ul draperies nre
all n!rJ home is in a very
'i
with paved street,
fine Una
lawn, wulli. and double garage.
home
If interest! in a
call us for a'l appointment.

di

ral

AV INVESTMENT.
Three umall houses, partly fur.
nished, located in a good reni
district In the Highlands. All
houses are In cool condition and
can be bought on good terms if
desired.

FOIt RENT.
Highland.
house, furnished. $35.00
house, furnished. $40.00
house, furnished. J2B.00
- Room house, furnished. $37.50
house, furnished. $18. 00
- Room house, elegantly
- Room

4-

3-

5-

furnished

4-

$78.00

Lowlands.

- Room houai

furnished.

Tell us what you want
have It.

$60.00

we may

T, KINGSBURY,
REAL ESTATE.
Loans and Insurance.
Phone 081-W. Gold.
D,

.

210

For

J.

with Board

Rent-Room- s

room; good board; ao
lick. 821 North Fourth.
TOR RENT Furnished room; board If
desired. 809 South Hleh.
FOR RENT Boom with board, Grey
stons rooms, 2lllt Wsst Gold.
STEAM-HEATE-

'

-

fABLE

BOARD

(la

All

West Fruit, rnone mt.-w- .
FOR RENT Rooms with board; also
i
wouin sauun.-ROOsleeping porch.
porch.
and board with sleeping
608 Weit Sliver,
phone 8382-W- .
GOOD HOME COOKING, sleeping poron,
1037 Forrester,
front room; no sick.
ojard, with
FOR RENT Roomfirst-clas- and
s
board. 410
i Bleeping porch;
'
East Central.
room or
tor
HATES
.BPECJAL SUMMER
board; new ounaing. newiy
:114 North Maple:
FOR RENT Nicely furnished roomi with
first-clas- s
table ooara. rnone io.i-y110 South Arno.
EXCELLENT BOARD and room, boat
furnished, (45 monthly. Fhone 18DI-Bll South Broadway.
FOR RENT Furnished front room with
board If dealred; gentleman preierreo;
05 South High.
no alek.
JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location for
bealthaeekera; lew reservations now
vallable. Phone S33S-FOR RKNT Room with board for higtr
echool girl, 135; references exenangcu,
Address Bo 604, care Journal.
GRAND VIEW RANCH
THE place to recuperate; modern ao- Phone 3407-Roommodatlon.
FOR RENT Room and eleeplng poroh.
wltB board for oonvalescente; gentlemen only: private home. Phone 3143-FOR RENT Nice rooms with eleepmg
porches with board, for convaieeoenle.
Mrs. teed. 611 South Broadway, phone

iutu

62t.

FOR RENT Nicely furnlshsd room and
bath, with
sleeping porch, adjoining
board In a private home, for two lady
1430.
Eaat Sliver,
convaleacenta only.
phone 1433-room, with
FOR RENT Large, airy
SPECIAL RATES for summer; nicely
furnished room, large, airy sleeping
porch, private entrance to bath) best
board. 138 North Maple, highlands
e
I HAVE NOW VACANT, delightful can-aporch, with room and board; also
reasonable
glassed-i- n
sleeping porch;
.rates to convalescents; best board; pri123 North &ftple.
Phone
vate home.
H96--

Foi

furnlshsd
ULAl.J lihlilolvtKS
rooms with sleeping porches, hot and
cold running water In each room, steam
heat, excellent board, tray aeivlce, call
belle, large aun bath houset trained nurse
Lasa
In attendance, prices reasonable.
de Pro. 0 and 611 Weet Qold.
furnished rooms,
FOR RENT
Nicely
with. or wltlr bath) just aoross from
he postofflce; hot water beat for winter; best ot home cooking, served family
atyle; room and board, 660 to $66 per
month, board by tneal, week or ticket;
meals, 60 cents. 410 West Gold, phone
fl9--

FOR SALE

Ranches

FOR bALIi
rauuB, one
miles from Loe Lunea, N.
and one-ha- lt
M. ; all fenced and under ditch; part In
cultivation, balance In peat u re; good
bouse, four large rooms down stairs,
In one room) good out buildings;
bearing fruit trees, all kinds; also grapea
and berries; two good wells ot watar, one
miles to depot; will give
and one-ba- it
reasonable terms. Address Los Lunaa, N.

4

f
.

a
WANTED

M.. Box

Ranchet

WANTED RANCH Have
goud town
property to trade for ranch ot not less
than ten acres, close In, wjth owner dl- root. Phone 1336-V, .'tVANTED
To trade Income paying Kan-,aaa City property for large New Mex- o or Arlsona ranch; give description.
1
Address Rancor care Journal.
r

:.

CARPENTERING

PHONE 1661-for carpenter work. C
P. Roberts. Ill Esst Santa Fe.
w'ETTlFORC TUB ODD JOB MAN.
k Any kind of work. Phone 1S7I-- J.
aBEFORB BUILDINO or having . your
timiee reralred.
oar
phone 464-fij itix Ii iy Interest you; no job too

,

FOR SALE.
modern brick stwJssg)
bungalow,
glassed
sleeping
porch, plenty closets, hardwood
finish throughout, built in features, completely furnished, already for you to move into, will
give possession Sept. 1st. See. us
as regards terms.
Real Estate and Insurance.
A. O. START'S.
310 W. Gold.
rhone 168.
Four-roo-

y IKT'L

1921

FfATUM StRVICB.

(2

INC

JUST WHAT i'OU WANT

two
frame
stucco,
screened porches, closets, built-i- n
never
been
Has
occupied.
features.
Can be bought for $3,900, with
$760 cash, balance monthly. Call
H. H. ACKERSON,
120 8. Fourth St.
Phone 414.
rive-roo-

m

Four rooms, glassed porch, basement,
bath, gas, built-i- n features, In the Fourth
FOURTH STREET RANCH. ward; this la tha beat finished and moat
Cosy, modern home, five rooms and complete little home In tha city.
features Five room cemtnt block, garage, young
sleeping porch, built-i- n
five acres, fine land under ditch. hade J this la a well built home In a
Alfalfa, Fifteen minutes out on good neighborhood In tha highlands, and
paved road. Priced to sell.
la worth the money J3.80O.
GILL AND WQOTTON,
We have a few furnlhd houses.
Phono 723-- J
115 S. Second.

A REAL HOME FOR SALE
Five-roomodern bungalow,
with hardwood lloors, sail the
features, built-i- n
late built-i- n
laundry tubs; lot 60x300 feet,
with fraraga and good outbuildings. It is a real homa and In,
Acondition. If you are looking for something good, let us
show it
you,

Leverett-Zapf-

&

Company

Give special attontlou to
In our city.
Our office and salesmen put
forth a special effort to show
you about the city and help you
get located.

I'bone

488--

J.

(IS West Cold Art.

rew-come-

in and talk it over at
Second and Gold Ave. Phone 640

Come

THIS BEAUTIFUL LOT
Has three apple trees, two shade
alfalfa. In
trees, cherry trees,
Fourth ward, Zapf's Orchard addition. Price only $660. $20 cash,
then $10 per month. A savings account and Investment.

iiuto.o run

DAXiCi

brick, modern. 8 porches,
lot 60x160, Fourth wsrd; suitable for
two apartmenta. $4,200.
frame, two porches, Iargs lot,
near ahops.
Second ward; good
terma. $2,600.
frame, modern, two porches,
corner lot, 60x143, Fourth ward,
garage, chicken house, immediate
poaaeealon; furnished or unfurnlshod;
(4,000 and 14,760. Terms.

lots
University Heights.

nriLDiNo

f

v.

ti

A.

BUILD T0M0RR0WII
One of those beautiful lots in the
"Anderson," Fourth street addition, adjacent to school and the
new auto bus line.

classed residence Income property In the city. Consists of a
modern double house, one side
located
furnished,
completely
where it will always he in demand as a rental proposition.
Property in excellent condition.
Will brinir a return of 20 per
cent on your invssiment. Convenient terms.

920.00 Cash 810.00 .Monthly,

Franklin & Co., Realtors.
Pbone

Third and Cold.

857,

J.

C Martin Co., Realtors

Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
Phono ISO.
2JS W. Gold.

HOME IN HIGHLANDS
Five-roobrick, in splendid location, east front, lawn, trees,
basement, furnace all for $5,500.
Good terms.
Building lots, one on West
one on I.una placo, a few on
East Silver, some very desirable ones on the Heights. Now
is the time to fcuy vacant property, you will malta money on it.

R. McCLUtiHAN,

204 W. Gold.

rhone

4 12--

J.

lot,
6 lots together, on North Thirteenth.
1 lot on corner of Third and Marble
avenue.
DIKCKMAXN REALTY CO.
Heal taints. Insurance, Louns.
Notary l'ubllc.
SOD
West Gold.
Phone 670.
1300.

Splendid Brick, unfurnished. . .,85
6 Kooms, unfurnished
..$45
A REAL HOME
5 Hooms, unfurnished
,.J50 Now Modern five room stucco
4 Kooms, furnished
white enamel finish
6 Kooms, furnished
$75 bungalow
One glassed-i- n
6 Kooms, furnished.
r.. $50 built-i- n features. furnace,
garage.
sleeping porch,
Will take car as --tirst payment;
LEVERETT-ZAPi:&C- 0,
rest like rent.
KEALTORS
914 WEST MAUQTJETTE.
Second Street and oM Avenue

.......

640

.n.ln.

f

'

FOR RENT
RErThree
1306

FOR

$6,500
modern, heat
$5,250
modern, heat
modern, new. ... .$4,760
$3,160
modern, new
$2,760
modern, heal
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Silver.
lllono 1522--

A

office.
FOR

three
RENT Nicely furnished
rooms and sleeping porch; furnace
400 South
heat; no sick or children.
Seventh.
FOR RENT Three-roomodern, nicely
furnished apartment; close In. Phone
290
or call at Dodson's Garage, 400
North Fourth.
FOR RENT Three roume
completely
furnished for HBht housekeeping, and
fine
sll
neighmodern;
sleeping porch;
borhood; no sick; no children. Call at
204 North Walter.

Position

experienced ealeewoman,
ten years' experience In general line
of dry goods; can spsak English, Frsnch,
Spanish and Italian; references furnished; fair salary to start. Address A. P.
C.. csre Journal.
EXPERIENCED bookkeeper and
capable ' taking full oharre
of an office, seeks, permanent or temporary employment; speaks Spanish fluently; not hsalthaeeker; A- -l references.
Address Results, 102 West Central, phone
By

298.

Ayi'jJL Store position, by combina-tk- n
saloHnaiv trimmer, show card,
banner and ad writer; fifteen years' store
experience, gi eater part In men's wear;
wlilo awake,
not afraid o
work: American; 88 years old; married;
not a healthseeker;
J. C
references.
Dearth. 208 Stevens, Parsons, Kansas.
V

FOR SALE

appreciated.
Five large rooms, bath, largo
built-i- n
closets,
cupboards,
sleeping porcb, larre screened
front and back porches, nice

lot, parage, shade trees, lawn,
sidewalks, etc.
Owner wishes to live In UniIt's priced
versity Heijthts.
below $5,000.
WB ARE "EXCLUSIVE AGENTS

Savings Account and
Investment

Nope better than t'llwrslty
Heights Lots $10.00 do,tu; $10
per month.
THEY ARB SELLING DAILY.
YOU WILL BE LIKE SOME
OTHERS.
Surprised to find them selling
so fast. Don't deiay nut tret
yours today.

Leverett-Za-

Furniture

& Company

pf

REALTORS
Second Street fintl Gold Avenue

rhono 0.0

& Company

Leverett-Za- pf

GENERAL AGENTS.
Second Street and Gold Avenue.

LOT

SCHEIE!

50x142 FEET
$4,000

house, modern In every respect, with
breakfast
fireplace,
room,
n
Rlasssleeping; porch.
Double garage, on two full
lots on South High. $500
cash balance like rent.
13,150 North Twelfth street,
flv
good neighborhood,
room modern house with
eleeplng porch. $800 cash,
balance less than rent.
$8,000 Nine rooms, two baths,
dandy boarding house, on
corner of South Arno.
Owner going away. Very
easy terms.
room modern
$4,500 Five
house, close In, on South

l'hoiie 6V.

FOR SALE
f'OH

SALE

Six room

Houset
brick

house,

on

North E.ilth. Phone 2401-Rl.'Oll bALK Residence, JU North Fourteenth street; nice location. Inquire
within.
FOU SALE Small house, near fourth
street, on McKlnley. Call at X14 North
Mulberrr.
five-rooFOU KALE Modern
house;
can buy from owner by calUng at 624
North Sixth.
Foil SALE Bargain, Income property,
corner Qold; nine large rooms, like
new. three porches. 124 South Edith.
Five-roocement bunga-loFOU SALE
strictly modern; lot 60 by 800;
2429
or
West Cen
time.
garages; cash
tral.
modern house,
FOIt SALE Five-roonewly painted and new furniture: gar-a?- e
and shade trees; terms. 611 North
Twelfth.
FOU SAI-1frame
By owner,
stucco; hat fireplace, built-i- n bookcase,
china cloBot, lawn and treet; Third ward.
Phnna lROS-WILL ACCEfT good ued car aa part
furof first payment on a well-bui- lt
nished home In highland!.
AddreM S.
H.. core Journal,
FOU

HAM's

JirHnd

new

mod-er-

five-roo-

Fifth.

Arno, seven-roohomo with basetwo
ment,
glassed - in
sleeping porches. Can be
duplexed very easy. On
terms.
$3,750 Three rooms and two
on
sleeping
porches
Tenth street, modern In
every respect, on terms.
$J,000 New four-rooand two
porches on West Iron;
$500
$35.00
cash;
per
month.
$1,200 Two plastered rooms,
front and sleeping porch,
will take car as first payment.
$5,250-r-Sou-

n

BUSINESS CHANCES

m

Wi Ar Glad to Show Any
the Above at Any Time.

four-roo-

screened
porches, newly decorated, excellent con
714
dition. Apply
South Arno.
bilclc" h"uuae"
FOR HAI.E Four-roofurnished, bath, basement and garage,
corner lot. 50142, $1,500; $1,000 csslr,
302 South Broadway.
hnlance tornm.
Full JSAl,fc; At wonderful satrifl',-- .
Have you $5,800 cash, for a $7,500
modorn home; all conveniences; close in;
no terms. Address J. A., care Journal.
FOU hAL4l
modem houw.
cellar and garage, one block west rt
owner
Robinson
good
location;
Park;
leaving city; arranged for two families.
1117 West Kent.
FOR SALEbrick house, corner hit, shade trees, screened
fine neighborhood;
from
the owner,
$ 1,500;
balance Ilk rent.
$750 cash,
West New York.
FOK BALE A
modern house
on
lot In Fourth ward; has fireplace, built-i- n
features, lawn, walks, garage, etc.; price $4,760, on terms. J. A.
Hammond, phone H22-house,
Full HALE iiy uwner, five-roofull basemutit large
attic, bulltV in
buffet and bonk cases; furnace heat;
fine location, Fourth ward, shade, lawn.
Addrpss W. P. T., oare Journal.
FOR &AI.K Nlcs little furnished bungalow, Hires rooms, screened sleeping
d
and bsck porches, on
lot, In
tha highlands; garnire, outbutldlnRs and
cement ffnee.
Pries $2,400.
Can be
handled for 11,000 cash, balance r,0 a
month. Tir owner, 714 East Hazeldlne.
FOR RALE New
modern bungalow
Fourth wsrd; flva rooms and sleeping
porch, lawn and tress, two largs clnsatt
and linen closet fire place, largs acraensJ
porch off kitchen, with or without new
furniture; never used by sick; reason,
able pries; easy terms; might take car
or part first t'S"isnt. Flron. 1047--

th

m

home at Maple and Gold; honest
construction; full value; $8,250, terma
Call 2184-FOU fiALfcl
By uwner, good
house, modern, glassed and

Five-roo-

-

LEVERETT-ZAP?&C- 0.

UAflRElt Will work In homes or- - eaiia- torlums: reasonsble. Devlin, ph. 1S05-child wiants
Wiuow with
cook or general housekeepposition as2418-Rer. Phone
LADY WANTS good home and will assist with housework; good cook. Ad
dress J. V. M., care Journal.
WB AUDIT, CHECK, OPEN, CLOSE and
WILLIAMS
ft ZANli.
keep hooka
room 8 Mellnl bonding. Phone 701-- w
PAtNTINU;
FOR HOUSE OR ROOF
first-clawork; reasonable prices.
Oenrge T. Brown, 1020 South Hrnadwav.
SPECIAL NURSE, day or night, or by
cases taken;
the hour; hemorrhage
also baths, massages and hypodermics
Phone 2.135-given.
In order to attend the universS. O. S.
ity this fall 1 must have work until
school opsns and afternoons and Saturdays thereafter; experienced In all office work. Address Bog 88, care
FOB
WANTED

A NICE BRICK HOME
This must be Been to be

Sidewalk, east front on a paved
street. Paving all paid. In Fourth
ward. This Is a bargain at $1,050.
Apartment
a few davs only.
fuTnlsTTcd
rooms. For

South Walter.
.
FOR RENT Furnished, modern apart-ments. 215 North Seventh.
FOR REST small furnished apartment,
1215 Weet Roma.
Inquire Apart. 6.
FOR KENT furnlshsd coy apartment
phone 1S02-W- .
with Hll conveniences,
rurnlslied apartFOR RENT Four-roo10J8
ment; no children. Phono 1701-North Second.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, two
rooms and sleeping porch, modern.
Phone 2128-FOU RENT Three rooms furnished for
housekeeping. Phone limW.
light
108 South Eillth.
FOR RENT Two rjrnnflied looms for
light housekeeping: adults; no sick.
724 South Second.
RENT Three rooms for llslit
FOR
housekeeping; no sick; no children.
222 South Broadway.
Two turnlsheo apartmenta,
FOR RENT
front rooms, jnd on car line, phone
641-604 South Third.
furnished apartFOR RENT Two-roofor one month,
ment, with garage
fheap. 601 South- Fourth.
moduuR RENT Deelrutile three-rooern furnished apartment; best resiPhone 3r.-.T- .
dence section.
Furnished apartments;
RENT
FOR
three rooms with bath. Albuquerque
North Second.
216H
Hotel,
FOR RENT lieet apartment in tho city;
three rooms, sleeping porh and ba'.h;
Phone 177.
nicely furnished.
RENT UnfunitKhed
apartment,
FOR
modern, three roms, garage, lights,
water paid. 1110 North Second,
FOR RENT Two nicely rurn:shuu l)oue
keeping rooms; no very sick, or children; close In. S21 South Broadway.
modFOR RENT Two and three-rooern, furnished apartments with gsrage.
hot and cold water. 421 South Broadway.
and a
FOR RENT A thiee-roofurnished
apartment, modern.
009 8outh First.
Inquire Hotel Savoy

WANTED

'

CS

m

NEAR UNIVERSITY

811 W. fiolrl.

full-siz-

8CPDEN BF.RVICE.
FOR RENT Room
The Red Arrow (all over the Weat) ret.
service on Kodak finishing iuti 'lii.'.vi
suddsn
dere
'uniUud room. 2U4 Sou.ll
& CO.
LEVKRJBTT-ZAP- P
Work
to people who demand quality.
Walter.
In before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
Phone 640 to See It.
Work In before 6 p. m. mailed noon next FOU SALE Single furnished room, bit
North- Kfoonil.
FOR SALE Miscenaneoug
day. Address work to
THH BED ARROW,
slu
KENT
Furnlehed rooms.
FOH
Phons
FOR
RENT
Concord
BALE
grapea.
E. Lss Vegas
FOR
South Second.
Dwelling
Albuquerque
SUt-J- l.
In
TO'JR
want
a
representative
(We
FOR RENT Light housekseping rooms.
RENT Five-roohouse, modern, territory.)
FOR BALE Set doubts harness, at Bell a FOR
216 West Iron.
and ftirnlehed. 804 South Walter.
Livery Barn.
FOR RENT Furnished, room. Jos East
Completely turnlahed flve-rooTtlV BODDY S MILK. BEST IN TOWN. FOR KENT
Central,
9
phone 2L'6-CI
modern houae.
North
HELP WANTED
Phone S4U-Rrooms.
KENT
D'OK
Eleventh.
Sleeping
Inquire at FOR
FOR SALE Water motor.
Graves. 112 North Edith.
RENT Three-roofurnlehed
Male.
Morning journal omce.
703 East
FOU RENT Two rooms ror light house
house, with sleeping porch.
McMullln'a ranch Banta
WANTED An experienced real eata e
FOR SALE Grapes.
Fa.
keeping. 423 Weet Iron.
Apply
and fire insurance salesman.
north of Indian school.
Five-roo216
rooms.
RENT
FOR
modern house, to J. H. Peak, 714 Weat Central,1 Albu- FOR RENT Furnished
new
condiSmall
FOR SALE
tractor,
Dr.
unfurnished.
South Walter, phone 1667-suite 6, querque, N. M.
Burton,
tion. J. Korber s Co.
Barnctt building.
to FOU KENT furnished room; board If
Good rellabu ealesman
FOR SA LE Galloway cream separator, FOR RENT An unfurnished house, tlvn WANTED
desired. 601) South High.
carry good paying aide line In states of
at O. K. Sheet Metal Works.
rooms, all modern conveniences. 33 New
d
Address X, FOR RENT
Mexico and Arizona,
housekeep
FOR SALE Flrat-clas- a
Singer sewing North Walter.
Y. Z., care Journal.
ing rooms. 919 North Fourth.
three-roomachine, cheap. 31S West Iron.
FOR RENT Four
cottages.
front
room, rent
RENT
Furnished
FOR
Female.
Room 10, Flrt
FOR BALE Underwood typewriter, good furnished; brand new.
1S.
South Seventh. Phone 2179-1210
WANTED Hpusukeeper for two.
aa new. cheap. 415 West Marquette. National Bank building.
li'OR
Smilh Eldth.
RENT Clean,
airy furnlehed
e.
FOR RENT Five-rooFurnished nouee,
FOR BALE Kimball piano, on easy
216 V4 South Second.
rooms.
Gill for general housework.
66
Call 608 North Second, phone
two screened-l- n
per WANTED
porches,
rooms
Two
416 West Coal.
for light house
FOR RENT
1804-- J,
month. Apply at 833 snuth Arno,
keeping. 216 West Grand.
A
WANTED
competent saleslady at
FOR SALE Smith Premier typewriter. FOR RENT Three, tour and five-rooRENT Three furnished rooms.
once.
FOR
The Economist.
gooa Condition. tl. 4. rarr, rmaa, viu
apartments and houses; some furnished,
modern. 1011 North First.
English-speakin- g
Town.
close In. W. H. McMlllion, 206 West Gold. WANTED
girl for
half days. 118H West Silver. Phone FOR RENT Front room suitable for two
BARGAIN Genuine diamond ring; will FOR RENT Modern furnished cottage.
I
gentlemen, s- -l worin ruin
sacrifice for casl?. Address "R. H.."
two rooms and glaaaed-l- n
aleeplng 569.
on
care Journal.
Una.
1211
car
.icM.MiED rooms; hot water heat; no
south
WANTED Girl for light housework,
porch
Apply
half days only. Apply at 225 Nortll
sick; no chllilren. 414 Went Silver.
FOR TALE Brand new .25 Colt auu-batl- c Edith.
FOR RENT A pleasant front room In a
p:tol; cost nsw $21; will sell for FOR RENT Four-roonewly decorated Walter.
134 South Arno
62S North second.
furnished bungalow; phone, lights and .WANTED
modern home.
Clerk for candy store; .nust
382.
water
1600
anu
Locust.
South
maenme
Le
and
rviiautv.
uoneei
paid;
FOR RENT One to four unfurnished
FOR SALE Threshing
siricuy
2123-JF uth Second.
124 South
Fordson tractor, In good condition. Phone
Edith.
rooms, like new.
P. O. Box 413, City.
HOUSES FOR RENT List your vacant WANTED Girl for general housework, YOK KENT
Furnished, rouia and kitchus
In
We
Urapho-phonsome
houses
with
Ap
for
'rant.
with
cooking.
give
experience
enette. 1724 Weet Central. Phone 262.
FOR SALE Large Columbia
A ply 716 South Arno.
reasonable price; owner leaving them apeclal attention. Leverett-Zap- t
front
furnished
RENT Nicely
Volt
Co., phone 640.
621
East Central.
Cltv,
WHY DE IDLE, wneu you cai. atieoa
room.
228' North Elm, phone 2128-three-rooRENT
the Modern Business College for 610
Furnished,
before
the aeason FOll
BUY YOUR GUN
Furnished
FOR RENT
room; geutleman
modern .ottage and glassed-l- n
sleep. per months open all day. 618 West Cen
opena; fifty shotguns and rifles to
employed preferred. 120 South Waller.
617 East Patral.
Ing porch, with garage.
select from. 116 West Gold.
two-roolOoi 8outh Edith.
cific.
FOU
One
RENT
health-seekeapartgood
Inquire
WANTED
Lady, employed or
FOR SALE Combination Majestic coal
ment on first floor. 415 North Second.
mminrn hnn.
to share room or apartment.
arid gas range; retails for 6170; 660 ? KTI11 RKST Naw
rnlnw. atrmr.tivi.lv t urnlahurl
rnH' Address A. G., postofflce box 6I5, Albu X. W. C A. HOTEL Kooms for rent ny
takes It. Maleel, Western union.
806
North
no children; 676 per querque, N. H.
day, week or month,
FOU SALE Fresh buttermilk and out- - West Roma avenue;
Phone 408 after 8 a. m.
tamm
h ..ut alan frash milk In ration month.
EARN DOAUD Room and 610 a month Second.
attilniriia frM FOR RENT Pleasant rooms for
..li.ii.l.
n.kn.
light
FOR RENT Nice four-roohouae; eleclots,
swayne s Dairy, rnone lsio-s- s.
Phone
South
tric lights, garage, with or without five Mackay Business College, 906
housekeeping, resr Sanatorium
FOR SALE Child's white Iron be37 acres
1128-on
miles
North
Fourtn
two
Main
land,
i.os
oireei.
Angeies.
3 ft. 6 Inches by 4 ft.
Inches, with
1600 South Walter.
FOR RENT Furnlshsd room, ofose in;
mattress; good as new. 401 West Lead, street boulevard. Call
Male and Female.
207 North Fifth,
reasonable.
FOR RENT Modern apartment house,
phone
phone 1932-or
1505-WAJv'TED
gentlemin;
Solicitor,
lady
seven
rooms
two
scrsened
and bath,
FOR SALE New shipment of attractive,
Hanna and hanna. FOR RENT Front room, outside
In person,
call
Inwell
and
In.
furnished
close
porchee,
321
North
low priced, Navajo rugs.
room 20, Armljo 406 Weat Central.
furnace heat; no sick. 807
and 117 North quire John Lehner,
Bint,
phone 3126-building, phone 477.
South Walter.
Mulberry, phone I730-AUTOMOBILES
RENT
modern
FOR
flrst-olaa- a
Strictly
FOR
Three rooms, furnished for
RENT
FOR SALE 6,006.
pounds
furnace
S
bungalow, furnished;
Duick touring cur,
lytat, F"o"U"n SALE
Pbone 2053-light housekeeping.
Turkey Red winter seed wheat. PhonJ glassed
'
n
sona-Diuofirst-class
621
uo.,
gas
Booth
sleeping
porch,
Pittsburgh
2414-BThird.
condition.
or address W. J. Hyde, Ala
la best on highlocation
heater,
etc;
Mexico.
New
city.
FOU RENT Nice housekeeping room,
meda,
307
lands.
Wast
Co.,
Gold,
City Realty
FOR SALE Some extra good used oars.
gentleman only, 810 per month. 801
FOR SALE Winchester pump gun, 1897 phone 667.
easy terms, Mclntosn Auto Co, eu Esut Lswls, near shops.
model. 16 gauge, In good condition, FOR RENT
furnished
Nicely
bungalow
Central.
West
FOU RENT Nice largi fr- well
price 630. star Furniture Co., 'phone
for housekeeping; consists ot living
406-111 West Oold.
For a vacant
to
ventllated. In mooV
room, kltohenette. two sleeping porches, FOR SALE OR TRADE
car In good order. meals. 108 South ,
lot,
FOR SALE Handsome eaddle, made to hot and cold running water, slsctrlo
410.
FOR RENT Furnisltsd room with kitcli-etti.rdtr; v.ed only once; or.dle end spurs range, 860 per month. Phone Pr. Mur- phone
a phey, 401.
to tuutch; heavy saddle blankot;
truck,
FOR SALB OR TRADE One-to- n
modern; suitable for lady emA-- l
621 ployed.
314 West Coal.
Phone 624-condition.
big reduulfon from cost. 124 South Arno,
'
WANTED Miscellaneous North First.
litFOR BALK Three compartment,
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, olean rooms;
suitable
steel
rates b dav ne weak. Avar Paatlma
tank,
FOR SALE OAKLAND Sensmle Six. laie
gallon demountable
Washing and Ironing to take
for use on wagon or truck for hauling ox WANTED
model, chap. Apply O. G. Sebber, 106 Theater. tllVs Weet Central.
1505-home.
Phone
461,
water, oil or gasoline. Phono
South Third.
KI.Ul.V HOTJfi Is Sleeping
rooms an3
WANTED Washing and Ironing to take FOR SALE Model N
FOR SALE One four and one
housekeeping apartmenta. by the day.
Hupmoblle, A-- l
home.
Phone 2347-or
week
608
new
hutch, one folding cot.
H
to
month.
West
Central,
condition,
sell;
paint, priced
twenty-fiv- e
pound refrigerator and two WANTED To rent a reclining rolling for demonstration phone 866-FOR
RENT Two
newly furnished
613 Eaat Garfield.
chair. Phone 1900-gasoline Irons.
rooms for light housekeepln.
with
FOR BALIS Two Bulck lignt elxea, 1916
SOFT SPOTS Heel end arch cuahioae WANTED "To buy boy's bicycle; must be
models, 1760 and 6860; Ford speed sleeping porch. 418 South Brosdway.
or call at 601 ster, 200 Ford trucks $160. 116 West FOR RENT Furuuood rem for
Phone 29-- J,
prevent fallen tnatsps, cures all foil
cheap.
gar.ilj- troubles, 8L Thomas F. Keleher, Leather North First.
Bold.
man employsd. or young man aoina to
Co., 406 West Central! Phone 1067-- J.
A-l
WANTED Desk room or office space on FOR SALE Chalmers Six 36-In
nign school. 614 Nosth Third. Phone 646.
FOR SALE One drop-hea- d
Singer aew- -'
ground floor, close In. Address
condition; can be bought at a bar FOR RENT One large unfurnlshsd room
one single bed. Princess cars Journal. '
In the next tew days. Addrsss O.
Ing machine,
gain
adjoining bath and private entrance;
oil stove, thlrty-ftv- e WANTED
dresser, three-burnno sick; no children; 611 West Atlantic.
tar to carry four tsachers to R., cars Journal.
R. L chicks, ten hens. 1037 North
and from school; five miles. Phone FOR SALE OR TRADE One-to- n
tru.'k, FOR
KENT Nicely furnished
front
Eighth.
1J40-or 302-In i good mechanical
condition; will
room,
entrance! meals served
AUTOMUBILE CATTLE gual da built of WELDING AND CUTTING of metals: consider heavy team In trade. Inquire next door.private
114 South Arno. phone 105J-boiler flues, trussed span under
also welders'
and carbide for at 710 North Thirteenth.
FOR RENT Three rooms, partly fur.
neath; capacity five tons, 160, F. O. B. sale. N. M. Steelsupplies
Co., Inc., phone 1606-- J.
Hudson touring
FOR SALE One
nod-enished for light housekeeping;
Albuquerque, . new Mexico steel Co.. WANTED 4x6x6 loe box.
two new tires,
car.
66 North Eighth.
for
suitable
1906-'
Phone 6S7-Inc.,
meat market; must be In good condi- new top, good mechanical condition; FOR REST Two
In
rooms
a
desirable
FOR SALE Order your swset peas from tion. Address P, O. Bos (67, or phone will be sold cheep. Butler Auto Co.
private home, closs In; employed gen
School, or 219,
Rio Grande Industrial
V
Am
A
SACRIFICE
REAL
el'v,
leaving
no
tleman
807
sick.
West
Oold,
preferred;
dtrong's Book Store, 16o a bunch, or 650 61AX BARGAIN
will offer for sale for the next six days, FOR RENT
8TORB. at 116 South
a hundred; special attention to out-o- fNicely furnished front ro-- m
First, will pay the highest prices for my
light six touring car.
town orders.
close
suitable
for
In;
ledr:
employed
In
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and only been run a few ethousand miles,
no
3188-718 West
FOR SALE Concord grapes, best for rurniture. Phone 668,
fine condition; twenty-fivmiles to gal- Oold.sick aken. Pbone
oenta
for
dollars
two
twenty BETTER KODAK FINISHING
fifty
Jelly,
It ie lon of gas; two extra tires, spot light,
RENT Wsll-- f urnlshsd, nlcs. airy
pounds, delivered free In city; special atbetter. Rat urn nnataaa niM ah moll and right up to date and just newly 6011
front room. In private home, adjointention to mall orders. Sandy's Ranch. orders.
at your own price. See It and
Tb
Bsxnum Studio, 11814 West painted;'
Box 16. phone 3406-Jbath
with hot asd cold water. 811
In
ing
ride
Third.
It, at
catoirei. aYipuquerqno, w. M.
south Arno.
( HAVE for eale at a bargain. Reming- HIGHEST cash
aeoond-hand
for
price
paid
ton automatlo shotgun; .23 Winchester
Rgb"!
iOR RENT Three furnished
WANTED Houses
bicycles. Bring ne your old wheel.
antomatlo rifle and .44 Colt target re- and
housekeeping rooms. Sscond ward, on
get cask. Broad Bioyola and Trad. UE WANT bouses to sell; If your prius eerllne;
no
no
volver; ail a factory condition. E. C
children.
South
(18
alck;
Is right we will find a buyer for you:
Ing Co.. 220 South Second, phone 786.
1426-R- ,
Bertram, Murphey Sanatorium.
results count and we get them. J. I. Edith, phone
RUG CLEANERS
fOR RENT Xloeiy furnlshsd. large
AMiSItiToa ttOOF PAI.Vt
410.
811 West Oold.
Keleher.
Phone
MATTRESSES
61.60
and op,
renovated,
OOOD lor all kinds of roofs, 61 per gal
front rooms, nrlvate entrance: suitable
furniture repaired and packed, stoves WANTED Buy five or
houss
lon. Tks Kansas
Co, 11 Boatft repslreel.
parlors. 606 East Cen
on monthly paymants; prefer location for dressmaking
Ervln Bedding Co.. phone 47L
Walnut. Dhone 1114-- J.
Try a ball!
pnone 1421-tral,
root, will last aa loaf aa the bulling.
A.VJfD. Careful Kodak flnlshtuii" dear sirups or that part of town; will VOH RENTLarie
living room with
Twice dally service. Remember, satis make six paymsnts In advance and pay
giassea-i- n
sleeping sorch. adjoining
faction guaranteed. Bend your finishing ewh month thereafter, keeping payments
two
for
gentlemen. Call Mrs. Hall,
reliable, established firm: Hanna six months n advance! your price and bath,
tOH SALB Fire hand red sharee of City to
724 East Gold.
payments must be reasonable. Write Box 2272-Electrio Railway, below oar. Or. B. 4 Hanna. Master Photographers.
"OR RENT Two cool rooms with porch,
N. M, giving local
Has,
.irtS..1.
18,
U Host, H. T. Axsnije) kcUldmf.
rt
a .14
PIANO TUNING and repairing by
prn
rnd you will n for light bonsekeenlnai also larce
payment
here In . Albuquerque over five
sleeping room, suitable., for two gentle-men- :
rejily
work
all
also
no sick. 818 Welt Silver.
years;
repre
guaranteed:
ilSB VKLVA ROd ASL isto FALNf ; sent Knight-Campbe- ll
Musis company,
;?OR SAL'S OR TRADE
WOODWORTK
Newly
furnished, nice
Roof K atari 6W CeaaeeH. Mope leaka Denver, Colo. o. A. May. 114 South
rooms and hnvsskeenlna aoart- clean
TO TiS.DK fiooine 'pagrtpreper'ty"m
Mohair top dmelng; piyanasxk Cottage Fourtk. koB 406.
or
wsek
msnts,
by
Reduced
month.
day,
of
Palati Valepar (Xaoiale. bar aatasobllee.
Texas,
consisting
.
.,- -.
bus B'.ss 'ot nd house: also two rent summer rates. 818 South Third.
riaaw
Bojaseataa
aeevred. Tboe. r. Keleher Leeuhet C.
houf s; s'.l vnnted and bringing 8160 per FOR RENT Olasssd-l- n
sleeping porch.
406 West CaelraU pa
mot ':., vhIui 4,ooo; will trade for well
yon SALE Five very fine pure-bre- d
ISIT.
jaxao, wun smaller room for kitchen.
Enonbea geese.
tur.h In New Mexico. An-- , In modem home, with bath and toilet,
Ranch, phone ImP'-'-voi--i
Mppa
eweHZI-K- l.
box 668, Brscken. $16 per month; nut door to Taylor's
Bay U. Ake--l,
SPECIAL NOTICE
Xivne.
store on plasa. Old Town.
FOR SALE Red Carneaux and Homer rldg
pigeone; reasonable. Inquire 411 North
OILDEMLXITB CLCCTRIO CO.

Mill

KELEHER,

e
house,
GET A HOME
Buys a good
lot, shade and fruit trees, good When you can at the right price.
etc., located on North We have them closo in. Owners
Eighth street. The terms are right. leaving, must sell. Seven rooms,
J. W, HART CO,
nine rooms, five rooms, four rooms
with garages. Let us
21 W. Gold.
Phone 44S-show you.
W. H. McMITXTON,
?06 West Cold.
FOR RENT,

riioue

...

I.

Thono 410.

$2,000

II

Investment and Inrouio Property
We have . for gale the highest

BUY T0DAYI

-l

SHELLEY REALTY Co

SMALL HOUSE CONVENIENT
TO THE SHOPS.
Two rooms and canvassed In
sleeping porch; electrio lights;
and water In kitchen; partly
furnished; good sized lot. Can
be bought with very small cash
payment and balance like rent,
RANCHES.
We have some very fine ranches
close to good
located
close in,
school, and can bo bought on
very good terms. If In the market for a good ranch, either
large or small, lot us Bhow you
what wo have.

by us.

Oversize and
Overservice

large room:
pantry: extra
featmes; lufl'o
larKS bath room: larp attlo.
could bo male into three lull
alsize roor s; good stairway
three
large
attic:
Into
ready
screened porches; lawn, shade,
walks, extra lama lot; garage,
chloken houu, coal house and
a good
a few fruit trees. This is located
pressed brtclt house, avenue,
Central
West
close in on
in fee cream of the residential
section. This housa can be
bought f.r only $6,000A with
look
Rood terms,
exceptional
will convince you that this is a
real bargVii.
&von

e

NOTICE
Tires are a seven
tire; all adjust-

Thono 507.

of

117 W. Gold.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JOHN W. WILftON,
Attorney.
Rooms 15, 17 end 19, Cromwell Building.
Phons 1153-PHVHIIIA.VS ASO BUKGKONB.'
Ull. H. I. HIKTO.N,
Ulseasrs of the gtomnoh.
Bulte, It, Usrnctt Bvildlng.
OK. 8. C. t'l.AKKE,
Era, Ear, Nose --and Throat.
Barnatt BulMlnf.
I'boo tit.
Otflca Hours
s to 13 a. m.t and S to I p. m.
AHTW KICiHI,
1R. MAROABKT
Offics Grant Bids.. Koom 18. Phons 171
Residence
Kat CentrsL
Phons 871.

t

1)K. UAKKK

C. 1KV1N,

Special Attention to Gynecology
and Tuberculosis.
Room 21 and 23, Oragt Bulldlar-Phone- s
Office,
Resldencs, 106J.

It:

M. D.

W, M, SHERIDAN,

Practice Limited to
GENITO UH1N KV DISEASES,
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN
Was Herman

Citizens

Laboratory

Bank UMg.

Id

Connection.
886.

Phone

CHIROPRACTORS
if.

t. cabmenTCnlrosirartor.
II

and

to

M. 8. K.NGE, D.
ZOi

Armljo Bulldtnf.

C.

I'bone ConnectlssM.
Chiropractor.
West CantraL
Rooms IX and I

DRESSMAKING

SALE
best location In
(Saraga,
WAM'EU
st home or by
town,
Phons 879.
Mrs. Moon.
the day
Phone 84H3-Jt'OIl BALE One of ths best buslnsss
properties In Albuquerque. 218 8outh U K USSMAKJ.NO uf all klnUs, expert laJy
of.
at
and
First street. Inquire
tailoring. Beading
smbrolderlrg
Saroy Hotel
a specialty.
Phone 7H1-ftcs.
BALK Good
l''OH
business, PLEATING, accordion, slaa sua box;
paying
mall orders. N. Crane. Ill North
Chevrolet roanstsr Included, 8150 cash,
balance monthly. Address Box 44, care Seventh: Crane Apartments, phone 114.
Journal.
UKMSTITCHINO
and ail kinds ol
FOIt KALE Small rooming housu, nsw- pleating and braiding dona at the
corner Broadway and
Williams
Millinery,
furnished
and
reasonable
modernt
ly
rent with lease; close In. 11714 West Goid, phona 1073--

Oold.

DR1CK. rooming house
"between business csnter aid railroad
oorner lot; It rooms,
shops, on
10 of them furnished;
a money maker;
price for house, lot and furniture only
terms.
Address P. O. Box
ti.tfjO; part
45, City.
ANT TO LOCATE IN SOUTHWEST
Largs numbers of horns and health'
seekers In tha north and east ars bsgln- -

TIME CARDS

nlng to write, wanting homes, farms or
business In healthy locations In ths
southwest; If you want to sell or ex
WnSTBOUNO Dally.
change, register at once; writs full
lowest nst price, terms, ad- Train. v
Arrive. Depart.
dress.
Free Information Bureau. Ill No. 1 The BoouL... 1:80 pm 8:30 pm
Texas St., El Paso. Texas.
No. I Calif. Lin, Ited. 10:40 am 11:10 ana
No. 7 Fargo Fast. .11 :1 am 11:48 am
The Navaju. .11:48 am 1:10 aa
MONEY TO LOAN
No.,
SOUTHBOUND.
llu.MiV I (j LOAN On waicbea, Ula- - No. 15 El Paso. Bid.
10:18 pm
monds. guns and everything valuable. No. 17 El Psio
11:18 am
Exp.
Mr. IS. Marcus, 213 South First.
EASTBOUND.
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watobas Ma I Tha Navajo.. 1:13 pm 1:48 pre
and gold jawslry; liberal, reliable, con- No, 4 Calif. I.lmit.d 8:00 pm 6:40 urn
Bear, 108 North First No, I a. r. Bight.. 7:15 pm 8:00 pm
Identlal. Gottlieb
No. 10 The Scut ... 7:20 am 7:80 ao
FROM SOUTH.
monos, watcnes, uoeriy isnnaa, pianos,
automobiles. Lowest rates,
Rothmaa's No. 18 From El .Paso I1 18 pm
No.
10 From SI Paao :80 am
ii i Houtn sirat. tsonoso to taa state.
No. 10 connects at Beits) with No. It
W AN IT D Salesmen
"TYPEWRITERS
Second.
for Clovta, Paoos Vgllsy, Kansas City sad
BNOINCEnt AND CONTRACTOR!
PRINTING
h
FOR SALE Kresn dressed springs, 40c
t fiwiii i iLila ah inakea viiiauivd FOR
salesmen; do
RENT Miscellaneous
Gulf Coast.
WB CAM ssrvs yws saenes
i
!
no
eleetrleai
Call
Vwu can't- produce.
pound: fresh dressed bens. 80c: we de
and repaired
RlbMne for- ever ma
No. 18 connects at Bslen with No, II
hUPKltlO
.
U
;
HI14-Jcasr aetlmatea. liver afiywhere In city.
PINT Plsnoe.
FOR
erne. Call t aad
... ),i
i
fron I
Phone
exPhone 162-Franklin e Co., 224 chine.
First-clas- s
110
Albuquerque
WEST GOLD avenue.
from Clovli and point eaat and gotith
Typewriter
1736 wat Cantral, phoaa J736-- J.
.264 loutb Edith,
.
.W8, JU.'V:'
change, phone 80I-J- .
Hi South Fourth, FOR KENT Garage .623 Worth Third, printing service. Phone 78,
ut Clovla.

Mi

411 Siafh
SALE Oood furniture.
Brosdway.
FOU SALE
Household goods, this week.
606 south Broadwey.
SA
LE
FOR
Beautiful Ivory bedroom
suite, period design: elmost new. Call
mornings. Phone 1840-FOR SALE Or will trade tor smaller
round oak dining table In
slse,
Acondition. 161S South Edith.
FOR BALE
Dining room set, consisting
of buffet, .tanie and four ohslrs: also
smsll table and bed. 1104 West Slate,
phone 1983-- J.
FOR SALE C'hlffurobo. with full length
mirror, wardrobe, roll-to- n
desk, am ill
Ice box,
porcelain lined reand
stock
of
frigerator
large
good used
household furniture. 826 South First.

FOR

PHONE

STAGE
-

THE BEST PRODUCED IN

CALIFORNIA

Is None to Good for Albuquerque People.

BEN HUR COFFEE, TEA, EXTRACTS
AND SPICES

JEVNE BREAD.

WE SETL FOR CASH
ALL GOODS
DELIVERED
NATIONAL BISCUIT CO.'S
ljLI.lv CAKES, Just received
1 retail and nice, per
pound.. 35c
,

ESTAXC1A
AiBT Ql ERQUE
Packard Stage Service
Sunday.
Daily Except
Lv. Albuquerque, Springer Transfer Of'ice, 104 West Gold.
7:30 a. m.
Phone 43
3 0 a. tn.
Ar. Kstancla
12 Noon
Ar. Mountainair
7 a. m.
L". Mountainair
9 a. m.
Lv. Estancia
12 Noon
Ar. Albuquerque
Office Springer Transier Co.

Pitted Cherries
nnd Strawberries, by the'
gallon.
Soda Crackers
l.'o
20c
Bulk Peanut Butler, lb
BliicklM-rrlcs-

Pri-mln-

tf.'X'
Comb Honey
$1.75
Honey
l.
iniHoney
tio bars Horax Naphtha Soap. f0c
Lima Beans
50c
Peas
50r
Bulk Dates, l!i-l- l
50c
1 Kill. Cider Vinegar
50c
1 lb. Royal Cocoa
50c
8."o
Sock of Meal
3 lbs. Hominy
25r
25c
Pljr Bacon
25c
Ii(T Hani
Star and norscshoe Tobacco. , 80c
TnE ONLY CASH AND DELIVERY STORE IN THE CITY.
'i-;a-

Estancia Stage Co.

s.

Inc.!

I

LET'S GO

F

ROBERT JONES

HOMER H. WARD.
S15 Marble Ayenoe
Phone

Coal and South Walter
Phone - -- - -- - -- - -- - 67

PyE

T0DAY

SESSUE

O H

--

Sand and Gravel,
call
TRUCKING
GENERAL
Pliona 499.

CO.

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

SEKOH

LARRY

Also

In his newest nnd positively funniest comedy, "THE BAKERY"
REGIXAR ADMISSION

Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:45
Arrlvese in Santa Fe. . .10:45
4:30
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:30

Phone 600

LOCAL ITEMS

I

Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and
Mrs. 8am Livingston and two
yesdaughters returned to the city
after spending several
terday
weeks In the northern section of
B.

the state.
A marriage license was Issued
yesterday to Lucille Lillianof Deskin
Albuand Herman Schulman,

am
am
pm
pm

210

745 West

Store,
Singer
West Central

FOGG, The Jeweler,

New stock just unpacked.

Roth hian's

repair

September 2nd
HICKEY-FERGUSSO-

Dahlias

The

Mesa
Seats Available
Phone 1500W

NOTICE
The partnership between H
Hogrcfe and J. C. Clark,
proprietors of The Empire
Cleaners, has this day been dissolved. J. C. Clark having purchased the Interest of II. L
Hogrcfe, and will continue the
business.
J. C. CLARK
II. 'j. HOGREFE.
September 1st. 1021.
L.

.

Schultz

Miss Helen Gurule

Teacher of Piano

j

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
JOURNAlj OFFICE
Miss Rose Tomei

Piano Teacher

.T

SOME PEOPLE DO
BEGINS

AT

HOME

It is a well known fact that if you buy all your
groceries at the Willy Nilly that you will buy them
cheaper than anywhere else in the state, consistent
with quality.

HILLS BROS. RED CAN COFFEE
Pound Can

,

Pound Can
22
5 Pound Can

44c
$1.08
.$2.15

S O M E "D O N

WE DO

WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP,
15 South Second.
EAT

AT

Just
direct

from the government,
which we are going to sacrifice
Aim 500 O. D. Shirts. Come and
get our prices. Trompt attention to mail orders.

CAFETERIA
Open from 7 a. m. to 8 p. m.
Corner Fourth and Central.
,

41c
$1.22

s

We Deliver Orders Over $8.00 Free.
' Smaller Orders Delivered for 10c

WILLY-NILL- Y
205 South First Street

iMrfvwuB-

yearling and

g

-

III.

two-year-o-

ld

Prices right.

M. COHHELL

WALTER

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

AUTOMOBILE OWNER: The AlMen's Welfare
buquerque
Association needs your car, today, at
2:00 p. m., for two hours in order to lomen in this
cate the needy
in
them
assist
and
securing an adcity
justment of their claims against the
government. Please phone 2000, giving
your name and address. The service of
100 cars must be donated for this time
e
a success.
to make this
Don't be a piker because the war is over
Ex-Servi-

ce

Ex-Servi-

14 Pounds Sugar
15 Bars P. & G. White
15 Bars Sodate Soap

ce

ADDED

Stores

$1.00
'.$1.00

Theater
CONTINUOUS

North

LAST TIME TODAY

Phone 138

NOTICE!

PRE-WA-

PRICES

R

TEN DAY

JOSEPH M. SCHENCK Presents

.

Accounting Service
Accountant
will
Experienced
open, close, audit and keep your
books by day or contract.
PHONE 1582-- J

Board and Room
One extra large room, extra
large windows, 'well furnished
and real close in; the best oi
home cooking Private family
Room suitable for man and wife
or a dandy place for two men to
s.

Special rates

for two, or will rent single.
523 WEST COPPER.

FOR RENT

Now due and payable at the
High School Building. Corner
Broadway and Central. Call at
jffiee or mail checks to
BOARD OF EDUCATIONI

-

mT isyp

as the Spanish beauty for whose smiles men fought, '

FLOWER"

"THE PASSION

LIME
NO CORE

V

Superior in quality, but no higher in price
than any other lime. Sold in any quanity.
From now on we will have a fresh supply of lump
lime on hand at all times. We solicit your orders.

SUPERIOR WHITE LIME CO.
Warehouse in Coal Supply Yard.
Phones 4 and 5, or 81 7 W
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We Are Going to Sell Our Regular
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CLASS MEATS
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For the Remainder of This Week Only at

i
..................
.y Xtlt
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for...... ... ..... v..., v..
F

Best Pot Roast,
at per pound. ..
Rib Boil,
3 pounds

:

NORMAxTALMADGE

,im'

rZffKJr

'

.

Cold

Storage

Meats

first-clas-

HIGHLAND MEAT MARKET
I. J. MIZE
503 South Arno

Phone 185

ADDED ATTRACTION

'"SAND

We also have' good Lamb, Veal, Pork, 'Spring
Chickens, 'Hens, Belgian Hares, and everything
s
ftiarket.
found in a
"If It Is Good, We Have It'

WITCHES"

A Gayety Comedy. 0
REGULAR PRICES.

NOTICE!
Market
Phone l
location

The Standard Meat

Auction Sale

421 South Broadway
will move to its new
1122 South Edith Street, September 1st
The New Market Will Be Called

Friday, September 2nd, at 708 North
Fourth Street Sale Starts Promptly

The PIONEER

furniture to go to the highest bidder for Cash.
Five room ot
Note the following articles to be sold: Dressers, chiffoniers, rugs,
rockers, several umall rygs, library table, dining table, buffet
and chairs to match, Srriger Sewing machine, beds, springs and
mattressed, lace curtains, refrigerator, porch swing coal range,
mentioned.
heater, dishes, cooking utensils and many articles not can
not
If you are in the market for houso furnishings, you
and never
to miss this opportunity. These goods are
used by sick. Ue on har.d promptly.

NO. 71
SERVICE WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED
We thank our customers and patrons for the volume
Of business rwe enjoyed at our stand on Broadway.
Hoping that we may continue to serve you in our
New Market we assure you of the Best Quality
Lowest Prices and Prompt Deliveries. ,
After August 31, the Meat Market a)! 421 South
Broadway, will not be under my management.
C. HENDRICKS
ALWAYS CALL 71.

at 2:30 p.m.

A-

MEAT

C. HENDRICKS,
Be

Our' Phone Number Will

-l

af-fo- rd

A-- X

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.
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Commercial Watches Cleaned $1.50
Dependable Work. Factory Method
HERBERT C. SCHULTZ,
107 S. Fourth St.
Jeweler.

room-mate-

TALMADGE

SPECIAL.

Railroad Watches Cleaned.

use as

BUILDERS

and

NO SLAKE
now wood
has been
yard
opened by E. C. and H. O.
1425
South Second.
CHAVEZ,
CHAVEi CASH WOOD YARD,
Phono 18HB--

TO 11 T. M.

Direct from our plant at
Bluewater. It contains

First Street.

A

1

Incorporated.

Co.,

LUMP

FRESH

5

..$1.00
Naptha Soap

just received a carload of

We have

PRICES

REGULAR,

BROADWAY CENTRAL GROCERY

CONTRACTORS

ATTRACTIONS

"Burton Holmes Travelogue9'
"Current Events"

We Are Going to Sell Our Regular

Liberty Army Store,
117

POLL TAX

'

heavy-shearin-

NORMA
received 250 O. D. Blankets

Best apartment , in the city-t- hree
rooms, sleeping porch,
and bath. Nicely furnished.
PHONE 177.

T

BRACY'S

MY iCMOY

Rambouillets

No Mall Orders Taken.
Corner Broadway and Central.

'OTIC

CREAM COFFEE

Pound Can
3 Pound Can
1

J. A. Skinner

Good Work.

Realart Presents One of the Screen's Most
Famous Beauties

RAMS

Albuquerque

Cents

Herbert

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

Another Shipment of Those Fancy
Peaches, Per Box $1.65

To All Concerned:

We Are on the Job

r.

LAST TIME TODAY

Clean-Up-Driv-

One day trip to include
Laguna and Enchanted

Let Us Send a Man

I

N

TOURS

17--

CHOCOLATE

J.

ACOMA

l.

CARD PARTY

1

Avenue.

rfOl--

Annual Dance at

watches, clocks and
jewelry. Also hand engraving. All
work guaranteed.
Opposite the PostolTlce
122 S. 4th Et.
Phono uo:s-.We

querque.
A. H. Douglas of Magdalena was
in Albuquerque yesterday.
V. J. Lewy, of the Indian IrrigaMusic and Jewelry Store
tion service returned yesterday
from Santa Ana, where he hag been
Given By
117 S. First St.
riione 9 J
engaged In construction work for
NATIONAL COUNCIL CATHOseveral weeks.
LIC MEN AND WOMEN,
Lillian M. Johnson of Dalies,
Thursday Evening. Sept. 1, 8 p.
Kans.. and Ward H. Scott of Lyle,
in., St. Miiij s Hull. You aro coryesterday at the Jemez Springs, returned to
Kans., were married
dially invited to attend.
morning by Justice of the Peace toe city yesterday.
Deslderio Montoya.
E. Fletcher left yesterday
Four dollars, full wagon load, forGeorge
Las Vegas on business.
factory, wood; limited 91.amount.
Make the most of your opportuHahn Coal Co. Phone
nities.
You can turn them into
Choirs of the Congregational, cash at the Western School for PriTo replace that broken window
Christian and Central Methodist
vate Secretaries. Instruction In all
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co..
churches will meet tonight for re- Commercial branches.
Fall term
423 North First
Phone 421.
hearsal at the Congregational September 6.
church at 8 o'clock.
Miss Marv Waldie, assistant In
Temple Lodge No. 6, A. F. and
A. M will hold Its regular meow- the office of Drs. C. H. llag!and
1
Have
8 o'clock.
at
this
V. H. Kpensley, who underevening
and
ing
Grover Divine, went a serious
Arthur Pragi-r- ,
Frilast
in
Elite
operation
O.
H.
Coors,
and
G.
Simnis
Albeit
at the Presbyterian sanatoriFe day
me
Let
um, is reported to be doing well.
Jr., will leave today for Santa
you afternoon
supply
where they will participate In the
and evening decorations.
state golf tournament which opens
BLOOM.
Phono 2107-- J
R.
F.
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
there
Saturday.
- Mr. and Mrs. Earl C. Poiterfleld
DOINGS
returned yesterday from a vacation
;
weeks spent in California.
tt three
Edward Miller, one of the fore- by the
They were called home brother-in-lahmnn at the Santa Fo shops pur
death of Mrs. Porterfleld's
Your Trunk Uaulcd for
chased
a lot yesterday on DartD. E. Jones.
mouth avenue and as soon as he
Mrs. William II. Boyd, of Har25
the city can dispose of his property in the
rington. Kans., arr'ved in
Call
Transfer Co.
lowlands
a
called
build
will
five
thousand
was
Albuquerque
She
evening.
Tuesday
Phone 512.
residence on his lot on the
Jiere by the death of D. K. Jones. dollar
Heights.
Miss Marv Paine, Y. W. C. A. theMrs.
Ward Sheppard is expected
cafeteria director, will leave today
for her annual vacation. She will home shortly after the first of Hie
month.
If you seo Ward, watch
co to Santa Fe for the fiesta.
Medicated Turkish Bath
Mrs. J. Stockelv Ligon has gone him smile.
Five giades will be taught this
Tickets of six Naths, including
to Santa Fe to attend the fiesta.
year In tho University Heights
body massage, for $10. for balFloyd Lee is at his home here
reTrained
ance o' this month.
public school. Tho board of educaBuffering from an injured foot
tion hope to havo the new school
Nurse and Masseuse.
ceived in a fall.
reM ItS. TEKIti DEAMER. Prop.
In that district completed by this
, Miss Emma Auferoth has
time next year.
508!', W. Central. Phono 685-turned from Mountainair,withwhere
her
vacation
she spent her
CARD OF THANKS.
sister.
We wish to thank our friends
Mrs. Charles Carscallon of Ms
and neighbors, for tho kindness
Vegas arrived in the city otyesterday
C.
H.
to attend the funeral
shown, during the illness and death
I
of our beloved mother, grandmothJEWELER
Paekert.
accomwill
er and sister; also for the beautiful
Miss Erna Fergusson
to Jem" floral offerings.
Dependable Watch Repairing
pany a party of tourists them
will
MRS. J. A. BUCHANAN AND
Among
today.
WATCHES AND JEWELRY
Springs
be Miss icuin uonani ui ua
FAMILY,
Third Door North of Postofflce
a
vacant.
Tex., who Is spending
MISS ANNIE GAHCIA,
107 Soutli Fourth Street.
MRS. EDGAR L. KEALER,
here.i.'.
n(via niven who sooko be
MRS.
PACA.
LEON
fore an audience at Y. W. C. A. on
BRIXTON OXKND1NE.
Tuesdav night, will make her farewell address tonight at the IsBaH. BITTNER
HOUSE ROOMS
presichurch at 8 o'clock. She Memorial
310
Phono 221-- tt
South First.
dent of the Clara Barton
association.
JET.KK'S GOOD M'CK
Mrs. Nello Hartley has returned
ftiono 1810-OLEOMARGARINE
from a buying trip to New York
ufoints.
eastern
Tree. Delivery.
riiono 211)8-1City and other
A. A. Sedillo has returned from
1 trip to Socorro on legal business.
NOTICE.
After this date I shall not be
He reports high enthusiasm .or
in
vicinity.
that
Bursum
Senator
responsible for any debts except
Carl Munn of Los Angeles, for- those contracted by me personally.
last right
ALFREDO GONZALES.
merly of this city, arrived
to spend several days here. Ho is
Uarvcui?r
the
Dryan
by
employed
158 Taxi & Baggage
158
company.
Inquire
J. D. Wakefield, special aent ar-cf
GENTRY'S EGGS.
ihe Pacific Mutual company,
At Champion, Hawkins, Ran. Tone.
rived in the city last night from
Skinner's, Ideal and I'appc's. Price
Itaton.
Mr. and Mrs. Archibald Kamera U0 cents.
were visitors in the city on theirCITY Kl.KCTRIC SHOE SHOP
T?nwell from a honey..A...n
I'hooe M7-tl3 Smith second.
.
moon Hnnnt In Punt a
Free Call sod Deliver.
Kamera was Miss Cora. Lee GreenCompetent and Experienced
field a former university siuneiu.
We deliver any size any Wanted advanced pupils and beMr and Mrs. E. J. Strong ana
U. Hen
ginners. Reduced Prices.
1r anrt Mrs
,.l,iy..n.
where.
Transfer Co., 30
N. Fourth.
Phono 18U-- J
riron ami children and Dr. Mitchell, Phone Henry
939.
after a stay or h week or ten days

THRIFT

TIJo.-a-s

Phone

Shot Gun Shells
FOR SALE

b.

rams. In carload Jots or less

Western School for
Private Secretaries

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Clear

REMINGTON

b.

RTHEATRE

b.

Larg'e, smooth,

Can be ibtalned at thu Western
School for Private Secretaries
We train our students by Individual Instruction to the point of
highest efficiency and then
place them in responsible positions.
COMPLETE COURSES
EXPERT INSTRUCTION
ENROLL NOW
Fall term opens September 6
Half-Da- y
and Evening SesDay,
sions.

STAGE

Frauds Towers
lyDrama
Kver Produced.

From the p'.iy
Ciini'.-s-

20-l-

Arizona

Education of the
Highest Quality

"THE FIRST BORN"
The Greatest

b.

A Business

$35 Model Vlctroln for $20.
NO RECORDS.
Room 12.
Presbyterian Sanltorlum.

in

206 East Central Ave.

For the convenience of our meat and milk customers this store will be open one hour Monday, 8 to
9 SHARP.
r
PEACHES, GRAPES,
WATERMELON,
KANSAS CITY MEATS
box highest grade Sliced Bacon
...48c
box Peaches $1.65
Swifts Premium Hams,
hox Grapes.. $2.35
whole
37c
Extra good Pot Roast 15c 1 gal. can Black10c
90c
berries..
Boiling Beef
Round Steak
22c 1 pound Creamery
Loin Steak
Butter
40c
25c
1 large. Corn Flakes 17c
2 lbs. Silver Leaf
Lard
.40c Barrel Ginger Snap 28c
Comb Honey. .. 30c 1 doz. Oranges. .. ...50c
$5.00 Orders' Delivered to Highlands

West Gold Avenue.

116

FOR SALE

HAYAKAWA

DAILY'S KASII AND KARRY

20-l-

2

mi muni imimi,mw.
jfrmittrt

w.ri

FRANK TROTTER

FOR WALL TINTING and all
kinds ot painting call WRIGUT
Phone 1342--

AIR COOLED.

Hint-keye-

s,

CRESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE

624 TODAY

t

September 1, 102L
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Prop.
the Same.

